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Abstract

This thesis has investigated the influence of atmospheric gravity waves on constituents,

particularly ozole in the stratosphere and neutral sodium in the mesosphere. The

study included theoretical, modeling, and observational approaches. The motivation

for the work is presented first as previous studies are reviewed. A theoretical basis for

gravity wave studies is then provided, leading into modeling, simulation studies, and

data analysis.

A simple linear gravity wave simulation was developed and applied to the meso-

spheric neutral sodium layer. The simulation is particularly straightforward for the

sodium layer due its approximate horizontal homogeneity ancl long chemical lifetime

relative to gravity-\ryave timescales. This simulation was used to evaluate processing

techniques presently applied to experimental sodium resonant lidar data to determine

gravity wave characteristics. The processing of simulated data containing gravity wave

fluctuations indicated that the stated limits and some results obtained from sodium

lidar are unreliable. The use of simulated data provides a convenient framework wibhin

which to explore the sensitivity and selectivity of experimental techniques.

Stratospheric ozone was investigated as an important atmospheric constituent

whose response to gravity-wave scale motions is complex and previously not well doc-

umented. Detailed observations of mesoscale ozone variation were obtained from two

novel campaigns. A combination of quasi-simultaneous ozonesonde, radiosonde and

ER-2 aircraft data from the 1994 Antarctic Southern Hemisphere Ozone Experiment

(ASHOE), was used to provide a high-resolution picture of the vertical and horizontal

variation of ozone, winds, and temperature.
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A separate campaigri consisting of simultaneous observations with an ozone dif-

ferential absorption lidar (DIAL) and a Rayleigh-Mie Doppler wind lidar from the

Observatoire de Haute Provence (OHP), France, provided high resolution informa-

tion on the time evolution of ozone vertical structure including tlvo ozone "laminae".

The presence of a well-defined long-period inertia-gravity wave was detected in lidar

horizontal winds at the same time and altitude as the two observed laminae. These

observations provided an excellent case study through which to examine mesoscale

ozorre variability and test theoretical concepts of ozone response to wave fluctuations.

A two-dimensional tagrangian mesoscale parcel advection model rvas developed in

order to explore some of the features evident in the above observations more fully. In

particular, the possible interaction between ûìesoscale fluctuations and synoptic-scale

transport in generating observed oz<.¡ne features was investigatecl. The impact of such

interactions on the calculated ozone spectra was addressed. Aspects of the observed

ozorre variability from the case study of dual iidar observations were then re-examined

from a modeling perspective.

As a detailed study of theory, modeling, and observations of mesoscale variability c,f

constituents in the stratosphere and mesosphere, this thesis provides a useful coveÌage

of constituent transport processes in the middle atmosphere.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Art is long and life is short, and success is uery far off

J. Conrad

L.L The Earth's Atmosphere

Earth is surrounded by a complex, largely stable atmospheric structure which extends

to a distance of approximately 400 km from the planet's sulface. The atmosphere is

influenced by gravitationai and rotational effects, solal radiation, and the presence of

reactive constituenús or chemical components.

Classification of the Earth's atmosphere for scientific study relies primarily on the

mean vertical temperature structure (Figure 1.1) [U.5. Standard Atmosphere,Lg76].

The lowest region of the atmosphere, known as the troposqthere, is a region of typically

linear decrease of temperature with height which extends from the surface to -10 km

at polar latitudes and to -15 km at tropical latitudes. The upper limit of the tro-

posphere, the troytopause,forrns a boundary with the stratosphere (Section 1.4) which

extends to -50 km with a predominantly positive temperature gradient. The increase

in temperature in this region is due mainly to the presence of the constituent ozone,

discussed in Section 1.5. At mesospheric heights (Section 1.3) ihe mean vertical tem-

perature gradient is again negative, with a further transition to temperature increase

1
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of mean vertical temperatule str-ucture based on the
U.S. Standard Atrnosphere,IgT6 [after Andrews et a1.,1987].

with height occuriing at the mesopause (90-100 km) and on into the thermosythere^

where ionization efects and difusive separation become significant.

The middle atmosphere, consisting of the stratosphere and mesosphere (-10-100

km), is the region focussed on in this thesis. Atmospheric observa,tion techniques

including radar (radio detection and ranging), and lidar (light detection and ranging),

as well as sonde-, and aircraft-based instrumentation will be used in the following

chapters, along with many elements of gravity wave theory, to investigate and model

this important region of the Earth's atmosphere. This introductory chapter reviews

concepts and previous works which are important in the study of atmospheric gravity

\ryaves and their effects on constituent distributions in the middle atmosphere.

t.2 Atmospheric Gravity Waves

Atmospheric grauity u)aues7 are wave-induced oscillations of air parcels due to the
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lGravity waves are also less commonly known as huoyancy uaaes or oceanic internal ual)es.



1.2. ATMOSPHERIC GRAVITY WAVES

opposing forces of buoyancy and gravitation, and in some cases planetary rotation.

Atmospheric gravity lvaves arise as simple harmonic solutions of the Navier-Stokes

equations which describe the interplay between winds, temperatute, pressure, and at-

mospheric density. Other atmospheric wave motions with specific scales and properties

include acoustic waves, atmospheric tides, mixed Rossby-gravity waves, Lamb \ryaves'

and other planetary-scale motions, such as Rossby waves and Kelvin waves.

The fluctuations arising from gravity waves are an important part of the so-called

mesoscale2 variability of the Earth's atmosphere. In this thesis, mesoscale variability

refers to motions with characteristic vertical scales typically -0.1-10 km and horizon-

tal scales -1-1000 km, in the absence of a strict definition which has been uniformly

applied lThunis and Bornstein,Igg6]. Motions with smaller vertical scales can be

described as microscøle, commonly ascribed to inertial range three-dimensional tur-

buience. Motions with horizontai scales >1000 km are refèrred to as synoptic or

planetary-scale.

Since the initial realization of the importance of atmospheric gravity waves at

middle atmospheric mesoscales by Hines [1960], a detailed record of gravity wave ob-

servations has been compiled and an extensive lange of theoletical studies has been

accomplished. The study of atmospheric wave motions and long-term cycles has ad-

vanced the capability to determine trends and predict elements of the atmospheric

circulation. The importance of parameterizing gravit5'-ry¿ve-induced variability over

the range of tìmescales from intra-annual variations through to hourly variations has

led to the instigation of gravity wave databases (e.g. the Stratospheric Processes and

their Role in Climate (SPARC) Gravity Wave Initiative (GWI)) and has prompted

detailed observational studies of their seasonal and latitudinal distributions.

The primary physical mechanisms resporÌsible for gravity wave generation are be-

lieved to be orographic forcing and tropospheric weather systems, such as frontal sys-

tems and intense convection (e.g. thunderstorms, squall lines, and cyclones). Progress

in the understanding of gravity wave generation has come fi'om simulation and obser-

vation of the generation of gravity waves by flonts [e.g. Grffiths and Reeder,1996],

3

2Mesoscale means literally middle scale.
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studies of convective system s [e. g . Alexander et al. ,L9951 , and investigations of moun-

tain wave forcing lBacmeister and Schoeberl,L98}; Bacmeister et al.Jgg}l.

Analysis of observational clata has emphasized two general areas of atmospheric

gravity wave effects. Many studies, using a variety of measurement techniques, have

investigated specific occurrences of quasi-monochromatic wave events lileid,1986: Cot

and Barat,1986; Gardner and Voelz,l987; Yamamoto et al.,Ig}7; Chan et al.,l99l).

The strongly multi-component nature of the gravity wave field, with observations gen-

erally indicating the presence of a superposition of wavesr has lecl to extensive study of

the gravity wave spectrum, using either vertically, horizontally, or tempolally resolved

mesoscale data sets. Such studies include measurements using rockets lIAu and Wid-

del,I99l; Thrane et aL.,19941, balloons lAllen and l'incenú,1995], aircraft lBo,cmei-ste.r

et a1.,I9961, radars [Murayama et a1.,7992; Sato and Yamada,Lgg4],, ailglorv imagers

lUecht et al.,I994l and lidars lShibata et al.,Ig86; Senft and Gardner,Iggl; Wilson

et al.,l99I; Whiteway and Carswell,Igg4].

Characteristic vertical scales of wave motions are -2-5 km in the lower stratosphere,

-5-15 km in the upper stratosphere, and >15 km in the mesosphere, as detelrnined

from spectral studies of radal and rocketsonde measurerìents [.9nlifh et o,l.,Ig87; A,Iu-

rayarna et a\.,79921. These characteristic scales are responsible for the majority of

gravity-wave-induced horizontal velocity and temperature variance in the middle at-

mosphere. The increase of the characteristic vertical scale with height has been in-

terpreted as an indication of a gradual change in the gravity wave field with height,

although the exact physical plocesses involved rernain controversial [cliscussecl in Chap-

ter 3]. The theoretical basis for a gravity wave study and further important results

will be developed in Chapter 2.

L.3 The Mesosphere (50-100 k*)
Early studies of the mesosphere focussed on the partially ionized region (80-100 km)

known also as the ionospheric D region. Continued interest in the effect of this region

on radio communications and various military applications has resulted in investiga-

tions using rockets and ionosondes, as well as remote sensing using medium fi'equerrcy
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(MF) and very high frequency (VHF) radars. These observational techniques yield

measurements of atmospheric variables such as temperatute, wind velocity, and ion-

ization profiles.

Rocket trail data from early ionospheric experiments indicated significant vari-

ability, and were initially interpreted purely in terms of turbulence fe.g. Blarnont

and de Jager,1962l. However, the observations were leinterpreted by Hines [1960] as

strong supporting evidence of the importance of gravity waves. The understanding

and appreciation of the role played by gravity waves in the mesosphere has increased

significantly since these early studies.

The temperature structure of the mesosphere cannot be explained in terms of ra-

diative equilibrium. Summer temperatures in the upper stratosphere and mesosphele

are colder than those in winter. In fact, the col<lest region of the Earth's atmo-

sphere is the summer mesopause where temperatures below 100 K have been observed

fSchmidlin,L}ï2l. The formation of this anomalous temperature structure has been

attributed conclusively to gravity wave breaking and the resultant cleposition of mo-

mentum lLindzen,lg8I; Holton,7982; Fritts and Lu ,1995]. The gravity-wave-induced

changes to the mesospheric momenturn budget drive a meridional circulation directed

from the summer to winter pole, which is associatecl with upwelling at the sumner

pole and subsidence at the rvinter pole.

The mesosphere has been studied using rocket-basecl techniques which have pro-

vided sporadic high-resolution mesospheric horizontal velocity measurerr.entsle.g. Blir

et aL,L990i Wu and Widdel,l99Il. Extensive mesospheric observations have been

carried out using MF radar and incoherent scatter laclar techniques located at mid-

latitudes lMeek et a1.,I985; Reid,I986; Vincent and Fritts,1987; Tsuda et a1.,79901,

tropical latitudes lFukao et a\.,1985; Vincent and Lesicar,iggl; f itts and Isler,Lgg2),

and recently at polar locations [Vincent,I994]. These observations have brought to

light information on turbulent dissipation le.g. Hocking,IgST], gravity wave varianc.es

[".g. Tsuda et a1.,79901, tidal oscillations lVincent et al.,Igï8l, as rvell as planetary-

scale wave motions such as the two-day wave lHarcis,Igg4). VHF radars have been

used to measure mesospheric winds using reflections from meteor trails fCeruera and

Reid,t995).

5
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Lidar observations have also revealed gravity wave and tidal structures in the lolver

mesospher e lChani,n and Hauchecorne,IgSl] . The vertical temperature structure of the

entire mesosphere-lower thermosphere (MLT) region has been macle accessible recently

with the development of increasingly powerful Rayleigh lidars fMeriuether et al.,Igg4

She et o/.,1995]. Airborne lidar measuLements have been carrìed out to address the

spatial limitations inherent in the traditional ground-based lidar obselvations [e.g.

Qian et a|.,19951. Observations using resonant lidar techniques, specifically of the

mesospheric neutral sodium la¡rer, are the subject of Chapter 3.

Analysis of airglow observations has provided inforrration on the horizontal struc-

ture of wave motiorrs in the mesosphere [e.g. Gaurilou and Shued,1982]. Recently

developed all-sky airglow imagers resolve detailed fluctuations in airglow intensity

which enable spectral studies of the gravity wave field fe.g. Hecht et al.,Igg4].

The process of gravity wave breaking at mesospheric heights has been identified as

a vital feature in the maintenance of the atmospheric general circulation fUolto'n,Lg83;

Garcia and Solomon,1985]. Recent colocated measurements using airglow imaging,

MF radar, and sodium resonant lidar observations have revealed important evidence

of gravity wave breakinglHecht et a\.,7996b|

The synoptic-scale structure of mesospheric velocities, temperatules, and con-

stituents has been observed using satellite-ba,sed instruments. The Solal Mesosphere

Explorer (SME) obtained temperature measurements in the region 58-90 km lClancy

and Rusch,1990]. A range of experiments on board the Upper Atrnosphele Research

Satellite (UARS) has provided temperature and velocity data at mesospheric heights

le.g. Manney et a\.,1995a].

Modeling studies of tidal motions in the mesosphere have revealed the complex

height, longitude, and latitude dependent structure of this region Ie.g. Forbes and

Vial,l989; Hagan et a\.,1995]. The interaction between gravity waves and tides has

beerr the subject of recent modeling studies with the aim of reproducing the observed

mesospheric variabiiiiy fFri,üs and Vincent,l987; Lu and Fritts,IggS; Eclcermann and

Marks,1996l.

Gravity wave variability in the mesosphere has been the subject of previous mod-

eling and simulation studies. Mesoscale modeling has provecl a useful tool in the
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interpretation of gravity wave effects in airglow intensities [Weinstock,1978; Hines and

Tarasick,!9871. Iiirkwood and Collis [1989] used a monochromatic simulation to inves-

tigate the role of gravity waves in the formation of sudden or sporadic sodium layers

(SSL) (Section 3.2,,2). Fritts et al. ll993l and Jensen and Thoma-s [1994] carried out

simulations of gravity \Mave effects on noctilucent clouds (NLCs). Gardner and Shel-

úon [1985] modeled gravity-wave variability in mesospheric neutral sodium, which is

further described and explored in Chapter 3.

!.4 The Stratosphere (fS-So k*)
The stratosphere is the most stable region of the Earth's atmosphere. Many ob-

servational techniques have been applied to investigate gravitl, waves in this region

including balloon soundings lThompson,l978; Cot and Barat,L986; Tsuda et al.,lggl;

Allen and Vincenú,1995], rocket studies lHarnilton,Iggl; Eckerlnann et al.,Lggbl, lidar

studies lshibata et a1.,t986; Chanin and Hauch,ecorne,!987; Wilson, et aL,IggL Beatty

et a\.,L992; Whiteway and Carswell,I994], and aircraft-based instluments lLiIIy and

Lester,l974; Gage and Nastronz,1986; Bacmeister et a\.,1996).'

Balloon-borne and radiosonde observations have been the fundamental observa-

tional techniques for the lower stratosphere since early this century. Routine ra-

diosonde soundings provide horizontal velocity, humidity, and temperature measure-

ments, which are used in the assimilation of large-scale neteorological information

world wide. Recently the high-resolution height-resoivecl radiosonde measurements of

velocities and temperatures have been recognized as providing a unique resource for

the study of tropospheric and stratospheric mesoscale dynamics. These measurements

have suggested characteristic vertical scales of gravity wave motions in the stratosphere

of. -2 krn lTsuda et a|.,799I; Allen and Vincent,Igg1]. Racliosonde observations are

referred to in Chapter 4.

Monitoring of stratospheric density and temperature structure has been carried

out at several locations around the world using Rayleigh lidars which measure the

density structure of the middle atmosphere, t5'pically over the height range 30-80 km.

More recently, the Rayleigh-Mie Doppler (RD) lidar technique has been developed

7
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to obtain stratospheric horizontal velocity measurements[Chanin et al.)989; Garnier

and Chanin,I992]. Both of these techniques provide data with excellent vertical (-100

m) and temporal (-5 min) resolution. The RD lidar technique is discussed further in

Chapter 5.

Instrumented aircraft have been used to obtain primarily horizontal profiles of

stratospheric velocities and temperatures. These studies have obtained power spec-

tra of horizontal and vertical velocities and potential temperature, and nlore recently

stratospheric chemical constituents such as ozone and nitlous oxide Ie,g. Bac'meis-

ter et a1.,19961. Lilly and Lester 1L974] used velocity and temperature data from

a sequence of vertically separated horizontal aircraft flight paths to develop a two-

dimensional picture of the velocity and temperature fields. Gage and Nastrom [1986]

analyzed a substantial lower stratosphere data set from the Global Atmospheric Sam-

pling Program (GASP). \{ost recently, Bacmeister et al. [1996] calried out an extensive

statistical study of power spectra from data acquired by the National Aeronautical and

Space Administration (NASA) ER-2 instrumented aircraft. The ER-2 aircraft data

are also discussed in Chapter 4.

A key dynamical structure in the polar stratosphere in both hernispheres is the

polar aorter, which isolates polar air from that of mid-lâtitudes. The vortex is most

strongly defined in the Antarctic spring lvhere planetary rvave forcing is absent and

polar air masses are effectively isolated above approximately 16 km. The implications

of the polar vortex structure in ozone depletion will be discussed in the following

section.

Ðxtensive modeling and simulation studies have been carried out to investigate

large-scale stratospheric processes. General Circulation Models (GCMs), along with

their accompanying assimilation and prediction capabilities, provide fi'amevvorks within

which to examine long-term trends in important climatic factors such as temperature,

and the distributions and abundances of water vapour, methane, ancl ozone. Currently

these GCMs are unable to resolve the scales of gravity wave motions fuìly, and hence

the parameterization of gravity \.vaves has been a major area of research [Fritts and,

Lu,I993; Hines,Igg7a; Hines,lgg7b]. Figure 1.2 illustrates the northern hemisphere

meridional distribution of the lower stratospheric constituents potential temperature
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and ozone mixing ratio.

1-.5 Ozone

The presence of trace amounts of ozone in the stratosphere and mesosphere is responsi-

ble for much of the heating of the Earth's atmosphere. Ozone absorbs solar ultra-violet

(UV) radiation over a broad band of wavelengths 1".g. Brasseur and Solomon,IgS4l.

The dual role of ozone in the determination of atmospheric temperatures and the pre-

vention of harmful UV radiation from reaching the Earth's surface rnakes it one of the

most important constituents of the atmosphere.

From the earliest measurements of ozone, there was evidence of latitudinal and

seasonal variations in ozone concentration [reviewed by Craig,I950l. In particular, the

measurement of relatively large ozone concentrations at high latitudes in the northern

hemisphere winter lDobson,l930] was not anticipated because of limited knowledge

of stratospheric ozone photochemistry and dynamics at the time. The highest con-

centrations were expected in regions receiving the maximum input of solar radiation,

i.e. the summer poles. These observations suggested the importance of the inter-

action between photochemical, radiative, and dJ'namical effects in the determination

of ozone structure which has been the subject of modeling studies fe.g. Lindzen and

Good,y,l965; Hartmann and Garcia,I979; Zhu and Holton,1986].

Total column ozone measurements have been obtained using ground-based Dobson

spectrometers since the 1930s. Umkehr methods were developed to estimate vertical

ozone profiles from total column measurements [e.g. Götz et a1.,1934]. In the last

fifteen years, satellite measurements of total column ozone have provided detailed in-

formation on the global distribution of stratospheric ozone. The Stratospheric A.erosol

and Gas Experiments (SAGE I and SAGE II) lMcCorrnich et al.,Lg89; McDermiil

et a\.,1990] and the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) instrument on UARS provided

ozone measurements with a -2-5 km height resolution lManney et al.,lgg1a; Man-

ney et a/.,1995b]. The recent Polar Ozone and Aerosol Measurement (POAM II)

experiment provided ozone mixing ratio measurements from 18-35 km with a height

resolution of -1 krnl&andall et a|.,1995].

9
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Farrnan et aL lI985] reported total ozone column measurements from a Dobson

spectrometer which showed a significant decrease in Antarctic spring total ozone levels.

This trend has continued with levels below 100 DU recorded since 1992 \WMO,1994].

Since the 1970s the possible contribution of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) to ozone pho-

tochemical depletion has been recognized lMolina anil Rowland,Ig7(l. This remains

an area of some concern due to the long chemical lifetimes of CFCs at stratospheric

levels.

The Antarctic ozone hole develops during the local spring where four important

effects combine to deplete ozone efficiently: strong solar radiation input,, very low

stratospheric temperatures, associated with major formation of polar stratospheric

clouds (PSCs), the presence of ozone-destroying substances, and the dynamical iso-

lation of the Antarctic from mid-latitudes due to the polar vortex. 'Ihe polar vortex

isolates air most efficiently above -16 km so that transfer of air masses between polar

and mid-latitudes occurs primarily below 16 km.

Arctic ozone depletion has been identified, particularly since 1995 [e.g. Donoaan

et a\.,19951. The higher temperatures in the Arctic stratosphere are a major contribut-

ing factor in the less catastrophic ozone loss that has been observed to-date compared

with the Antarctic. The importance of dynamical processes in the maintenance or

destruction of the vortex cannot be overestimated in the study of ozone depletion

phenomena. For example, studies have identified the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO)

phases of horizontal velocities modulating ozone lGarcia and Solomon,IgS7; Hess and

O'Sulliuan,1995]. Also, the break-up of the Antarctic polar vortex in spring, driven

by Rossby wave breaking, leads to the production of filaments of ozone-depleted polar

air which are transported away from polar regions toward mid-latitudes [e.g. Leouy

et aL.,19831. These filaments are believed to be responsible for significant mid-latitude

ozone variations and are discussed further in Section 1.5.2 and in Chapters 4-6.

Ozone loss is not restricted to polar regions. Evidence from ozonesondes and

satellite sources shows depletion in total ozone measurements at mid-latitudes (30"-

60") in both hemispheres \WMO,1994]. The height region where maximum depletion

occurs is the lower stratospherc (-12-29 km) [e.g. Hofrnann et al.,Igg1]. A role for

sulfate aerosols in ozone depletion has been suggested at mid-latitudes, since depletion
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was not restricted to periods of polar vortex breakdown IWMO,L994]. However, the

quantification of this issue requires detailed study of the dynamics and transport of

ozone. A study of this sort is commenced in Chapter 6.

The influence of equatorially trapped Kelvin waves on stratospheric ozone distribu-

tion was investigated using Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS) satellite

datale.g. Randel,1990] and Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) data lZiemke

and Stanford,I994]. The tropopause region, particularly in the tropics, has been the

subject of extensive recent study of the processes involved in so-calleà stratosphere-

troposphere erchange. Sun and Leoay [1990] investigated equatorial ozone variability

in the upper stratosphere and found modulations due to the strøtospheric semi-annual

oscillation (SSAO) of winds and temperatures.

Total ozone abundances have been the subject of large-scale modeling studies aimed

at estimating and predicting long-term ezone variability. Such numerical modeling,

commonly in two dimensions, has underestimated the observed downward trends in

ozone column abundances by a, factor of 1.3-3.0 [WMO,I994]. Recent inclusion of

parameterization of aerosol input frorn volcanic eruptions has brought modeis and ob-

servations into cioser agreement [Tie and Brasseut',19951. The complexity of mesoscale

ozoîe variability indicated by higher resolution measurements (such as ozonesondes)

remains unresolved and unpara,meterizecl in large-scale transport models and is one

of many possible causes of the continuing disagreernent between observational and

modeling studies in this area.

The ozone measurement techniques discussed in this section resolve diferent scales

of ozone variability in different configurations, and it is challenging to interpret such

measurements and to develop a coherent multi-scale theory which encompasses the

observations. A common theme of the analyses carried out in Chapters 4 and 5 of

this thesis is the optimal use of available measurement techniques to provide a more

detailed and usetil description of the ozone distribution. The following two sections

provide an introduction to aspects relevant to Chapters 4-6. Figure 1.3 displays a

model assimilated mean ozorre concentration profile.
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1-.5.1 Ozone photochemistry and absorption of radiation

The photochemical processes responsible for the basic structure of the stratospheric

ozone layer were put forward by Chapman [1930] and are known as the Chapman

mechanism, and the general vertical distribution of ozone or other constituents which

results from these reactions is known as a Chapman layer.

The Chapman mechanism consists of four basic ozone photochemical equations

lWayne,l988l.

Oz * huz + 20 (Qr) (1. 1)
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(1.4)

Here hv represents a quantum of energy absorbed, fr12 and fr13 are the chemical re-

action rate coefficients, and, Qz and Q3 represent the number of quanta of incident

radiation absorbed by O, and Os per unit volume and per unit time. Atornic oxy-

gen in the stratosphere can be considered to be in chemical equilibritm lBrasseur

anil Solomon,l984]. Hence, the net rate of production or destruction of ozone (r3),

considering only the above oxygen chemistry, is

7's: ktzr¿tTl2Ttrm - l|1¡.n¡n3 - Q", (1.5)

where the n¿ represent the number densities of the oxygen species present.

Blake and, Lindzen 11973] considered a very detailed set of ozone-related chemical

equations. Of primary importance is the modification to the rate coefficients k12 and

k13 due to HO', NO, and ClO,. The basic form of this set of reactions is given by

Wayne [1988], where X represents one of H, N and Cl.

X + 03 --+ XO * Oz (1.6)

XO+O-,X*Oz (1.7)

This pair of reactions is equivalent to reaction (1.a) in the Chapman mechanism

and will clearly have an important efect on the rate of ozone destruction. The net

action of H, N and Cl in the above equations is one of catalytic destruction of ozone.

The National Research Council (U.5.) [1982] indicates a value of about 10000 for the

chain length indicating number of times H, N and Cl act as catalysts for the reactions.

These chemical reactions indicate that the presence of increased amounts of H, N and

Cl in the atmosphere accelerates the rate of ozorre depletion.

Also, it has been necessary to consider the chemistry of the ozone destruction

more carefully given recent information relating to PSCs. The ozone destruction rate

is much increased as the temperature falls below a threshold value for PSC formafion,

where ozone destroying chemical species are present. The clouds have been classified

according to their chemical composition as type I (consisting primarily of nitric acid
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trihydrate) and type II (consisting of mainly water ice). PSCs have extremely impor-

tant implications for the processes involved in ozone destruction, since the surfaces of

the clouds provide sites on which ozone-destroying heterogeneous gas-phase chemical

reactions occur at an accelerated rate. The formation locations and persistence of

the clouds are both heavily influenced by the localized effects of gravity wave fluctu-

ations in temperature through the temperature dependence of ice-crystal formation

lMeilinger et a1.,L995; Murphy anil Gary,L995; Bacmeister anil Eckermann,lgg7l.

L.5.2 Ozone laminae and large-scale structure

Ozone laminae are large positive or negative ozone values that are confined to narrow,

vertically localized layers, and are most commonly observed at mid-latitude and polar

locations. The laminae have been ascribed to the dynamical fi,Iamentation of. the ozone

distribution by large-scale advection, and so are often referred to as fiIaments. The

earliest study of ozone laminae by Dobson [1973] addressed some qualitative features

of vertical ozone profiles.

A more recent series of studies, mainly based on northern hemisphere data sets, has

made use of extensive databases of height-resolved ground-based ozone measurements

including ozonesondes and ozone lidar to investigate more fully the occurrence of

laminar features lheid, and, Vaughan,IggI; Reid et ø1.,1993]. Reid, et ø/. [1993] found

laminae occurred most commonly in the lower stratosphere in the height range 12-18

km, with 14 km the height at which laminae most frequently occur, almost independent

of latitude. The strongest and most prevalent laminae were observed at polar locations.

The dominant process of lamina formation is believed to be the breakdown of the

poiar vortex (discussed in Section 1.4). Rossby wave effects act to perturb the large-

scale structure of the vortex and to disrupt the so-called uorter walllLeouy et aI.,Ig83;

Norton,lgga]. This results in a region in the vicinity of the vortex wall known as the

surf zone, where meridional mixing of ozone-rich and ozone-poor: air masses can occur

1".g. Tuck,l989]. The probable effect of meridional transport on total ozone column

amounts at mid-latitudes has yet to be fully studied. However, ozone-depleted air

originating in the polar vortex has been identified at mid-latitude locations and there
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is evidence of depletion of ozone column amounts at mid-latitudes [WMO,I994].

Complex structures of atmospheric constituents and temperature have been exam-

ined using ER-2 aircraft data le.g. Tuck,1989] and satellite observations [e.g. Manney

et al.,I995bl. Large-scale transport modeling techniques, such as contour advection

with surgery (CAS) lWaugh and, Plumb,1994] and contour dynamics with surgery

(CDS) lNorton,L994], have been used extensively to chart the evolution of material in

and around the polar vortex. Such observations and modeling have provided evidence

that tongues or filaments of ozone-rich air may be conservatively transported over large

distances. The process of differential transport results in horizontal elongation of the

air masses. It is these features of estimated large horizontal extent (-1oo km) but verv

narrorff (-7-2 km) vertical extent, with ozone concentrations typically 2-5 times back-

ground values, which are observed in vertical profiie measurements by ozonesondes

and lidar le.g. Reid, et al.,lgg3; Orsolini et a1.,19951. Transport modeling techniques

are applied in Chapter 6 to investigate the mesoscale structure of stratospheric ozone.

I-.6 Thesis Overview

Having introduced the major topics to be developed further in the course of the thesis,

it is appropriate to provide an overview of the structure of the material. The thesis

can be viewed as consisting of three major segments: a presentation of the major the-

oretical concepts [Chapter 2], a mesospheric gravity wave simulation and comparison

of observational techniques [Chapter 3], and an extensive observational and modeling

study of gravity wave effects on the stratosphe¡ic ozone distribution at Macquarie Is-

land, Australia, and at the Observatoire de Haute Provence, France [Chapters 4-6].

Alternatively, the thesis can be approached as chapters addressing primarily theory

and modeling [Chapters 2, 3, and 6] and those focussing on observations and data

analysis [Chapters 4 and 5].



Chapter 2

Theory

This chapter provides a theoretical basis of gravity wave study for the thesis as a

whole. A general set of equations is developed first and gravity wave characteristics

are discussed. Specific results used in later applications are introduced and reference

is made to their continuation in subsequent chapters.

Section 2.1 introduces the Navier-Stokes equations, describing the fundamental

fluid dynamics of the Earth's atmosphere. Tracer transport- the study of atmospheric

constituents which can be used to trace the movement of air parcels - is then discussed

in Section 2.2.

'Ihese equations are solved in Section 2.3 using an approach which separates the

tnean flowprocesses from the waae or perturbaúion processes. In this way the mesoscale

structure of the atmosphere can be isolated and studied separately from the large-

scale dynarnical processes. This mean-perturbation approach is fundamental to the

extraction of gravity wave information and spectral parameters from observations.

Section 2.4 discusses the properties and characteristics of atmospheric gravity waves

and develops key concepts which are vital in analyzing observations in terms of grav-

ity waves, specifically monochromatic waves. Section 2.5 moves away from a purely

monochromatic perspective on gravity wave motions to describe theories behind the

observed spectrum of gravity waves. A spectral approach to gravity wave theory is

important since the majority of observations of gravity wave activity suggest the pres-

ence of a broad range of wave scales, and the parameterization of gravity waves in

T7
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order to incorporate their effects in large-scale models must reflect the complexity of

the observed wave spectrum.

2.L The Navier-Stokes Equations

The three funclamental conservation laws of mass, energy, and momentum are first

introduced in a fluid dynamics context leading into a general formulation of the Navier-

Stokes equations. The equations are developed for a non-hydrostatic, compressible,

and temperature-varying atmosphere in order to obtain their solutions in a general

form. These equations are fundamental to any atmospheric wave study.

It is often appropriate to simplify the Navier-stokes equations by applying as-

sumptions or approximations relevant for specific atmospheric regions or scales. Some

examples of these simplifications, such as incompressibility and hydrostatic balance,

are discussed in the following sections.

2.L.1 Conservation of rnass and the continuity equation

The total mass of the atmosphere is a conserved quantity. For a given air parcel

defining a region of the atmosphere which is stationary relative to a ground-based

observer, the flux of mass mo inlo or out of the parcel must be equal to the rnass

tra.nsnort hv tota.l wind motions f I - /rr v q¡\
E -- -r \-)'t 

lJ/.

0*,
il 

TJ .ymo (2.1)

Here â denotes a derivative evaluated reiative to the ground-based frame of reference,

V : (aI,&,&¡ is the gradient operator and ø, y, and z are the zonal (east-west),

meridional (north-south), and vertical directions.

The fundamental expression of the conservation of mass is conveniently applied to

atmospheric dynamical variables by expressing (2.1) in terms of atmospheric density

p, so that for a parcel of constant volume,

ff*or.u+u.vp:r (2.2)
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This equation is known as the continuity equation for a ground-based frame of ref-

erence. A ground-based reference frame will be used extensively in this thesis when

examining lidar and sondel data in Chapters 4 and 5.

The Lagrangian frame of reference, following the motion of a parcel of air, is well

suited to visualization and description of atmospheric transport and leads naturally

into the concept of parcel displacement which will be fully developed in Chapter 6.

To express the continuity equation in terms of the Lagrangian frame, it is necessary

t,r transform the ground-based derivative f,; into the so-called Lagrangian derivative

$ through

Ad'
ã¡: *+u'v'

The continuity equation in a Lagrangian frame of reference is then

!4 *V.u :0. (2.4)pdt
The concept of conservation of mass as applied to the atmosphere will be developed

explicitly in Section 2.21or atnrospheric rninor constituents.

(2.3)

2.1.1.1 Incornpressible atmosphere

The approximation of an incompressible atmosphere neglecting density variation is

relevant where gravity wave solutions, rather than acoustic or compressibility \ryave so-

lutions, are sought. From the continuity equation (2.4) it is clear that an incompress-

ibie atmosphere results in a zero wind divergence wave field. For an incompressible

atmosphere the continuity equation is then simply le.g. Holton,Ig7g]

V.U : 0. (2.5)

The assumption of an incompressible atmosphere is very widely applied in gravity

wave studies where vertical displacements are sufficiently small that incompressibility

is a relevant approximation. This chapter formulates and solves the Navier-stokes

equations without the assumption of an incompressible atmosphere.

lThe analysis techniques typically applied to sonde data (e.g. hodograph analysis and Stokes
parameter analysis) assume a profile as a function of height only.
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2.L.2 Energy balance and the heat equation

The first law of thermodynamics states that for a system, here applied to an air parcel

lGossard and Hooke, 1975],

L,E: LH - LW. (2.6)

The (infinitessimal) change in internal energy of the parcel (AE) is related to its
temperature, and the work done on or done by the parcel (LW) is determined by

pressure and/or volume changes occurring in the parcel. The f'orm of the heat term

(AfI) depends on properties of the parcel's motion.

For atmospheric thermodynamical processes it is usual to rnake use of the heat

equation lSears and Salinger,Ig7Sl

L'H : cPLT - !Oo, (2.7)
n'¿ø

where * it the specific volume <¡f the parcel, ? is the temperature, and p is the

pressure. Then using the ideal gas law

P - PRT, (2.8)

where -R is the ideal gas constant, (2.7) gives

L,H : cpLT - Yoo (2.9)
p

From this general form of the heat equation two specific cases can be considered

which are relevant for different timescales of atmospheric motions: isothennal and

adiabatic transportof air parcels (A?:0 and L,H:0, respectively).

2.7.2.L Isothermal heat equation

A parcel moving sufficiently slowly, e.g. undergoing planetary-scale wave motions, can

be considered to be transporteð, isothermally or as if in contact with a background

heat reservoir. For these large-scale motions it is then relevant to use lhe isothermal

heat equation lLind,zen ønd Goody,Lg61; Gossard, and Hooke,IgTS).
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1 0p r0p
(2.10)

p0z pðt

2.t.2.2 Adiabatic heat equation

For motions with dynamical timescales short relative to radiative transfer and thermal

conduction timescales, e.g. gravity wave motions, a parcel is transported from its

equilibrium position with insufficient time to adjust to background temperature and

must be considered to be transported adiabatically lilines,I9601, Zhu, and Holton,i986].

In this case the heat term is zero (Af1:0), so that lGossard and Hooke,1975]

L,E : -LW. (2.11)

Expressing the internal energy and work done in terms of atmospheric variables yields

Lp L'p
cv-: cP-tpp (2.r2)

or

ôp Iôp
(2.13)

0z - c2s 0z

This defines the adiabatic heat equation relevant for gravity wave motions.

By making use of the ideai gas equation (2.8) and neglecting terms proportional

io cj2 , it is then possible to relate temperature and density variations through

0T ^ôpP a": -t ðz'
(2.t4)

The above direct relation between density and temperature variations leads to a

simplification of the Navier-Stokes equations which is applied later in (2.39).
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2.L.3 Conservation of momentum and the mornentum equa-

tions

The conservation of momentum as applied to the Earth's atmosphere can be expressed

as a balance between a rotational or Coriolis term, a pressure gradient term, a gravi-

tational term and a frictional term le.g. Holton,Ig79l. In terms of 3-D vectors repre-

senting the zonal, meridional, and vertical directions,

#-2ox.urlvp*g* L:0, (2.rb)

whe¡e Í-l is the angular velocity vector of the Earth, Vp: (#,æ,H¡ ¡ the pressure

gradient, and g : (0,0,-g) is the gravitational acceleration.2 p : (f'", Fo,F") is a

total drag term which may be used to parameterize atmospheric processes such as

friction, diffusion, and ion drag.

Silnplifying (2.15), separating the zonal, meridional, and the vertical components

of the motion, and neglecting drag terms gives the three momentum equations:

Zonal mornent um equation

Meridional momentum equation

du Iðn
dt-Íu+¡fi--0,

du ^ 7ðn
¿+lu* oú:0,

(2.16)

(2.17)

Vertical morrentum equation

where / is the latitude.

dw Iðn
E+t+¡6o=0. (2.18)

Here, / is the Coriolis pararneter, also known as inertial frequency, defined as

r:#sin(/),

2Gravitational acceleration is a weakly varying function of height.

(2.1e)
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2.1.3.1 Hydrostatic approximation

In applications where vertical motions are negligible (ff = 0) it is valid to apply the

hy dro static aplt roximation in (2. 1 8), which yields

0p
:;;-: -P9.oz

(2.20)

Equation (2.20) is known as the hydrostatic equation and describes a balance be-

tween pressure gradient and gravitational terms in the vertical momentum equation.

This is a common approximation applied in general large-scale flow problems in fluid

mechanics. The hydrostatic approximation is also widely used in large-scale modeling

of the atmosphere.

2.1.3.2 Zonal mean motion

Although the magnitude of the zonal winds driving the large-scaie structure of the

Earbh's atmosphere makes these winds a vital component of the circulation, they

often exhibit a largely uniform structure around a latitude circle. The differential

effect of the Earth's rotation and solar radiation between the tropics and the poles

leads to particular interest in latitudinal or rneridional variation of wind velocities,

temperatures, and -- most impoltantly for this work - the constituent ozone. For

some applications, such as the mesoscale Lagrangian model developed in Chapter 6,

it is convenient to make use of zonal mean motions in order to focus on meridional

structure.

2.2 Tlacer Tlansport

The continuity equation (2.4) refers to the mass of a parcel of air as a whole, including

all atmospheric constituents present. For a trace constituent transported by dynamical

processes, as wiil be a primary area of interest in this thesis, a tracer continuity equation

can be developed. 'Ihe case of conseruatiue ot quasi-conseruatiae tracers, which are

subject to purely dynamical processes, will be addressed first.
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Table 2.1: Summary of quantities used to express measurements of trace constituents
after Anilrews et al. [1987]. The subscripts i and ø denote tracer and atmosphere,

vel

2.2.L Conservative or quasi-conservative tracers

By analogy with the atmospheric continuity equa,tion (2.4), a tracer continuity equa-

tion is introduced here which is valid for conservative or quasi-conservative3 tracers.

Examples of quasi-conservative tracers of interest in atrnospheric science include ozotre

in the lower stratosphere, neutral sodium in the mesosphere, chlorofiuorocarbons, and

long-lived radioisotopes from nuclear testing.

For such quasi-conservative tracers the mixing ratio q is conserved during La-

grangian transport lLindzen and, Goody,L965; Waugh, and Plumb,lgg4]. Table 2.1 de-

scribes the various representatioirs of tracer content in the atmosphere. In this thesis q

denotes aolume mixinq ratioa thr:oughout, as obtained from ozonesonde measurements.

The conservation of constituent mixing ratio in the Lagrangian frame can be ex-

pressed as [Andrews et al.,lg87l

0 (2.2r)
dq

dt

This result can be adapted for an Eulerian frame through (2.3) giving

The second term can be expanded to give

fr*r, Vq:o

0q

0r
,!*r*:oOA dz

(2.22)

(2.23)

stacers which have long chemical or diffusive lifetimes relative to dynamical timescales in a given
region of the atmosphere le.g. Andrews el al.,Igï7l.

aThe volume of tracer per unit volume of atmosphere, which is often expressed in parts per million
by volume (pp-").

ðq

ôt
+ +u

Quantity Calculation Symbol Unit
Concentration or
Number density

molecules/volume n molecules cm-"

Partial pressure pq pp dimensionless
Volume mixing ratio nlno q ppmv
Mass mixing ratio q(M¿lM") q* ppmm, kg kg-'
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The importance of the horizontal and vertical structure of the tracer in determining

the tracer variability is alreacly clear in (2.23). For mesospheric neutral sodium, inves-

tigated in Chapter 3, the horizontal tracer gra,dients ffi and ffi ur" assumed negligible,

so that transport of sodium is modeled as a vertical advection process through

(2.24)

For stratospheric ozorte [Chapters 4-6], strong meridional variations have been ob-

served, particularly in polar regions, so that the above simplification is not automati-

cally justified. However, there is no measurement technique currently able to observe

simultaneously the horizontal and vertical ozone structure at a sufficiently high res-

olution to characterize each of the terms in (2.23). Hence it is often assuined that

horizontal transport is negligible in the analysis of purely vertically resolved clata [e.g.

Teitelbaum et a1.,I9941. The structure in both the horizontal and vertical ozone field

leads to a more complex problem in understanding ozone transport and will be the

theme of Chaptei- 4.

Measurements such as mesospheric neutral sodium profiles [Chapter 3] and lidar

ozone profiles [Chapter 5] are available only in terms of number density or concentra-

tion rather than mixing ratio. Table.2.1 presents the major measures of constituent

composition. The number density n oL a constituent is related to the volume mixing

ratio through

N¡
(2.25)

Mo

where Iú¡ is the number of molecules of substance per moles and. Mo is the molec-

ular mass of the atmosphere. Number density is not conserved during Lagrangian

transport. The tracer continuity equation in number density terms is [e.g. Chiu and

Ching,l978l

***%:0.dt Oz

X -v.n u:0.

n: qp

sAvogadro's number, N¿=6.022 x 1026

(2.26)
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This equation is the starting point for the analysis of. Chiu and Ching [1978] and

Gardner and Shelton [1985] as discussed in Chapters 3 and 6 and Appendix A.

A çonservative tracer on a large scale (e.g. global scale modeling and interpreta-

tion of satellite measurelnents) is often investigated in terms of a Lagrangian model-

ing scheme le.g. Waugh and Plurnb,l994; Norton,Igg4]. These techniques initialize

a grid of large-scale time-resolved mean winds and potential temperatures, either di-

rectly from observations or through an assimilation of satellite and/or ground-based

measurements, and a tracer distribution. Tracer parcels are defined, typically v,'ith

dimensions of the order of the satellite measurement resolution (e.g. 2o latitude by 5"

longitude lManney et al.,Lgg1a]), and are then transported by the mean winds. The

distribution of the advected parcels is often presented in terms of tracer distribution

on potential temperature surfaces.

The process of Lagrangian parcel advection, making use of the conservation of

mixing ratio and potential temperature is useful in generalized transport studies on a

variety of different scales. In Chapter 6 the concept of direct Lagrangian transport is

developed in a mesoscale context.

2.2.2 Non-conservative tracers

A non-conservative tracer is subject to radiative or photochemical processes, or to
latent heat release, in addition to the dynamical processes implied by (2.2L). Examples

of non-conservative tracers include ozoîe in the upper stratosphere (above -25 km)

and the mesosphere, and water vapour in the troposphere.

In regions where a constituent is not conserved, either diffusion or chemical re-

actions are occurring, and hence changing the local mixing ratio. It is irnportant to

determine the relative timescales of any dynamical, chemical, and difusive processes

acting in order to determine whether the tracer can be treated as conservative. The

following segments discuss diffusive and chemical processes and their role in tracer

variation, in addition to the advective dynamical processes already discussed.
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2.2.2.L Diffusive processes

A diffusion process is implicated where there are localized sources or sinks of a co¡r-

stituent. Relevant examples are pollutants and volcanic ae¡osols released in the tro-

posphere and meteor ablation in the mesosphere. Diffusion results in a net change

in mixing ratio over both space and time, as opposed to the wave-like or advective

transport where a parcel of air retains its local mixing ratio.

The signature of a diffusive process is a time rate in change of constituent content

proportional to a spatial rate of change. Hence the action of a diffusive process is

typically parameterized in terms of a diffusion coefficient, discussed in Appendix A,

and for a two- or three-dimensional process in terms of a diffusion tenso''lAndrews

et a\.,1987]. The parameterization of gravity wave effects in terms of Rayleigh friction

is an example of approximating a physically advective process as a simpler diffusion

process.

In summary, diffusive transport of constituents describes a very important set of

atmospheric processes which act to change the local parcel mixing ratio. Different

physical processes, such as eddies, turbulence, and breaking waves may be described

using similar diffusion-type terms. These processes are microscale motions ancl are not

discussed in detail in this thesis. Hence in focussing on the mesoscale features of the

atmosphere, the diffusive effects are sub-gridscale, resulting in an ímplied parameter-

ization of these microscale motions.

2.2.2.2 Chemical and photochemical processes

Chemical or photochemical reactions drive important sources and sinks for many at-

mospheric constituents such as ozone, water vapour, nitrous oxide, neutral sodium and

CFCs. Of primary interest in this work are neutral sodium and stratospheric ozoîe.

To characterize the effect of chemistry-related terms, other important variables are

implicated, such as atmospheric temperature and solar radiation.

It is possible to consider height regions where ozoîe acts as a purely dynamical,

conservative tracer (below -25 km), a transition region where both dynamical and

photochemical effects determine ozone variations (25-35 km), and a predominantiy
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photochemically driven region at upper heights. So far in this chapter predictions

have been developed which are based on dynamics only, without photochemical terms.

In the upper stratosphere, wbere both photochemical and dynamical effects are impor-

tant, ozone perturbations are dependent not only on transport but also the radiative

heating structure of the atrrosphere and the complex feedback between ozone and

temperature le.g. Zhu and Eolton,I986l.

The inclusion of ozone photochemical terms in the Navier-Stokes equations was

undertakenby Lindzen and Goody [1965] to examine planetary wave effects, and more

recently by Zhu and Holton [1986] to.investigate the photochemical damping of inertia-

gravity \¡¡aves and by Randel [1990] to investigate the ozone response to Kelvin lvaves.

The photochemistry of ozone is parameterized in terms of two coefficients representing

the destruction of ozone by photochemical processes and the temperature dependence

of the reaction rates. Below -25 km, ozoîe and temperature are in phase or anti-

phase, as predicted by a dynamics-only modei [Chapter 4]. Above 25 krn the phase

between ozone and temperature perturbations increases as a result of the interaction

of photochemistry and dynamics, such that they are in quadrature at about 30 km

lRandel,\990]. The work presentecl in Chapters 4-6 concentrates on the dynamically

controlled region of the stratospheric ozone layer below -25 km.

2.3 A 'Wave Solution

To solve the dìfferenl;ial equations (2.4), (2.13), (2.16), (2.r7), (2.18), and (2.21) de-

scribing the relationships between the atmospheric state variables, we first examine

the form of the equations. It is clear that the momentum equations are of the form

# o( * Q'27)

This differential cquation is of the form of a wave equation and hence a wave

solution is sought, but the exact form of the solution is not prescribed. The form of

solution used here follows most closely the development presente d h Walterscheid, and,

Ilockins [1991].6

oother common choices are Gossard" and Eooke [1g25] and Eolton [lg7g)
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The state variables S(*ryrzrt) are represented as the sum of a mean, time invari-

ant, component S(*,A,2) which exactly satisfies the Navier-Stokes equations, and a

wave-induced, time-varying perturbation ,9'(r, U , z ,t) . For each state variable a rnean-

perturbation solution is assumed.

S(*,U, z,t) - S(*,y, z) + S'(r, U, z,t) (2.28)

The form of wave solution chosen here rs

S'(*,A,z,t)-,9sexp(
2H, ) exp[i(kr * ly + mz - ùt)], (2.2e)

where k, /, and rn ate the zonal, meridional, and vertical wavenumbers, respectively,

and ô is the intrinsic wave frequency. An exponential growth of gravity wave ampli-

tudes with height" Á (2.29) is implicated by the exponential decrease of atmospheric

density with height

p(") = po.*pGi). (2.80)

(2.30) defines the atmospheric density scale height Hr.

The temporal and spatial derivatives can then be evalua,ted using (2.29) as

ü' - ;,^.c'
d, 

: -iò5" (2'31)

T : iks', (2.32)dr
a:' us', (2.8g)
dy

AS'

a" 
: i(* - ûrt,. (2.J4)

There are two major considerations in the solution of the Navie¡-Stokes equations;

the scales of motion that are to be studied, which cletermine atry approximations to

be applied and the wave solution chosen, and the initial conditions of the system. In

the simplest approach, initial conditions of mean state variables are chosen such that

they satisfy the Navier-Stokes equations exactly, and hence initial wave perturbations

ale ze10
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The Navier-Stokes equations with frictional terms included are non-linear since

the frictional terms depend on wind velocities also. By setting the frictional terms to

zero, the form of the Navier-Stokes equations is simplifred and it is possible to use

the expression (2.29) in the Navier-Stokes equations. In the notation of Marlcs and

Ecltermann [1995]? where (ù,û,û) : ft(u',u',u') and (p, þ,q) : ,/ø(p', p',q'), the

expressions (2.16), (2.I7), (2.18), (2.4), (2.13), and (2.21) become,

- iùût - Íît + ùleþ: g, (2.35)

- iùû + fû + ilþ: s,

- iûrî) + gþ + i(* - ft)O: o, (2.37)

ikûr + iIî) - iõþ * i(m - ft)* : o,

i,ì,p +.¿,N' : 0,
g

(2.36)

(2.38)

- i,;'Q I ûq,:0. (2.40)

(2.39) introduces the Brunt-VäisäIä frequency N, also known ¿¡s the static stability,

defined as

(2.4r)

where d is the potential temperature defined as

(2.3e)

(2.42)

N2 :':r#: #(#. *)

R
cp

Po

p
0:T

(2.35)-(2.39) describe gravity wave perturbations in a rotating, non-hydrostatic,

and compressible atmospheric flow. (2.40) describes the gravity rvave response of a

horizontally stratified tracer.

TThese equations are very similar to Walterscheid ønd, Eocking [1991] (36)-(40)
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2.4 Linear Gravity Wave Characteristics

In this section, important characteristics and properties of gravity waves will be devel-

oped, as well as features which are useful in the identification and analysis of gravity

wave signatures in observational data. The so-called dispersion relation vvhich de-

scribes the relationship between the horizontal and vertical scales and the temporal

scale of the gravity wave perturbation, and the polarization relations, relating fluctu-

ations between the background atmospheric density, wind velocity components, pres-

sure, temperature, and the mixing ratios of constituents present are obtained. The

linearized gravity \¡/ave equations imply wave perturbations of small amplitude. Non-

linear effects introduce non-stationarity and changes in wave shape. These issues are

addressed in Chapter 6.

2.4.1 Dispersion relation and polarization relations

The gravity wave dispersion relation describes the evolution of the horizontal, vertical,

and temporal scales. It is possible to define a full dispersion relation which is valid for

the full range of gravity wave scales:

N2 -,)2Trt2 :
(;:z - ¡z¡

(2.43)

Solving the Navier-Stokes equations (2.35)-(2.40) results in the following polariza-

tion relations.

(k'+ry-ù.å

-iþN2(m - ù)

(2.44)

(2.+s¡

(2.46)

(2.47)

a

s(N2 - ù2)

_ -iq"{o
a

p:

(2.48)
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Having stated these relationships, it is most useful then to examine the physical

implications of the above equations. Firstly, the right-hand side of the dispersion rela-

tion (2.43) consists of three terms. The term ft b".o es important in environments

where û; --+ N and rn --+ 0, and can otherwise be neglected. Similarly the term in the

dispersiol relation proportional to cJ2 can be neglected where low-frequency internal

or inertia-gravity wave solutions are. sought [Marks and Eclcermann,Igg1].

2.4.2 Internal and inertia-gravity waves

The dispersion relation and polarization relations allow a number of forms of solution

which define various subclasses of atmospheric waves. These subclasses of waves are

distinguished b¡t their frequencies. This work exanrines mainly internal gravity waves

which can exist in the range of frequencies between the inertial frequency (2.19) and

the Brunt-Väisäiä frequency (2.4L). Such waves are not strongly affected by forces

due to the rotation of the Earth.

The te¡m inertia-grauity wave refers to waves with horizontal scales large enough

to be affected by the Earth's rotation. These waves have intrinsic frequencies in the

range - f -rcf and have recently been recognized as having particularly important

implications in the stratosphere [Danielsen et al.,IggIi Hines,7995; O',Sulliuan and

Dunkerton,l995]. An example of an inertia-gravity wave observed in horizontal velocitv

data at mid-latitudes is presented in Chapter 5.

2.4.3 Energy transfer and phase progression

One of the quirks of a gravity wave is that the vertical phase velocity and the group

velocity are opposite in sign. To see this, it is first noted that that the vertical phase

velocity c, is given by,

32

u
Lz 

- -;n¿

whereas the vertical group velocity (c6), of the wave is

(2.4e)

A')
lcc),: am

(2.50)
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HORIZONTAL DISTANCE +

Figure 2.1: Vertical section in a plane containing the horizontal wave vector k showing
the phase relationships between velocity and temperature fluctuations in an upward-
propagating inertia-gravity wave with m 1 0 and o ) 0 in the northern hemisphere
(/ > 0). The thin sloping lines denote the surfaces of constant phase (perpendicular
to the wave vector) and thick arrows show the direction of phase propagation. The
wave vector and group velocity are also shown [after Andrews et a\.r 1987].

This leads to the counter-intuitive result that the surfaces of constant phase are

sloping downwards, whereas the surfaces of constant energy are sloping upwards.

Hence a time-resolved vertical measurement of a gravity wave perturbation where

the downward phase propagation of a peak is visible in the vertical profile, indicates

that energy, related to the group velocity, is propagating or being transferred upward.

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic view of gravity wave motion.

The importance of gravitv \ryaves in the vertical transport of horizontal momentum

has been recognized f'or some time IVincent and Reid,Ig83). Hence the proportion

of upward and downward propagating waves has been of considerable interest. Allen

and, Vincenú [1995] found that a majority of evidence from a mid-latitude location

indicated a predominantly upward transfer of energy and momentum throughout the

troposphere ancl lower stratosphere.

2.5 Gravity Wave Spectral Theory

So far this chapter has developed dynamical theory describing monochromatic grav-

ity waves. However, the concept of monochromatic gravity waves in the atmosphere

r
t-rI
l¡lr
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is seldom justified fully by observational evidence. An atrnospheric observation (e.g.

vertical structure of horizontal winds) contains fluctuations on a range of scales, occa-

sionally with a strong monochromatic component. This structure has been interpreted

as a consequence of a superposition of gravity waves present in the atmosphere lEck-

ern1,o,nn and H oclcing,lgSgl.

The concept of a superposition of waves lends itself to Fourier spectral analysis and

more recently wavelet analysis which is able to isolate individual wave events lsato und

Yamada,l994; Bacmeister et al.,Lgg6l. Extensive examination of power spectra of at-

mospheric observations has led to sq-called "spectral theories" and "spectral models"

1".g. Dewan and, Good,1986; Srnfth et aI",Ig87; Weinstock,Igg}; Hines,1991ó; Gard-

ner,L994; Zhu,l994; Gardner,l996ó] u'hich invoke different physical processes respon-

sible for the observed spectra.

Some basic properties of the vertical wavenumber spectrum which are common to

each of the spectral models are the large-wavenumber spectral slope -g and the so-

called characteristic wavenuurber rn* which are illustrated in Figurc2.2. The modified

Desaubies form of vertical wavenumber spectrum F"(*) has been suggestecl for atmo-

spheric relative density, relative temperature, and horizontal velocity spectra t,asecl on

observations [e.g. Fritts and, VanZandt,lggS]

/t 51\

where Es is a normalizationfactor, p : mlrn*, and the spectral indices s and q are

equal to 1 and 3, respectively, in the model.

Experimental studies of the frequency spectrurn of atmospheric densitJ¡ variations

G"(r) suggest that it also follows a power law decay of the form [e.g^ Fritts and

VanZandt,I993l.

G"(r) 6 u)-P,¡ (2.52)

where typical values of p are I.7-2. The two-dimensional vertical wavenumber and

frequency spectrum is then expressed as

F.-(m.\ - E^ þ"
_ ú\.,_/ _"1+ 

pÞI.rt),
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ffin Írt*

Vertical wavenumber

Frequency

Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of Desaubies vertical wavenumber spectrum (upper
panel) and model frequency spectrum (lower panel). Note axes are logarithmic scales.
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Table 2.2 of avl wave theories

H"(*,u) x F,(m)G"(r), (2.53)

where separability has been assumed (see also Section 5.4.3)

The following sections will discuss the diferent theories proposed at time of writ-

ing to describe the observed gravity wave spectrum. A major reason that there is as

yet no conclusive explanation for the ph5'sical processes giving rise to the observecl

spectral shape is the somewhat contradictory observational record. The atmosphere

can be observed using different experimental techniques [Chapter 1]. In particular,

the height ranges, height and time resolution, and data processing used will strongly

affect measurerl spectra lMitchell et al.,Igg}; Lintelrnann and Gardner,IggL; Eclcer-

mann,l995; Gibson-Wilde et al.,lgg6). Hence, intercomparison between techniques

and sites is difficult and specific spectral quantities are "clouded". The consequences

of the application of different measurement techniques are further addressed in Chap-

ter 3. This is particularly important in obtaining a physically real model of the gravit5,

wave spectrum.

The Zhu [1994] idea of a gravity wave spectrum resulting from so-called spectral

source and sink processes provides a convenient means of summarizing the spectral

theories. Table 2.2 presents a summary of the spectral theories. Each of these theories

will be discussed as well as their application in different models, where applicable.

Spectral theory Paper reference 'Sou¡cet 'Sink'
Saturation arrd
instability

Dewøn and Good [1986]
Smith et aI. 119871

amplification linear instability

Radiative
damping

Zhu ]99a1 amplification
upward transport

radiative damping
and off-resonant
wave-wave interaction

Doppler spread Hines 1991b empirical forcing Doppler spreading
Non-linear interactions Weinstoclc [1990] unspecified off-resonant

wa\¡e-wave interaction
Diffusive flltering Gard,ner 11994 unspecified diffusive filtering
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2.5.L Saturation or linear instability theories

The basic mechanism postulated for the observed spectral shape in this theory is

the saturu,tion of atmospheric gravity waves. Through this process, gravity v/aves,

which have increased exponentialiy in amplitude with height, experience convective or

dynamical instabilities. At these critical levels the observed horizontal phase velocity

of the gravity wave cäobs becomes equal to the local total horizontal velocity Un * U',

so that fe.g. Dewan and Good,I986)

Ítt 
-t ^/u : lcåob" - Utl: ;. (2.54)

Since the horizontal and vertical phase speeds are inversely proportional to the

horizontal and vertical wavenumbers, waves with large wavenumbers are supposedly

fiitered out at lower heights so that the spectrum of waves present is gradually eroded.

This results in an evolution of spectral shape with height so that at higher altitudes the

majority of the wavenumber components have saturated spectral magnitudes (Figure

2.3). This saturation process was first devised for oceanic gravity wave spectra and a

so-called Desaubies sha,ped universal spectrurn was suggested lDesaubies,lg76].

There has been an evolution of wave models from the above theoretical basis.

Initially a uniaersal or height invariant saturated spectrum \¡¡as suggested in a direct

analogy with ocean wave spectralVanZandt,LgSzl. Atmosphericobservations indicated

a variation in spectral shape and magnitude with height leadìng Dewan and Good

[1986] and Srnith et al. 11987] to put forward a height varying spectrum (Figure 2.3).

2.5.2 Summary of other spectral theories

The Weinsúocfr [1990] scale-dependentE off-resonant wave-wave interaction theory re-

tained the idea from saturation theory that waves disperse, or saturate. A diffusion

term was pararneterized to represent the effects of relatively small-scale waves acting

to break down the large-scale motions - hence the scale dependence of the theory.

8ldea of scale-dependence is important in spectral studies of a gravity wave field with reference
to Weinstocfr [1990] and to the diffusive filtering theory. A scale.dependent diffusion process, also
described as nonlocal, such as Wei.nstock [1990], occurs where the scales being diffused are larger
than those of the process on which diffusion is acting. For a scale-independent process, all scales are
subject to diffusion due to motions on all other scales.
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Figure 2.3: Observed variation of the power spectrum of horizontal velocity versus
vertical wavenumber as a function of altitude [after Smith et a1.,1987].

Zhu lI99a] extended the oft'-resonant wave-wave interaction theory and corrected

the expression for F(nz) statecl by Weinstock [1990] (Section 3.5). The significant new

feature of the Zhu ll99al spectral theory was the introduction of radiative damping as

a spectral sink.

The strongly monochromatic treatment of the saturation theories and the depen-

dence on their assumption that 6m x r¿ led Hines [1991ø] to criticize the saturabion

explanation for the observed form of the gravity wave spectrum. As an alternative,

Hines [1991ó] proposcd that waves from a source spBctrum driven in the lower alrno-

sphere propagate through a wave field where Doppler shifting of wave components b¡,

wave-perturbed winds results in a "spread" of associated vertical wavenumbers. This

effect is expected to be most important for large-m (small À,) waves which make up

the so-called tail spectrum (m > **).
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The Doppler spread theory, resulting from the so-called advective non-linearity,

can be contrasted with the Weinstock non-linear wave-wave interaction theory; the

Hines non-linear wave-field interaction acts to refract waves, whereas the non-linear

wave-wave interaction acts to diffuse the gravity wave spectrum.

The primary motivation for the Garilner lL99al developmenl of scale-dependent

diffusiae fi,lterúng theory was the evidence from lidar observations that the observed

quasi-monochrorna,tic gravity wave vertical wavelengths anC periods ryvere grouped in

a well-defined distribution lsee e.g. Gard,ner and Voelz,1987l. lt is noted here, and

discussed further in Chapter 3, that this distribution is at odds with observations from

other techniques such as MF radar, airglow observations, and rocket data.

2.5.3 Discussion of spectral theories

Observationai evidence from a variety of techniques has provided support for a so-

called Desaubies-shaped vertical wavenumber spectrum and ø-p frequency spectrum.

However, comparison between gravity wave spectra obtained using different techniques

and at different sites indicates significant variability of speciflc gravity wave spectral

parameters.

It is ciear from the above review that controversy surrounds the mechanism(s) re-

sponsible for the observed gravity wave spectra. Each of the theories is able to provide

an explanation for spectral shapes and indices, however none is without significant

'parameterization'. Hence the spectral theories do not provide a full theoretical basis,

but are invoked in models along with some empirical features.

The spectral properties of gravity waves in the atmosphere and their parameteriza-

tion are still a major area of research. This section has surveyed the current observa-

tional and theoretical viewpoints. A Desaubies form of spectral shape has been used as

a basis for the simulations presented in Chapter 3. Through simulations based on an

assumed spectral shape, it has been possible to examine the reliability of experimen-

tal deterrninations of gravity wave spectral parameters. The aim of such simulations

has been to investigate some of the disagreements and uncertainties in observations of

the gravity wave spectrum due to the sensitivity and selectivity of measurement and
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analysis techniques.



Chapter 3

Gravity'Waves in the Mesospheric

Sodium Layer

S.L Introduction

This chapter presents an evaluation of the extraction of gravity wave information fron

resonant lidar measurements of neutral sodium (Na) abundances in the mesosphere.

The fundamental elements of gravity wave theory, as developed in Chapter 2, are used

as a basis for numerical simulations of gravity wave activity in the Na la5's¡. This

simulation and results from the MF radar and Rayleigh lidar techniques are used to

test both monochromatic and spectral determinations of the gravity wave field.

Segments of this work have been published in Gibson-Wilde et al.11996l which is in-

cluded as Appendix A. The published paper fully describes two simulations, monochro-

matic and spectral, of linear gravity wave activity in the mesospheric sodium la,yer.

These simulations can be tailored to investigate various atmospheric regions, con-

stituents, scales, and conditions. This chapter complements and extends the work

presented in Appendix A.

The investigation of gravity wave activity in the middle atmosphere has relie<l

primarily on experimental studies, as discussed in the introduction. From these studies

various spectral theories, and hence models, have been developed which attempt to

explain observed features of the wave spectrum (Section 2.5). At the time of writing,

41
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several models are able to generate the basic features measured in experimental studies,

each based on a different assumed physical process responsible for the observed gravity

wave spectrum [e.g. Smith et aI.,Ig87; Weinstock,l99O; Hines,Igglb; Gardner,Igg4;

Zhu,I994l. Simulation studies provide a third tool for the investigation of gravity

wave effects in the atmosphere, in addition to experimental and purely theoretical

approaches. The advantages of making use of a simulation include providing test-bed

data for experimentai analysis techniques, and the realization of theoretical concepts

and predictions which cannot otherwise be investigated analytically.

Sodium layer observations and chemistry are introduced in Sectiorr 3.2. The phe-

nomenon of sporadic sodium layers is then reviewed with emphasis on the possible

role of gravity \4raves in the formation of sporadic layering events (Section 3.3). The

application of a gravity wave simulation to the mesospheric Na layer is developed and

the results are summarized, with further information referred to in Appendix A. This

application was chosen both as a relatively simple example to demonstrate the gravity

wave simulation technique, and to investigate some anomalous results in atmospheric

physics.

3.2 The Mesospheric Sodium Layer

Following a survey of mesospheric observations in Section 1.3, this chapter concen-

trates on direct observations of Na in the mesosphere. The resonant scattering lidar

technique is the only direct Na measurement. This technique was pioneered in the

1970s with the advent of srifficiently high-power lasers le.g. Rowlett et aI.,lg78] and is

well suited to other mesospheric metal measurements; such as iron, calcium, lithium,

and magnesium.

Lidar observations indicate an approximately Gaussian background Na number

density vertical profilc, with the centroid at -90 km and half-width half-maximurn of

-3 km [e.g. Gardner and Shelton,1985]. Hence the range of heights over which Na

number density can be measured effectively is typically 80-100 km.

Superimposed on this approximately stationary layer are fluctuations with observed

vertical scales and timescales often consistent with gravity wave variations (e.g. Figure
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3.1). The high temporal and spatial resolution of lidar measurements is idealiy suited

to the investigation of gravity wave processes. This height-time resolution makes it

the only technique presently able to explore the vertical structure of the mesosphere

in such detail.

The Na lidar technique consists of a lidar system tuned to the sodium D2 resonance

line (589/589.6 nm). Systems are (or have been) operated by groups in Brazil '¡Cleme-

sha et ø/.,1980; Batista et a1.,I989; Clemcsha et a1.,19961, France lJurarny et al,.,Ig9l;

Chanin and Hauchecorne,LgSll Tarrago and Chanin,l9ï2l, Germany luon Zahn and

Hansen,I988], Japan lShibata et a1.,I9861, and the United States lfuowlett et al.,Ig78;

Gardner and Voelz,1987; etc.]. Multiple lasers were used by Beatty et al. ll992l fo

provide simultaneous observations of the stratosphere, from Rayleigh scatter, and the

mesosphere, from Na resonant scatter (discussed in Section 3.6).

Throughout this chapter the Na lidar systems in the United States operated by the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) at Urbana, Illinois and elsewhere

are used as a reference. These systems have been thoroughly documentedl".g. Voelz

and Gardner,1986 (VG86); Gard,ner and Voelz,Lg87 (GV87); Beatty and Gard,ner,Igg}

(BG90); Senft and Gardner,lggl (SG91); Beattg et a1.,I992; Collins et a1.,19941. The

lidar systems used by VG86 and GV87 at Urbana and by Collins et al. 1L994] in

Antarctica are exa,mples of an earlier zenith-pointing system with height resolution

37.5 m and time resolution 1-10 min. An example of a sequence of Na lidar profiles

measurecl using the UIUC system is reproduced in Figure 3.1.

3.2.L Chemistry of the Na layer

The mesospheric Na layer first came to light as a result of airglow studies of the

night sky lSlipher,l929] which revealed a strong emitted spectral component corre-

sponding to the Na D2 resonance line. The Na found at mesospheric heights re-

sults from meteor input of high Na content minerals directiy into the mesosphere

[reviewed in Swider,1992]. The chemical composition of so-called 'stony' or predomi-

nantly metallic meteors entering the Earth's atmosphere indicated that sodium is the
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Figure 3.1: (a) and (b) mesospheric neutral sodiurn number density profiles measured
on the night of 8-9 December 1985. For comparison purposes the profiles have been
no¡malized so that each has the same column abundance. Power spectral density
(lower left panel) and expanded sequence of profiles exhibiting a quasi-monochromatic
wave feature (lower right panel) [after Gardner and Voelz,lgSZ].
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram summarizing the principal processes involved in the
formation of the mesospheric Na layer [after Voelz and Gard,ner, 1g86].

most commonly occurring of the alkali metals, lencling weight to the meteoric expla-

nation lSwider,L992l. Figure 3.2 provides a schematic diagram showing the major

processes involved in the formation of the mesospheric Na layer structure.

Thornas et aI.lI983l presented a model based on an influx of Na at the upper levels

of the Na layer due to meteor ablationl and loss on the lower side of the layer due to

chemical destruction. For mesoscale studies (maximum timescales of the or<ler of tens

lwhereby incoming particles burn up or evaporate in the Earth's atmosphere
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of hours) the dynamical timescales are assumed sufficiently short reiative to the chem-

ical and meteoric input timescales to approximate a stationary background Na layer

of Gaussian or skewed Gaussian form IThomas et al,l983; Helmer and Plane,1993].

In the case of mesospheric Na, the chemical timescale is determined from laborator.y-

measured chemical reaction rates Ie.g. Helmer and Plane,lgg3].

In contrast, the meteoric input timescales are not straightforward to determine and

are certainly subject to temporal, seasonal, and latitudinal variation. Profiles obtained

from lidar imaging of the Na layer are typically'normalized'in column abundance to

the mean value over a night of observations (e.g. Figure 3.1). The Na content often

changes during the observation period, at times quite intermittently [e"g. Gard,ner and,

Shelton,I98íl. This feature of lidar profiles is distinct from the sudden sodium laJ,er

events (Section 3.2.2) and has been studied inadequately to-date.

Other mesospheric neutral metallic layers, such as iron, calcium, and lithium, have

also been investigated using lidar techniques [e.g. Granier et al.,lg8í]. Tbe meso-

spheric calcium layer is of a similar form to the Na layer, although the number density

of atmospheric calcium is much smaller than that of Na. Hence calcium lidar mea-

surements are subject to larger experimental errors and are less suitable for mesoscale

dynamical studies. Basic characteristics of the mesospheric metal layers are similar

lGranier et a1.,I985, Figure 2]. The modeling approach developed in this chapter to

simulate wave perturbations measured by the Na and Rayleigh lidar techniques is also

applicable to other tracer-like metallic layers imaged using lidar techniques.

3.2.2 Sudden or sporadic Na layers

Sudden or sporadic sodium layers (SSLs) are vertically localized enhancements in Na

abundance which have been observed using the Na lidar technique. An example obser-

vation of a SSL at Urbana, Illinois is reproduced here in Figure 3.3lsenft et at.,Ig}gl.
These layers were first reported by Clemesha et al. [1978] in Brazil (28.S, 46.W) and

have since been reported at Urbana, Illinois [Gardner et al.,lgg3l, Arecibo, Puerto

Rico (18"N, 67"W) [Beatty et al.,Ig8}l, at tropical latitudes during the ALOHA-9O

campaign le.g' I{ane et al.,Lggll, and at polar latitudes fúansen und uon Zahn,lgg1].
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Figure 3.3: Neutral sodium number density profiles measured at Urbana on 31 October
1988 at 0019 LST, before the SSLs appeared (upper panel), and at 0156 LST, the time
when the sporadic layer reached its maximum number density (lower panel) [after Senft
et aL.,,1989].

The SSLs are observed most commonly in the height range 93-105 krr-l&ajaselchar

and' Plane,1993] with maximum Na number densities up to 10 times normal peak

levels. These SSLs are somewhat analagous to ozone laminae, discussed extensively

in Chapters 4-6, and ionospheric sporadic E layers (8"). Like both these other phe-

nomena, SSLs are typically only a few kilometres thick and occur "sporadically", su-

perimposed on a relatively stationary background vertical distribution. The possible

connection between E" and SSLs has been investigated at Arecibo using measurements

from incoherent scatter radar and lidar lBeatty et aI.,Ig89l and at polar latitudes using
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the European Incoherent Scatter (EISCAT) radar and colocated lidar luon Zahn and

Hansen,1988].

Meteor ablation at the heights of observation of the SSLs has been proposed as

a mechanism of sporadic layer formation l1emesha et al.,lg79). The timescales of

SSL formation (-1 min) suggest thàt these features are more immediately linked to

meteor ablation than the typical broad Na layer which is itself formed over time from

the net effects of ablated meteoric material. The meteor ablation explanation has been

disputed recently by Clernesha et al. [f 996] as a result of new observational evidence

of a distortion of the background Na iayer shape accompanving SSL observations.

The chemical basis for SSLs is believed to be a process known as dissociative

attachment 1".g. Rajasekhar and Plane,Iggïl, whereby an ionized compound, acting

as a chemical reservoir, undergoes the reaction

NaX+ e --+ Na* X-. (3.1)

This process is suggested in SSL formation since an E" layer is not always accompanied

by a SSt luon Zahn o,nd Hansen,1988]. However, the variation in composition of

metallic meteors is such that although Na is the most abundant of the alkali metals,

the most abundant metals present are iron, silicon and magnesium which may cause

E" in the absence of a SSL event lSwider,Igg2l.

Gardner et al. flgg3] have reported simultaneous observations of aÍ Es) a SSL,

and sporadic iron (Fe) and calcium (Ca) layers. If gravity waves are important in

formation and destruction of the sporadic layers it may be expected that similar vari-

ations would be observed in the different sporadic events. Identical variati<¡ns would

not be expected since the magnitudes and phases of the number density perturba-

tions for each mesospheric layer depend on the vertical concentration gradients of the

background profiles through the tracer continuity equation (2.24). Thc densities antl

ablation properties of the different meteoric metals lead to different vertical structure

and heights of occurrence of the metallic layers fe.g. Granier et øf.,198b].

The observations of Gardner et al. ll993l do not indicate whether the simultane-

ously observed sporadic layers contain corresponding variations. The importance of
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temperature variations and wind shears in the formation of sporadic layers was indi-

cated by Gardner et al. [1995]. Using a simulation approach similar to that developed

in the following sections, it wouid be possible to predict magnitude and phase rela-

tions between number density perturbations in mesospheric Na, Ca, Fe, etc. for known

temperature perturbations and background constituent distributions.

Rajasekhar and Plane [1993] suggested that upward transport of Na by gravity

\ryaves may forrn a reservoir of NaHCO3 rvhich then undergoes dissociative attachment

due to auroral electrons. The SSL is then theoretically formed in the overlap region

where both NaHCOa and auroral electrons coexist.

Cor et ø/, [i993] considered a background Na layer from a steady state model

lHelmer and Plane,1993] with a superimposed SSL driven by diffusion and chemistry.

Cox et o/. [1993] deterrninecl that a minimum source strength or deposition rate of

approximately 3 Na atoms cm-3 s-l was necessary to produce a typical SSL at 95

km. The time period necessary for a model SSL to develop was between 70 min and

27 hr, dependent on the type of diffusion assumed and whether chemical removal was

included in the model.

It is clear from the Na lidar simulation and from publisherl experimental lidar re-

sults that gravity-wave-scale perturbations can result in rapid Na transport. I{irkwood

and CoIIis [1989] made use of a simple model to indicate that gravity wave variations in

vertical velocity could bring about a localized SSl-like layer from an initially Gaussian

background Na profile. For an SSL event identified in Na lidar data and an ionosonde

profile laon Zahn and Hansen,1988], Ifirkwood and Collis [1989] examined EISCAT

radar data and found evidence for strong vertical ion drifts associated with probable

strong neutral winds. They showed that an initially broad Na layer could be deformed

into a narrow band by the action of strong vertical winds.

I{irkwood and Collis [1989] also emphasized that the observation period (12 Au-

gust) corresponds to the Perseid meteor shower and hence that sporadic meteor abla-

tion is the likely source of material for the observed -8" and SSL. However, aon Zahn

et al.11987] indicated that the narrow extent of layers is not consistent with the process

of meteor ablation. Hence, Kirkwooil and Collis [1989] conclude that meteors ablate,

depositing material over a wide range of heights as observed, and a strong vertical
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velocity associated with a gravity wave acts to accumulate the meteoric material into

the narrow layers observed.

Hence the suggestion that gravity wave transport of constituents forms a reservoir

for chemical reactions which form Na remains a plausible explanation ffuajasekha,r and

Plane,l993l. It is clear that dynamics alone cannot produce such large localized Na

concentrations. The addition of material through meteor ablation or chemical reaction

must also play a role. A simultaneous observati<¡n with Na lidar and a meteor radar

could provide a test of the link between meteor ablation and SSL occulrence.

3.3 Monochromatic Gravity 'Wave Studies from

Na Lidar

Monochromatic gravity \ryaves, or clearly-defined combinations of wave components

that can be identified in the power spectrum of the Na profiles, have been considered by

Rowlett et al.lI978l, GV87,8G90, Collins et al.[7994], and Collins et al.[Ig96l. These

papets analyzed sequences of Na lidar profiles exhibiting so-calied monochromatic wave

signatures and hence determined gravity wave characteristics for diÍferent latitudes and

SCASONS

How are monochromatic wave events defined? Using a simulation it is possible

to produce a true monochromatic wave. However, Na lidar observations of so-called

monochromatic events most commonly indicate a dominant scale accompanied by

fluctuations on a range of other scales which are partially removed, or selected, by

filtering (e.9. Figure 3.1). In this thesis the term quasi-monochromatic refers to

observations which indicate that dominant gravity wave scales are present (equivalent

to GV87 monochromatic waves) as distinguished from true monochrom¿úicfluctuations

consisting of exactly one wavelength and frequency component.

The reliability of the determinations of basic gravity Ì\rave pararneters from Na

lidar profiles is investigated here. To test the limits of the Na lidar processing pro-

cedure, a simulation of monochromatic wave fluctuations in a modeled Na layer was
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developed. The so-called GV87 technique was then used to extract vertical wave-

iengths and observed vertical phase velocities. These two gravity wave parameters

were considered first since they are measured directly from the lidar profiles. Values

of horizontal wavelength, observed period, and wave amplitude are derived from these

measurements.

This simplified simulation produces monochromatic wave perturbations in the

mesospheric Na layer according to the expression lChiu and Ching,1978]

rNa(,, t¡ : -TtoQzt) (t * r"9?) , (B z)
^t-I \ nN"\z)/

where rNa(z,ú) is the relative Na density perturbation,, rr(z,f) is the relative atmo-

spheric density perturbatior^, ny¡u,(z) is the vertical derivative of the background Na

number density profile, and 7 is the ratio of specific heats [sec also Chapter 6].

In the simulation the background wind was assumed to be zero (U:0) which is

equivalent to the GV87 assumption that @obs : ô. Although this is an oversimplifica-

tion of mesospheric conditions, it is used in this simulation since it is an assumption

of the GV87 technique. The effect of background winds has been investigatedhy Lin-

telmann and Gardner ll99al. Recent Na lidar wind and temperature measurements

lCollúns et a\.,79961 remove the necessity for this assumption.

In the following sections the processes involved in extracting quasi-monochromatic

gravity \4¡ave parameters from Na lidar data are presented and evaluated.

3.3.1 Data processittg 
- the GV87 technique

Rowlett et al.ll978l developed a method by which quasi-monochromatic gravity wave

parameters could be extracted from Na lidar data. This technique was further defined

and documented by Gardner and, Shelton [1985], VG86 and GV87 and is here referrcd

to as the GV87 technique.

The GV87 technique is based on the identification of coherent wave-like features

in a sequence of iidar profiles. From such an observation, a manual analysis is carried

out in order to estimate a vertical wavelength from the separation of observed peaks

and vertical phase speed from the ¡ate of vertical movement of peaks visible in the
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Wave parameter Symbol Source of measurement
Vertical wavenumber m position of notched peak
Wave amplitude A depth of notch
Amplitude growth factor p peak separation

Table 3.1: Gravity wave parameters determined from the vertical wavenumber power
spectrum in the GV87 technique.

successive profiles. A power spectrum in vertical wavenumber is calculated for each of

the successive profiles and hence an average power spectrum.

A characteristic d,ouble-peaked or notcheil signature is sought, indicating a wave

component present in the layer which undergoes a phase change at the layer peak Ie.g.

GV87; Appendix A]. This information is used to determine gravity wave parameters

from the power spectrum (Table 3.1). These processing techniques and the methods of

extraction of each of these parameters are examined in cletail in the following sections.

3.3.1.1 Zeropadding

Zeropadding consists of including extra zero values to extend the effective lengths of

signal-do'main2 data arrays in order to increase the resolution in the Fourier dorrrain.

In adding extra zeroes to an array, the effect is analagous to applying a box window

to a longer data set, resulting in superimposed short-period fluctuations in the power

spectrum. Zeropadding of data is a commonly used procedure in Fourier analysis

L^^^l ^:^-^l --^-^^^:..- ^-l L^^ L^^- ^--l:-l :.c - -r --- l? :al I / I Trrrr/rvoùçu ùr6rrar PruLcDùrIló d,r.lrl lld,s uucil.lPPrreu, lt IroL exPllclLry, Dy Ine uluu group

[e.s. GV87].

Increasing the eflective resolution <¡f power spectra calculated in the GV87 tech-

nique is definitely advantageous in the process of identifying the presence of quasi-

monochromatic wave features. Figure 3.4 displays power spectra, calculated with and

without zeropadding, applied to the simulated vertical profiles of Na number density

before Fourier transformation (gravity wave parameters ô:0.0008 cyc s-], À,:2 ¡rn
and 3 km, amplitude 3%). The zeropadded case included 530 data values zeropadded

to a 2056 element array. The increar" io *u.r"number resolution is clear; however, it
must be noted that the parameters determined from the peak separation B and notch

2This term may refer to either the time domain in the case of a Fourier analysis applied to time-
series data or the spatial domain in the case of spatially varying data.
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Figure 3.4: Power spectra calculated without (upper panel) and with (lower panel)
zeropadding applied to the vertical profiles of neutral sodium number density before
Fourier transformation.

depth A are certainly affected by the zeropadding process

The advantage of the zeropadding has been to define clearly the positions.of the

two notched peaks associated with the 2 km (* :0.50 cyc k--t) and 3 km (rn :
0.33 cyc k--t) Itraves (Figure 3.a). The disadvantage is that the zeropadding results

in extra fluctuations superimposed on the power spectrum due to the convolution of

the box window.
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3.3.1.2 Vertical phase velocity

The vertical phase veìocity is, in principle, simple to determine from lìdar mea,sure-

ments for a sequence of profiles exhibiting coherent wave rnotions [e.g. Chapter 5;

Gibson-Wilde et a1.,79971. However, to measure a vertical phase velocity using the

GV87 technique requires that a wave motion remains coherent over )10 min of lidar

profiles, which sets limits on the wave parameters that can be extracted.

Several effects are important. Firstly, a superposition of waves may complicate both

the profiles and (consequentiy) the power spectrum, leading to a quasi-monochromatic

profile. Secondly, Lintelmann and Gardner [1994] found that Doppler shifting of at-

mospheric gravity waves by background winds, a height-dependent effect, may result

in a change in apparent propagation direction.

Thirdly, the timescales of the wave-packets or events are a consideration since there

is evidence that diffusion has a major impact on lryaves of short vertical wavelength in

the mesosphere lFulcao et a1.,I985; Gardner,lgg4; Marks and Eckermann,IggSl. This

last point has important consequences with respect to liclar measurernents, since smail

vertical wavelength waves may be present for very sbort timescales making it difficult

to identify them correctly using the GV87 technique. This difficulty is more severe

for radar and other lower resolution techniques where information on these scales is

lost. The reliability of determinations of vertical phase velocity is discussed further in

Appenclix A.

3.3.1.3 Vertical wavelength

The vertical wavelength À, is determined by a cross-check between the peak separations

of wave-like features visible in successive profiles and the position of tire notched peak

in the vertical wavenumber power spectrum. Both these methods depend on the

wavelength remaining constant throughout the height range of observations.

The value of l, is dependent on the mean horizontal wind through the relation

2tr ¡r
(3.3)Tfl: t

Az | 
"ooo" - U¿(r) 

I

In conditions of zero or constant background horizontal wind and constant N, the
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value of rn remains constant with height. Under such conditions the determination of

À, using the GV87 technique is well justified. However, as will be further discussed

in Chapter 6, vertical variations of both U¿ and N2 are important iir the variation of

vertical wavelength with height. Also, the mesosphere is a primary region of gravity

wave breaking as has been determined from mesospheric wind measurements [Chapter

1], suggesting that identification of v/ave events with constant vertical wavelength

occurring throughout the mesospheric Na layer is often a poor representation of the

real atmosphere. This identification of probable wave breaking is not restricted to lidar

studies of the region. The discussion of the Saskatoon (52"N, 107"W) GRAVNET

MF radar in the following section examines this issue of wave coherence over large

horizontal scales.

Typicai values of vertical wavelength calculated frorn the observed profiles are 1-15

km [e.g. GV87; Beatty et aL,L992; Colli,ns et a1.,1994]. The identification of large

vertical wavelength (>10 km) waves from power spectra is clouded by the presence of

the background Na layer spectral shape. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3.5 where

spectra corresponding to three different large vertical waveleugttr gravity waves (10,

12, and 15 km) are overplotted. The gravity wave peaks are not well-resolved in the

power spectrum since the power spectral signatures of the waves and the background

layer cannot be resolved adequately.

This result limits the reliability of the extraction of gravity waves of large vertical

wavelength from Na lidar data. This uncertainty is increased when the vertical extent

of the sodium layer is typically 20 km so that the 'Nyquist' vertical wavelength of the

layer is effectively 10 km. Hence the conclusion from such an analysis must be that 10

km is an upper limit to the determination of gravity wave vertical wavelengths from

Na lidar data.

3.3.1.4 'Wave amplitude and amplitude groryth factor

Amplitude growth factor (B) values are determined from the peak separation of the

notched gravity wave spectral signature. GV87 assume a scale height (H) of.6 km and

an RMS width (os) of the Na layer of 4 km. The following equation is used to calculate

B fron' a measured value of peak separation (6rn) in the power spectral density (PSD)
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Figure 3.5: Power spectra of simulated Na lidar observations of single waves with
vertical wavenumbers 0.1 cyc km-l (diamond), 0.083 cyc km-l (triangle), and 0.067
cyc km-1 (square).

lVG86; GV87l

6m:r+ t+-þr¡ (3.4)

This method of determining É is dependent on the wavenumber resolution of the

PSD. The widest possible peak separation corresponds to the os term dominating

the expression for órn so that the value is about 0.5 cyc km-l. For typical values

of B measured for the mesosphere by GV87 the value of 6m ranges between <0.1-

0.5 cyc km-1. Since the effect of B is negligible in the simulated Na layer and as is

significantly smaller than 2Ho, it is reasonable to expect the peak separation to be

very close to 0.5 cyc km-l for ail simulated gravity wave PSDs. However, since the

mean Na profile is a skewed Gaussian, rather than a perfect Gaussian, the measured

value of 6m is approximately 0.7 cyc km-1.
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3.4 Comparison of Na Lidar and MF Radar Mea-

surements

Moving beyond the specific measurements obtained with Na lidar and the process-

ing techniques used to extract quasi-monochromatic wave parametets, this section

examines the physics of the gravity wave fieid which has been inferred from Na lidar

measurements and its relation to other experimental techniques. Different experimen-

tal techniques impose different sensitivities and selectivities on the measurement c,f

atmospheric motions. Factors such as height and time resolution of an instrument will

significantly affect information extracted from a measurement technique.

GV87 cor¡rment that "lidar studies of gravity waves .. concentrated almost entirely

on individual events" and "lidar profiles tend to have a (quasi)monochromatic appear-

ance". These comments indicate significant differences between radar and Na lidar

techniques since radar techniques detected quasi-monochromatic features only about

25% of the time lÀeid,l986l. Although, as pointed out by GV87, the selection criteria

as imposed by the experimental setup are significantly different for the two techniques

(see later discussion).

The issue of determining unbiased measurements of gravity wave parameters is a

controversial one. This section investigates the disagreement between Na lidar and MF

radar determinations of gravity wave parameters by assessing the affect of the assump-

tion of zero background winds in the Na lidar measurements. A comparison is devel-

oped between the Na lidar [GV87; BG90] determinations of quasi-monochromatic grav-

ity wave parameters and those obtained using the GRAVNET MF radar lReid,IgS6;

Manson,I990f.

The GRAVNET MF radar consisted of an equilateral triangular arrangement of

three spaced-antenna receiving systems with an antenna spacing of 40 km [Reid,l986).

Wave propagation direction, mean background wind, and intrinsic horizontal phase

speeds were measured by comparing received signals from the three locations using

standard spaced antenna analysis techniques. The wave events identified by the system

exhibited coherency between the three received signals.

Of the (about) 55 gravity wave events identifiedby Meek et al. [Ig85l only about
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15 have parameters observable by the Na lidar system (i.e. with vertical wavelengths

from -1-10 km). Further comparison between GRAVNET radar and Na lidar data is

developed in the following section.

3.4.L TheÀ-Trelations

For gravity wave motions it is possible to express the vertical phase speed c, as the

ratio of vertical wavelength l, to intrinsic wave period ? [r"" also Chapter 2]. This is

done by rearranging the defrnition of vertical phase speed, (2.49), to give

(3.5)

and similarly for the horizontal phase speed c¿

l¿
"n: ä. (3.6)

However, observed rather than intrinsic quantities are ava,ilable from ground-based

lidar and radar measurements. For this reason GV87 assume that ô : L¡robs, so that

the observed quantities c"o6", c¿o6", â,Dd 7i6" are equal to the intrinsic quantities c,
c¡, and ? respectively. The relationships (3.5) and (3.6) were then used by GV87 to

represent relationships between observed or apparent, rather than intrinsic, quantities.

Under this assumption (3.5) was used by GV87 to calculate the observed wave

period

Tob": )- (3.2)
CzoÈ,s

From this value, a horizontal wavelength (À¡) was calculated from a simplified disper-

sion relation

c": ^"
-T

T

(3.8)

where ?6 is the Brunt-Väisälä period, approximately equal to 100r' s in GV8?, and

it is assumed that cz : czobs. In fact, the true value of À¿, taking into account the

background horizontal velocity U¡, will be

À¿
Àr"

m)
czobel B
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which for typical middle atmosphere horizontal wind speeds fe.g. COSPA^R,1g86] witl

be significantly different from the value calculated assuming the intrinsic and observed

wave periods are equal, as in (3.8).

These measured À, ar.d estimated 7i5, values were used by GV87 to calculate

power-larv relationships between the gravity wave parameters from lines of best fit to
measured distributions [GV87]. A power-law relation between À¿ and ? *u.r obtained

from a collation of radar and airglow observational results [Reid,7986; Manson,lg90].

Two examples of collations are reproduced here in Figure 3.6 (1,-4u") and Figure 3.7

()¿-?"¡"). Reid' 11986l and Manson [1990] compared the relationship between À¿ and

f, a so-called À - ? relation, obtained from lidar measurements with similar measure-

ments from optical (airglow and noctilucent cloud imaging) and radar measurements.

Strong grouping is apparent in the lidar data, which is not apparent in the other
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Figure 3.7: Collation of measurements of horizontal scales and observed periods for the
60-110 km height range for va,rious locations and observing tecliniques [after Manson,
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measurement techniques (Figure 3.7). These conflicting results were interpreted by

GV87 as evidence that the Na lidar technique was observing a more exact picture of
the atmosphere and (by implication) that other observational techniques were b,iased

[e.g. Hines,1993]. Tire contrasting results of the lidar technique and other techniques,

particularly radar wind measurement, have led to much speculation as to the true

relation between I and ?.

The different results displayed in Manson [1990] are certainly due, at least in part,

to the specific observational techniques, as summarized in the following table.

Observation technique Gravity wave parameter measured Assumption

Airglow Àn,, 
"t height 'integrated'

Na lidar \", c"ob" + 7o¡" zero mean wind assumed

MF radar À/r, 
"tob", 

fJ --+ f mean wind measured
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Fo¡ the lidar and radar measurement techniques it is particularly important to note

two points:

1. The assumption of ?"¡" - ? io (3.8) implies that mesospheric winds are uni-

formly zero when in fact values vary [e.g. COSPAR,L986].

2. The relationship between l¿ and ? i, 
".r"o 

more susceptible to background wind

effects through the calculation of l¿ based on assumption 1 (compare (3.8) and (3.9)).

Can the difference between Na lidar and MF radar results (and by implication

airglow etc.), as presentedin Mansorz [1990], be explained by the neglect in GV87 of

background wind effects? With background wind data from, for example, the Illinois

MF radar in order to obtain mesospheric winds simultaneous with the lidar measure-

ments it would be possible to calculate the intrinsic quantities À, and f . tnfu could

provide a tlirect ans\ryer.

In the absence of such a direct calculation, data from the GRAVNET radar system,

compatible with radar data as presented in Meek et al. llg81l (MRM85), u,ere made

available [Iain Reid, private communication]. These data were used to perform an

analysis of horizontal wind effects on the relation between observed and intrinsic wave

periods. The GRAVNET radar measured Tob", c¡,ob", IJr, Àn, and l, from which the

intrinsic period was calculated as f : Ànlkn"¡" - IJn).

The four plots shown in Figure 3.8 display GRAVNET MF radar data (diamond

symbols) along with lines of best fit determined by MRM85 from GRAVNET data

and Gv87 from Na lidar data. Panel (a) shows two lines of best fit:

GRAVNET radar [MRM85] l¿ :9 (T"¡")o'ut, (8.10)

Na lidar [GVS7] À¿ : 0.098 (?"u.)t'u,. (3.11)

Hence panel (a) indicates the differing Àn - T relations obtained experimentally by

iidar and radar techniques.

Panel (b) indicates three Na lidar lines of best fit:

Na lida¡ [GV87] À, : Co (?"¡")o'uu, (9.12)

where Co:0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. The bold line in panel (b) is a calculated line of best
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fit from the GRAVNBT radar data fitted only for waves with À" between 1-10 km.

The sparseness of GRAVNET data for smaller vertical wavelength waves limits the

reliability of the bold line. Horvever, panel (b) suggests that the Na iidar-determined

line of best fit may represent a fit to a selected subset of rvaves; the lidar a,nd ladar

lines of best fit being similar for waves rvith vertical scales 1-10 km.

Panels (c) and (d) display only GRAVNET data and associated lines of best fit

from MRM85:

(") À¡, : 39(?)o''n, (3.13)

(d) À" :772(f)-o'73 (3.14)

Figure 3.8 indicates that the line of best flt to the GR,AVNET data calculated

using observed peliods exhibits a positive slope (panel (b)), whereas the best-fit slope

is negative using intrinsic periods (panel (d)). The processing of the GRAVNET data

displayed in Figure 3.8 thus suggests that background wind effects, in the case of the

Saskatoon data, changed the slope of the À" - 7 curves from positive (7i6") to negative

(f).
It is clear that the transformation between observed and intrinsic frequency or

period is a highly time and height dependent effect. The observed and intrinsic periods

measured bv MRM85 during the GRAVNET campaign diffel by .tp to -100 min [Table

of values, Iain Reid, plivate communication].

In conclusion, direct measurements of gravity wave horizontal wavelengths oìrtained

from radar and airglow measurements are more reliable than any horizontal scale

determination from the lidar technique unless backglound winds are used to determine

intrinsic wave periods.

3.5 Spectral Gravity \Mave Studies

The current picture of atmospheric gravity wave activity as a field or superposition of

waves has led to an emphasis on studying spectral characteristics rather than identi-

fying individual wave events. Recent works such as Senft and Gardner [1gg1] (SGgl)
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and Collins et al. [1996] have concentrated on the power spectra of gravity wave per-

turbations in the atmospheric Na layer. These studies have found good agreement

between spectral parameters determined from Na lidar data and spectral models.

However, it is important to note that Na lidar studies of gravitv wave spectra agree

most closely with the spectral model of Weinstock [1990] which has since been shown

to be in error by a factor of four lZhu,I994l (Section 2.5.2). Other spectral models,

commonly the saturation models as discussed in Section 2.5.1,, r't'ere found to provide

strong agreement with radiosonde and ra,dar determinations of gravity wave spectrai

magnitudesl,e.g. Allen ar¿d Vinc.en¿,1995]. The above indicates that spectra calculatecl

from Na lidar measurements have, on average, larger spectral rnagnitudes than those

calculated using other techniques.

In order to try to explain the disagreement between the Na lidal technique and

other mesospheric measurement techniques, a spectrurn of waves was simulated. This

collection of waves then 'perturbed' a simulated Na layer and the SG91 technique

for extracting gravity wave atmospheric density spectra froni the spectra of Na lidar

profile measutements was applied to these simulated data.

3.5.1 Rernoval of background Na layer

In gravity u'ave spectrai studies it is usual to extract a mean cornponent of the motion,

representing large-scale structure, leaving a pelturbation component which contains

mesoscale and microscale motions [see also Chapter 21. These pertulbations are then

filtered to obtain spectra of mesoscale fluctuations. In time-resolvecl experimental

studies, such as radar or lidar, the mean component is typically calculated as a time

average, whereas single-shot neasurements from rockets or sondes are detrended or

low-pass filtered to calculate a background. These analysis techniques are equivalent,

provided that a sufficiently long time-average is used and that long timescale motions

have correspondingly iong spatial scales.

A velocity or constituent profile may contain fluctuations on a range of temporal

and spatial scales. In Chapter 5 two cornmonly-used techniques fol extracting gravity

wave (mesoscale) spectra with reference to a time and height resolved data set are
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examined. The background obtained from a low-pass filtered high resolution profile is

compared with that obtained from a time-average of a sequence of lidar profiles. It is

cautioned that iong-period inertia-gravity waves (large temporal scales) with vertical

scales of order 2-3 km have been observed in the troposphere and str-atosphete and ale

treated differently by the two technìques for removing background (mean) rnotions.

A time-averaged profile of the RD lidar data set presentecl in Chapter' 5 irrdicates

the presence of a long-period wave which is then extracted to produce a spectrum

of motions with timescales less than 6.5 hr. In contrast, a glavitt' \ì(./ave spectlurn of

atmospheric motions calculated by extracting the low-pass filtered vertical profile, such

as is used in sonde observations [discussed in Chapter 4], will include any long-periocl,

quasi-stationary waves plesent, resulting in a stlonger peak in gravity wave energy

associated with incomplete removal of waves plesent ovel long tinescales. This effect

is similar to the problem of using a time-averaged profile oveL too short a time ìnterval

as discussed in Appendix A.

The individual spectra calculated from single-shot measurements may therefore be

biased by motions with vertical scales well-resolved by the measurement technique

(i.e. not low-pass vertical scale filtered) but associated lvith ìong timescales, such as

inertia-gr-avity waves. If these waves are ralely present, spectla of rnonthly or seasonal

variation of gravity wave activity will be unaffected as a single profile containing a long-

period wave will be statistically insignificant. Flowever, at a location where long-period

waves are common, due perhaps to oroglaphic folcing lc.g. Langford et a\.,7996], the

contribution to spectra of single-shot measurements may be very important.

3.5.2 Rayleigh/Na lidar comparison

Lidars can be configured to obtain density profiles through Rayleigh scattering in the

stratosphere as well as the Na resonant scattering in the mesosphele le.g. Beatty

et a|.,1992]. BV making use of this technique it is possible to obtain detailed measure-

ments of gravity wave fluctuations in the height ranges -30-65 km and -80-100 km.

The height resolution of measurements in these two legions is -100 m which gives

excellent possibilities for gravity wave measurements; either quasi-monochromatic or
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spectral studies.

The difficulty with such measurements is that Rayleigh lidat directly provides to-

tal atmospheric density profiles whereas the Na lidar directly measures Na nurnber

density. To interpret these two types of measurement in a cohesive fashion it is neces-

sary to convert the Na number density measurements to atmosphelic densitY plofiles,

using, for example, the procedure discussed in SG91. In othel worcls, the density

measurements determined using the Na lidar technique in the mesosphelic regioll al'e

subject to the uncertainties associated with the determination of the bacliground Na

layer, as discussed previously.

A set of 150 simulations was carried out to evaluate the effect of the backgrouncl

Na layer shape on determinations of the gravity lvave spectral indices. The generating

gravity wave spectral indices were q:3, rn*:0.067 cyc km-l and p-2 fdefinecl in Chap-

ter 2l with each of the 150 sets associated with different landom u'ave phases. Figure

3.9 shows the resulting histograms relating parameters calculated flonr a dilect density

spectrum, as would be measured by a 'perfect' Rayleigh lidar in the rnesosphere, to

the parameters extracted through the SG91 technique.

3.6 Discussion of Lidar Processing

The treatment of lidar data in terms of quasi-monochromatic wa,ve events lGVS7l and

the spectral processing technique [SG91] are in some lespects inconsistent. Firstly,

the SG91 technique requires the removal of the background Na layer from lidar pro-

files in order to produce a 'gravity wave only' spectrum. The unceltainty involved

in determining a backgrouncl layer profile in order to extract mesoscale fluctuations is

discussed fully in Appendix A. In contrast to the SG91 technique, the GV87 technique

supposes that the background layer signature is independent of the double-peaked sig-

nature and no background is subtracted before a spectrum is calculated. .Liowevet,

even in the case of a quasi-monochromatic wave event, particularly f'or large vertical

wavelengths, it can be argued that the double-peaked wave signatule may be contam-

inated by the spectral response of the background layer. This prirnarily effects the

parameters A and B.
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Secondly, the decision must be made as to which processing technique to perform

- is a single wave or a spectrum of waves a l¡etter replesentation of the atmosphere

in a given case? How should rve treat a system consisting of, for example, a random

superposition of u''aves, gradually one rffave dominating (due to backgronnci winds,

fillering effects, tropospheric forcing, etc.) and then the wave field leturning to an

incoherent state as the dominanl, wave breaks down'?

.The characteristic rn-3 spectral shape fChapter 2] is obtained very commonly

from long-term monthly or seasonal averages Ie.g. Tsuda et al.,I99l: Allen and llirt-

cent,I}91l. Since lidar data have very high temporal resolution. -2-5 min, power-

spectra which were obtained from only two hours of lidal profiles were presentecl in

SG91. Atthough these certainly do not represent long-term aveÌages in the same sense

as monthly or seasonal averages, they represent averages over rnanv samples.

The atmosphere exhibits wave packets or events, This is evidenced very cleally by

airglow imagers lUecht et al.,I994l where a night of observations may exhibit periods

without any evidence of wave activity interspersed with peliods of strong, cohelent

wave activify fe.g. Brrckland Park carnpaign, 1995]. Nights of continuous lidar obset'-

vations, as presen.ted by GV87 for the mesosphere and BG90 also f'ol the stlatosphele,

indicate an intermittent rvave field. This variation of wave actii'ity duling the course

of typical observations is a key point in trying to evaluate the contribution of gravity

wave motions to the atmospheric circulation.

In using a traditional FFT-baseci monochlomatic lvave anal¡rsis of Na lidar (hele

referred to as the GV87 technique), some wave events remain undetected or may

be incorrectly detected unless a wave persists unchanged thloughout the obser-vation

period. GV87 solely treated cases where a coherent wave event was noticeably present

in Na lidar profiles for a defined minimum time period. Of 171 identified Na lidar

quasi-monochromatic wave events [GV87] only 109 could be analyzed to determine

phase velocities and observed periods, implying that even some quasi-monochlomatic

data sets cannot be analyzed using the GV87 technique.

A SG91-type spectral analysis technique has the advantage that it can be applied

to all data sets, however information on spatial and ternporal localization of specific

wave events is lost. In contrast, a GV87-type analysis technique is only sensitive to
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any strong, coherent wave components present. The previous discussion leads to the

interest in wavelet analysis and other higher-order analysis techniques which are well

suited to investigating processes made up of fluctuations on different tempolal and

spatial scales lsato and, Yamad,a,l994; Bacrneister et al',1996).

3.7 Chapter Summary

A simple, linear model of Na number density response to background atmospheric

density fluctuations has been used to generate gravity rva're pelturbations clue to both

monochromatic and spectral lvave fielcls. The sirnulation has indicated some previously

overlooked limitations in the processing of Na lidar clata.

For quasi-monochromatic wave events it was found that:

o The vertical extent of the mesospheric Na layer imposes an upper limit of 10 km

(not 17 km as previously stated [GV87]) on the vertical wavelengths of individual

gravity waves able to be identified using the GV87 technique.

¡ The process of iclentifying notched gravity wave pea.ks in the poweÌ spectrum is

liable to misinterpretation in the presence of more than one strong wave compo-

nent, as is typically the case.

r The calculation of lvave ampiitudes and amplitude glowth factors is very sensitive

to the signal processing methods applied in the calculation of the power spectra.

For gravity wave spectra it was concluded that

o The removal of the background Na layer thlough calculation of an average over

2 hr [SG91] is not a good estinate of the true "background" structure of the Na

layer since long-period waves were typicall¡r removed as part of the background

structure.

o Consequently the inferred vertical wavenumber po\4/er spectla of gravity wave

motions were distorted.
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o The characteristic wavelength for gravity wave motions in the mesosphere was

generally overestimated.

o The extracted frequency spectra agreed well rvith the generating pa,rarneters



Chapter 4

Ozone Variability at Macquarie

Island

4.I Introduction

This chapter analyzes electrochemical cell (ECC) ozonesonde, Väisälä radiosonde, and

BR-2 aircraft measurements from the 1994 Antalctic Southern Hemisphere Ozone Ex-

periment (ASHOE). The ozonesondes and radiosondes were leleased from Nlacquarie

Island (54.5"5, 159.0"E) at an elevation of 7 m by the Australian Bureau of Meteo-

rology. The ER-2 aircraft carried out flights in the region south of Christchurch, New

Zealand (43.3"5, L72.4'E) towards the Antarctic polar voltex which passed rvithin

the vicinity of Macquarie Island on both the southern and northern legs of the flight

path (Figure 4.1). The related sonde and aircraft data sets allow a mole thorough

examination of the structure of stratospheric ozone than is possible frorn a single data

source.

Analysis of northern hemisphere mid-latitude and polar ozonesoncle measurements

of ozone mixing ratio and potential temperatureby Teitelbaum et al. llgg4l and Mous-

taoui [1995] indicated that in cases exhibiting quasi-monochromatic wave variability

there was evidence of similar wave-like activity in the ozone mixing ratio and temper-

ature fields in the dynamically-controlled region of the stratosphere. Horvever, a dis-

agreement in the statistically determined magnitudes of measured and expected ozone

77
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Figure 4.1: Diagram showing three ER-2 flight paths and position of Macquarie Island.
Flight paths are shown for l June 1994 (solid line), 13 October 1994 (dashed line),
and a typical south-north flight (dotted line).
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mixing ratio variances of a factor of -5 has been noted previously by Ehhalt et al.

[1983] based on ozonesonde data from Hohenpeissenberg, Germany (48"N, 11"E). Such

an inconsistency suggests caution in any purely wave-based explanation of ozone vari-

ances and the importance of large-scale tran.sport plocesses in addition to mesoscale

advective processes in driving the observed ozone fluctuation" le.g. Holton,IgS7; Reid

et a1.,7993; Mitchell et a1.,I9961.

Radiosonde measuremenls of horizontal velocity and temperature profiles from

Macquarie Island have been analyzed extensively for information on gravity wave

activity lAllen and Vincenú,i995]. The resulting detailed gravity-wave climatology for

Macquarie Island based on the periocl April 1993 to N{arch 1995 indicated important

wave activity at the site with the largest velocity variances measured during April-Mav

lAllen and Vincent,l991; Allen,I996l. Recent ray-tracing experiments have indicated

that extratropical jet-tìont systems were a major source of inertia-gravit¡r waves at

tlris location lGuest et a\.,7996).

Ozonesonde measurements have been used previously to examine the change in

ozorLe profile associated with the Antarctic ozone hole [e.g. Hofm,ann et al.,Ig8};

Johnson et a1.,I992; Ho.fmann et a1.,79951. Seasonal trends in mean ozotte proflles

lLondon and Liu,I992], anci total integrated column ozone amounts [e.g. Hofrnann

et al.,l995l have also been investigated using ozonesonde plofile ozone measurements.

Ozonesonde profiles also provide the detailed height lesolution (typically -50 m) nec-

essary to study smaller veltical scale ozone fluctuations lBei,d ancl Ilaugh.an,I99I; Teit-

elbaum et a\.,19941.

Ozone mixing ratio and potential temperature measurements from the ER-2 air-

craft cluring the ASHOE campaign were of extremely high temporal lesolution (1 Hz)

along mainly horizontal flight paths. The identification of glavity wave activity 1ì'om

ER-2 aircraft measurements has been discussed in Cltan et ø/. [1991], Danielsen et al.

[1991], and Pf,ster et al. [1993]. Here, ER-2 aircraft data are used to estimate the

large-scale horizontal gradients of ozone and potential temperature at the height of

the aircraft flight path during the Macquarie Island ozonesonde flights.

The overall aim of this chapter is to examine the database of Macquarie Island

sonde data, and aircraft measurements where available, in order to characterize the
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physical processes involved in producing the observed fluctuations in ozone and tem-

perature. Using simultaneously released high resolution radiosondes ancl ozonesondes,,

yielding measurements of horizontal velocity, temperature, and ozone rnixing ratio, a

detailed study of gravity wa,ve motions and ozone response is possible. In particular,

the importance of vertical transport and hor-izontal advection in the formation of the

structures will be examined.

Section 4.2 discusses the analysis performed on the Macquarie Island ozonesonde

and radiosonde data sets rncluding the iclentification of quasi-rnonochromatic wave

activity in individual sonde profiies, an exarnination of longer-term variability dr.rring

the ASHOE campaign, and sorne examples of ozone lamination. Section 4.3 discusses

the application of a basic vertical transport rnodel to estirnate the contribution of

gravity-wave vertical advection to the observed ozone pertulbatìons. In Section 4.4,

data from the NASA ER-2 aircraft are used to estimate rnelidional ozone gradients,

and hence meridional quasi-horizontal advection telms [see also Appendix D].

4.2 Ozonesonde and Radiosonde Analysis

The Macquarie Island data set analyzed here consists of sirnultaneously releasecl Väisälä

radiosonde and ECC ozonesonde measurements lIiomhyr,I969]. Typically two sonde

flights per week were carried out during the ASHOE campaign rvhen ER-2 aircraft

missions occurred iri the area frorn March to October' 1994.

The ozonesonde measurements provide a vertical 'snapshot' of the atmosphere

from the surface up to 30-35 km including measurements of pressure, temperature, and

ozole mixingratio, partial pressure, and concentration. The ladiosondes at Macquarie

Island had a typical burst height of 25 km providing pLessure, zonal and meridional

velocities, and temperature lAllen,I996l. Due to differences in the ascent speeds and

paths of the radiosonde and ozonesonde, the data are not simultaneous at every height.

The data from the two devices \.vere interpolated using a cubic spline fit to provide

ozonesonde and radiosonde data at equispaced heights. The dual sonde measurements

of temperature provided a qualitative check that the two sonde paths were similar.

By removing the mean ozone and temperature profile it is possible to extract
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mesoscale perturbations. Figure 4.2 shows the ozone rnixing latio profile from a soncle

launched at Macquarie Island at 1054 UT on 16 August 1994. A cubic polynornial fit-

ted mean ozone volume mixing ratio and temperature profile has been used throughout

this analysis for the extraction of mesoscale perturbations from ozone and temperature

measurements. This approach is consistent with the analysis of radiosonde temper-

ature and velocity data carried out by Allen and Vincenú [1995] and Vincent et al.

[1996]. In contrasí, Teitelbaum et al. [I99a] made use of a low-pass filter to obtain an

estimated mean ozone mixing ratio profile.

The relative fluctuations calculated for the upper and lower segments of the ozoîe

measurement are affected by the process of removing the background profile. In the fol-

lowing analysis, calculations of relative fluctuations are displayed for the stratosphere
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only.

The 11 months of available ozonesonde data at Macquarie Island rvere suitable

for an analysis of monthly and intra-seasonal stratospheric ozone ¡,'ariabilit)'. Figure

4.3 shows the individual cubic polynomial fitted rnean ozone rnixing ratio profiles as

well as seasonal mean ozorLe profiles for autumn (March-May), winter- (June-August),

spring (September-Novernber), and all three seasons approximating an annual rnean

piofile. Very few successful sonde launches were carried out in the sunrmer nronths

at the beginning of the ASHOB campaign. The variation in the rnean ozone mixing

ratio vertical profile between seasons is not plonounced. Howet'el, there is strong

variation between mean ozone profiles calculated f'or the winter rneasulements which

may be attributed to the variability in the position of the polar voltex rvall ¡elative to

Macquarie Island lTuck,l999).

The monthly RMS relative ozone mixing ratio perturbations wele calculated over

the height range 15-30 km for the 37 ozonesonde launches which provided reliable data.

Where more than one valid data set was available during a month (evelv nronth except

January), error bars indicate the standard deviation. 'Predicted' values oï RMS lela-

tive ozone mixing ratio pertulbations were calculabed from tempelature pet'tur-bations

using the basic dynamical model (a.3) (Section 4.3).

Figure a.aþ) illustrates the hr.rge discrepancy between the measuled and predicted

RMS relative mixing ratio values. It is noted that the measuled RMS variations are

at a minimurn in September - a month where the Antarctic polal vortex effectively

isolates mid-latitude air masses from polar air intrusions. Figure 4.4(b) indicates a

tendency for measured ozone perturbations to be larger than those predicted based on

temperature perturbations by a ratio of 5-10. There is some indication of a monthly

variation with a maximum ratio of -12 in July (mid-lvinter) and a minimum ratio of

-5 in spring.

The relation between the variances of ozone mixing ratio and temperatur.e fluctua-

tions is well illustrated in a more physical sense by the equivalent displacement height

(EDH) approach of Röth and Ehhal¿ [1987]. The EDH (An(r)) is a measure of tracer

variation which is weighted by the mean vertical gradient of the tracer profile o4?. It

is defined as fûhhølt et a1.,I983]
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LoQ): "-#, (4.1)
d.z

where ooQ) is the tracer mixing ratio standard deviation.

The EDH was developed as a measure of the mean vertical displacement undergone

by a parcel. This approach was based on the observation that a variety of strato-

spheric trace gases exhibited a strong dependence between tracer variance and mixing

ratio vertical gradient lEhhalt et a\.,19831. As emphasized by Röth and Ehhal¿ [1987],

the variations included in the calculation of on(z) arc not necessarily due to vertical

motions only. A tracer with strongly stratified vertical variation, such as potential

temperature d, is relatively insensitive to horizontai parcel displacements; hence the

EDH of d provides an approximate measure of mean verticai displacements.

Figure 4.5 compares the EDH values of ozone mixing ratio and potential tempera-

ture calculated for the nine autumn data sets from 21 March to 24 May 1994. The lim-

ited extent of presently available ozonesonde observations at Macquarie Island, com-

pared with the extensive Hohenpeissenberg database lùöth anil Ehhalú,19871, means

that this study could only provide an indication of EDH values. However, the values

of EDH for ozone of -0.5 km and for potential temperature of -0.1 km calculated for

the height region of 15-25 km at Macquarie Island are in qualitative agreement with

the northern hemisphere mid-latitude values obtained by Röth anil Ehhalú [1987] of

ozone EDH -0.5-1.0 km and potential temperature EDH -0.2-0.5 km.

4.2.L Ozone larninae

Four examples of ozone laminae obse¡ved at Macquarie Island are presented in Figures

a.6(a). Ozone laminae were clearly apparent in 18 of the 32 data sets included in this

analysis. The first laminar event identified occurred in April (Figure 4.6 upper left).

The temperature profiles corresponding to the ozone laminar events (Figures 4.6(b))

indicate that the strong observed ozone features at Macquarie Island are not associ-

ated with major temperature perturbations, contrary to the suggestion of temperature

lamination by lt[itchell et al. [1996],

There is a clear tendency for maximal occurrence of laminar events in the heights
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12-18 km (Figures a.6(a)). The observations discussed in Chapter 5 and from other

northern hemisphere locations also indicated laminae occurring most commonly at

these lower stratospheric levels lfueid and Vaughan,1.99l; Reid et ø/.,1993].

The presence of laminae at Macquarie Island in over half the ozon'e profiles obtained

during the observation period indicates that the dynamical and/or chemical processes

responsible for the vertically localized ozone enhancements are not restricted to the

period corresponding to the b¡eakdown of the Antarctic winter-spring vortex. In

fact, there is evidence of lamination in profiles from April to November 1994. If the

lamination of ozone is due primarily to the quasi-horizontal advection of air parcels over

large horizontal distances (-1000 km), these results suggest that large-scale processes

must be sporadically active in all seasons and further that the height range 14-15 km

is a preferred level for large-scale transport.

4.3 Basic Dynamical Model

From the tracer continuity equation and gravity-wave polarization relations [Chapter

2], it is possible to express the predicted relation between ozore mixing ratio and

potential temperature perturbations as le.g. Teitelbaum et al.,tgg4],

ros:#do", (4'2)

where r¿. is the relative ozone mixing ratio perturbation, 16 is the relative potential

temperature perttrrbation, Os is the mean ozone mixing ratio, and horizontal gradients

of 03 and d have been neglected. Relative temperature and relative potential temper-

ature perturbations are approximately equal (rt = r7) for gravity wave motions, since

the relative pressure perturbations are negligible, so that (4.2) becomes

ñ'r
dOu

d,
g

TOs (4.3)

This so-called basic dynamical model suggests that ozone and temperature pertur-

bations should be in-phase at heights below the peak of the mean ozone mixing ratio

profile (-25 km), where there is a positive gradient in the mean ozone mixing ratio,
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Figure 4.7: Measured (solid line) and predicted (dotted-dashed line) relative ozone
mixing ratio perturbations at 1054 UT on 16 August 1994.

and in anti-phase above the peak where the mean ozone mixing ratio gradient is neg-

ative. Hence a phase change in ozone perturbations is expected at the layer peak [see

also Chapter 3 and Appendix A]. This basic model is only valid at heights where the

dynamical timescales are much shorter than the photochemical timescales, i.e. below

-25 km. Above these heights it is nccessary to include parameterized photochemistry

terms as discussed in Section 1.5.1 lLindzen anil Gooily,1965; Zhu and HoIton,IgS6].

The basic dynamical model (4.3) was applied to predict relative ozone mixing ratio

perturbations using ff calcúated from the mean fitted ozone mixing ratio profile

and r7 calculated from the ozonesonde data. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show examples of

comparisons between measured and predicted ro3 using the basic dynamical model.

Figure 4.7 shows a case from 16 August where there was significant disagreement be-

tween the measured and predicted re, values. Figure 4.8 illustrates an ozonesonde
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Figure 4.8: Measured (solid line) and predicted (dotted-dashed line) relative ozone
mixing ratio perturbations at 0443 UT on 16 September 1994.

observation from 16 September where there was sonì.e phase agreement between per-

turbations in the measured and predicted r¿. profiles below 20 km, suggesting that

a similar wave-like structure was present in both ozone and temperature. However,

the measured peak values of rs" of 70-20% (solid line) contrasted sharply with the

predicted maximum relative perturbations of approximately 5% based on the basic

dynamical model (dotted-dashed line).

A vertical scale of -L.5-2 km was evident in Figures 4.? and 4.8 in the measured

re. fluctuations which is consistent with typical stratospheric gravity wave vertical

wavelengths lTsuda et al.,l99I). However, it is emphasized that the lack of agreement

between the apparent wave-like fluctuations in the measured r¿. and those calculated

from r7 in Figure 4.7 suggests caution in the interpretation of these features in terms

of quasi-monochromatic gravity Ìvaves.
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In general for the Macquarie Island data set, phase agreement between measured

and predicted ozone profiles (example Figure 4.8) was evident in about 15 of the 32

valid data sets. However, the magnitudes of the perturbations extiacted from ozone

were signifrcantly larger than were expectecl based on the relative temperature pertur-

bations. It is possible to make a qualitative comparison with the results of Teitelbaum

et aI. 17994] who displayed measured and calculated relative ozone fluctuations from

individual sonde profiles. The measured ozone fluctuations in Teitelbaum et ø/. [199a]

at many heights were larger by a factor of 2-5 than those calcrrlated from the reiative

temperature profile.

From the above examination of the relation between ozone and temperaiure varia-

tions it is clear that wave-like mesoscale variations are present in some data sets; but

that the magnitudes predicted from the temperature perturbations, based on vertical

transport alone, are typically much smaller than the observed ozone perturbations.

The disagreement in some cases is as large as a factor of 10.

The ozonesonde measurements were used as a stand-alone data set in this section

to estimate the relationship between ozone and temperature variations, and hence the

importance of gravity-wave-induced vertical transport. Although radiosonde measure-

ments of mean and perturbation horizontal velocities are available, information on

the mean horizontal structure of ozone is absent from such measurements. With the

additional coordinated ER-2 aircraft data available during ASHOE, an indication of

the horizontal ozone structure present during the ozonesonde flights will be obtained

in the following sections.

4.4 Ozonesonde, Radiosonde, and ER-z Á,ircraft

Analysis

Following the initial analysis of the ozone and temperature information from the Mac-

quarie Island sonde ascents, this section extends the analysis to include ER-2 aircraft

measurements where availabie. Firstly, due to the coordinated but non-simultaneous

nature of the sonde and aircraft measurements, a comparison is made between the
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Table 4.1: Macquarie Island (I,I.L) ER-2/sonde data set comparison. Ozonesonde
release times and the time the sonde reached the ER-2 flight level (-13 km) are
shown. The estimated time of closest approach of the ER-2 to M.I. and the height of
the aircraft at this time for the southern leg of the flight path is shown. The estimated
time of closest approach on the return northern leg was 4 hr 12 min later.

potential temperature-ozone surfaces (0,O") from the ozonesonde and the ER-2 air-

craft in order to determine whethe¡ the two measurement techniques sampled similar

air parcels. As discussed in Chapter 2,0 and 03 are usually good lower stratospheric

tracers which can be used to label air parcels.

4.4.t Potential temperature-ozone surfaces

This analysis makes use of the horizontal ozone and temperature trajectories (with a

correction for the relatively small vertical drift of the aircraft) available from the ER-2

and the quasi-vertical trajectories of the ozonesonde measured on the nine dates listed

in Table 4.1.

These nine ozonesonde flights were successfully launched on ER-2 flight days with

reliable data from both the radiosonde and the ozonesonde. The height and time of

the ER-2 at the point of estimated closest approach to Macquarie Island is shown in

Tablc 4.1. From the radiosonde data it was determined that the background winds

were predominantly eastward and hence the drift of the ozonesonde was toward the

ER-2 flight path. An estimated horizontal displacement of the sondes during the -1
hr ascent to 18 km was 50-100 km to the east. Figure 4.1 indicates the approximate

positions of three selected trR-2 flight paths and Macquarie Island.

Date

(yymmdd)

Sonde ( UT) Approx. time ER-2
near M.I. (UT)

south

Approx. ER-2
height at M.I.

(k*)

Direction
of DR-2Release

time
-18 km

time
940413

940524
940601

940603
940730
940806

941010
941013

941016

2305
1100

1433

1143

2302
2302
0949
2359
2149

2405
1200

1533

1243
2402
2402
1049
2459
2249

2tr5
2213
2050

2155
2155

2040

2245

2245

2245

18.7

18.3

18.7

19.0

19.0

r8.6
18.1

18.3

18.2

siN (1")
s/N (1.5')

sw/NE (20")
s/N (7')

s/N (0.5")
s/N (0.5")
s/N (0.5")

SE/NW (15")
s/N (3")
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Figure 4.9: Ozone volume mixing ratio measured during ASHOE from the ER-2 air-
craft during a quasi-horizontal flight path on 1 June 1994. The aircraft enters the
polar vortex at -80000 s and reverses direction at -84000 s. The vertical lines mark
the region where the aircraft is in the vicinity of Macqdarie Island. A smoothed fit
has been overplotted which was calculated as a running mean over 300 km flìght path
segments.

An example of an ozoîe mixing ratio measurement from a complete ER-2 aircraft

quasi-horizontal flight path is shown in Figure 4.9 for the 1 June 1994 flight which

approached closest to Macquarie Island. This measurement starts with the aircraft

take-off at Christchurch, New Zealand. The aircraft flight path south intersects a

region of high ozoÍLe content before entering the polar vortex region and reversing

direction for the return flight (see caption of Figure 4.9).

For the ensuing analysis it was important to ensure that similar air parcels were

sampled by the aircraft and the sonde. For the ozonesonde and ER-2 flights which

took place on the same day,, (0,Os) maps of both ER-2 and sonde data were used to

investigate the validity of performing comparisons between the two data sets. Figure

4.10 shows two examples of (0,,Ot) maps where agreement between the sonde and the

aircraft is satisfactory. Crosses mark the estimated positions of closest approach of
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the sonde and ER-2 (i.e. the ER-2 at the latitude of Macquarie Island and the sonde

at the height of the ER-2 flight path at this position). Of the nine data sets listed in

Table 4.1, seven data sets show similar (9,O3) maps for the ER-2 and sonde data. It

is these seven data sets which have been used in the followiûg comparisons [further

examples in Appendix D].

4.4.2 ! Estimation of meridional o%orre gradients

The ASHOE ER-2 airclaft data were used to estimate the mean meridional ozone

mixing ratio grad ient Ô{fi2ss. The ER-2 data set comprised some days with highly

variable ozone amounts and others with relatively smooth meridional ozone gradi-

ents. Hence, the length of the horizontal trajectory used in the calculation of O!#'""

is an important consideration. T'he valrre of the meridional gradient was estimated

for several different trajectory lengths in order to investigate the robustness and the

variability of the calculated O!#'"".

In the figures included here, four different time intervals were chosen for the calcu-

lation of Õ!fi2sp: 500 s, 1000 s, 2000 s, and 4000 s. These represent horizontal flight

path segrnents of approximately 100 km, 200 km, 400 km, and 800 km, respectively;

assuming an average aircraft speed of 200 m s-l.

Thetwo ER-2 flighf paths on l June and 13 October, 1994 contain significant ion-

gitudinal variation, as well as latitudinal variation (Table 4.1). The value ol Osp¡rn

measured in these cases represents the combination of zonal and meridional compo-

nents, z.e,

Osp
1

ATH : PATH (6Qonal)Ôzzox l6(meridional)Õ3¡¡6p) . Ø.4)

where 6(zonal) and 6(meridional) are the distances travelled in the zonal and merid-

ional directions, respectively. Equation (4.4) expresses the gradient measured along

the ER-2 flight path in terms of the equivalent movement of the parcel of air along the

zonal and meridional directions independently. It is assumed that OszoN ar.d Os¡a6p

remain constant over the horizontal flight paths.

From data sets with both latitudinal and longitudinal drift, it would be possible tcr
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examine qualitatively the importance of zonal and meridional mean ozoîe gradients.

Such a comparison requires the use of two closeiy spaced ER-2 data sets, one of which

has a flight approximately due south, the other SE or SW. It is necessary to assume

that the meridional gradient of ozone is approximately constant over periods of roughly

two days. This is a difficult assumption to justify given the synoptic-scale changes that

may occur over this timescale and hence the ASHOE data set was not used for this

type of calculation. However, it may be possible to make use of satellite data to

investigate the reliability of such an approach or to rneasure the relative magnitudes

of zonal and meridional gradients directly.

Figure 4.11 shows comparisons between the values of Oz¡ønnobtained directly from

the ER-2 data and the values necessary to bring about the fluctuations observed in

the ozone profiles. The major limitation on this estimate of. Ozuøn is the assumption

of negligible Oszotv. It was found that the values ol Osyrøn estimated from the ER-2

aircraft data were -0.005 ppmv km-1.

4.4.3 Estimation of gravity 'wave quasi-horizontal advection

Quasi-horizontal advection takes place due to both synoptic-scale motions and gravity-

wave horizontal wind perturbations. In this section, the role of gravity-wave-induced

horizontal transport is investigated. The relative importance of gravity-wave-induced

horizontal motions and mean horizontal motions will be discussed qualitatìveiy.

The response of ozone (O3) and potential temperature (d) to gravity wave vertical

and horizontal advection can be expressed as ITeitelbaum et g,L,tgg|]

oL -itrot = ã: O6ç0""r' ¡ Os,U') , (4.5)

0t,e:7:-#(6,.,*0,u,), (4.6)

where [/' is the total horizontal wind perturbation and Osø and 0, are the total mean

horizontal ozoîe and potential temperature gradients, respectively.

From (4.6) it is possible to obtain an expression for the vertical wind perturbation

u' by assuming that 0, is negligible (i.e. 0(x,z) x 0(x)) and the motion is adiabatic.
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,' - iùf,r, Ø.7)

The assumption o1 0, x 0 is supported by the ASHOE ER-2 measurements.

Combining (a.5) and (4.7), it is possible to obtain an expression for the ozone

response in terms of the potential temperature and horizontal wind variations

_ ouï_^_ i õ r,roz - ã1" ùdut"u', (4'8)

where the first term is due to vertical displacement (equivalent to the basic d¡'namical

model (4.3)) and the second term is due to horizontal displacement by gravity waves.

In the case of the ER-2 data, it is only possible to obtain a mean meridional ozone

mixing ratio gradient Ozuø¿, since most of the flight trajectories are approximately

along lines of longitude. For this reason it is necessary to assume that the zonal mean

ozone gradient Ozzow is negligible compared with the meridional gradient, and hence

that Os" N Oz¡.rnn (from Section 4.4.2).

The ozonesonde and radiosonde data provide information on O3(z),, 0(r), u(z) and

u(z). From the u(z) and u(z) information it was possible to calculate a value of the

intrinsic frequency ô using a hodograph analysis and Stokes parameters [Appendix C].

The calculated values of ô are presented in Table 4.2. The most commonly occurring

ô value of -0.0004 rad s-l corresponds to a wave period of -4 hr. Using this value

of ô, an estimate ol Ozuøn was calculated directly using (4.9).

Equation (4.8) was used as a predictive measure of the expected magnitude of. rs,

and also as a predictive equation for the calculation of Osuøn. Initially this approa,ch

was used to compa"re the values of Osuøn as estimated from sonde data with those

calculated directly from the ER-2 data. Values of Ozuøa necessary to explain the

fluctuations observed in the ozonesonde data were calculated from

ot"oo'- dl'o
where u6o : iu' is the meridional velocity component rotated through 90" in the

complex plane. The comparison was carried out at two heights (from the southward

F:ROsùr (" (4.e)
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and northward legs of the ER-2 flight path) on the five flights for which agreement

was found between the (d,O3) maps for the sonde and ER-2.

The contribution of the term representing gravity-wave-induced meridional trans-

port of ozone will be greatest where the gravity wave meridional displacement 4' is

large relative to the mean wind displacement 4.

n' : I o'dt i't/ r
, J ,:i <-+ rt:JÚdt (4.10)

Thus long-period inertia-gravity waves which are associated with large (-250-1000 km)

horizontal scales in both the zonal and meridional directions are expected to induce

important meridional displacements. The effects of an inertia-gravity wave identified

in Rayleigh-Mie Doppler wind lidar data are discussed in Chapter 5.

The estimation of gravity wave horizontal advection performed in this section was

severely limited by the assumption of monochromatic wave activity in (a.8) and (4.9).

The relation between velocity and ozone fluctuations will be further explored in Chap-

ter 5 where a quasi-monochromatic IGW signature was well defined in velocity com-

ponents, lending weight to a single component wave analysis.

The value of Osuøa necessary for gravity-wave-induced meridional and vertical

transport to completely describe the structures observed in the sonde profiles was

calculated for seven ozonesonde and radiosonde ascents. For the same observation

days, values of. Ozruøn were calculated from ER-2 aircraft data. In Figure 4.11, the

flight of 16 October 1994 (lower panel) indicates agreement between the measured and

predicted Osmnn values. On this date there is agreement between the time of closest

approach of the aircraft and the launch of the sondes at Macquarie Island (Table 4.1),

and there is also strong agreement in (d, 03) surfaces (Figure 4.10). Data sets from

13 April,24May.,1 June,3 June, and 10 October, 1994 show measured Ozuønvalues

less than was required to produce the observed ozone fluctuations [see Appendix D].

Hence, the vertical and meridional transport by gravity wave motions was sufficient

to drive the observed fluctuations in only two of the seven ER-2/sonde data sets.

The relative importance of meridional ozone transport by gravity \ryaves and that

by mean meridional motions can be estimated by examining the relative values of

the mean and perturbation components of the meridional wind. Table 4.2 lists the
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ER2 flight
(yymmdd)

ô (rad s-') u (m s-l) ,nrurs (%)

940413 0.00045 12.7 33

940524 0.00040 5.6 37.9

940603 0.00018 2t.4 28.7

940806 0.00014 9.5 16.6

941010 0.00110 4.1 66.9 (19.5-21 km
941013 0.00040 4.3 63.3

941016 0.00017 2.4 75.6 (L7.5-21 km)

Table 4.2: Intrinsic frequency, mean meridional wind (o), and RMS relative merid-
ional wind perturbations (us¡1as) fronr radiosonde measurements for the ER-2/sonde
comparison.

values of mean and RMS relative meridional winds for the ER-2/sonde comparison

days. Note that the values of us¡as are not a <lirect measure of the irnportance of the

gravity-wave transport relative to the mean motions. They are examined here as an

indication of the contribution made by gravity wave motions.

In these cases, the contribution of the estimated gravity wave meridional velocity

perturbations is very significant in comparison with the mean meridiorral velocities,

which are relatively light. These vaiues of up¡4s indicate the importance of gravit5'-

wa,ve-scale variations as a means of transporting ozone in the meridional direction.

4.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter investigated the roles of vertical and horizontal advection in the forma-

tion of observed ozoîe structures through an analysis of high-resolution <lzonesonde,

radiosonde, and ER-2 aircraft measurements at the rrrid-latitude southern hemisphere

site of Macquarie Island. Observations suggested that similar mesoscale variations

are present in ozone and temperature data in roughly tralf the tlata sets. From an

initial analysis, assuming only gravity wave vertical transport of ozone, it was clear

that vertical transport alone could not account for the amplitude of the fluctuations

measured in ozone mixing ratio profiles. However phase agreement between ozone

and temperature fluctuations was evident in approximately half o{ the ozonesonde
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data sets acquired at Macquarie Island. A basic dynamical model appeared to pro-

vide only a qualitative representation of the relation between ozone and temperature

variations. Large diferences were found between measured ozone perturbations from

the ozonesonde data and ozone perturbations calculated from radiosonde temperature

data in some data sets, in agreement with the results of previous authors.

The process of extracting the background ozone layer in order to calculate ozone

perturbations is very important. Some of the discrepancy between rneasured and cal-

culated ozoîe must be due to this process. The magnitudes of calculated temperature

and ozone perturbations are more sensitive to this process than the phase relationships.

Ozone laminae were observed most commonly in the Macquarie Island data set

in the height range 12-18 km. Occasional multiple laminar events were observed. In

a majority of cases the temperature information did not provide strong support for

direct wave-induced vertical transport as a means of producing the laminae.

The presence of ozone laminae in vertical ozone profiles causes variations which- are

not visible in the temperature profile. Although Reid and \ro,ughan [1991] have defined

a lamina as a layer of height up to -2 km with an ozoîe partial pressure change of

more than 2 mPa, it is possible that smaller ozone changes may also be associated

with filamentary structures. For this reason, the estimation of expected gravity wave

activity based on the temperature perturbations, with care taken in removing the

background signatures in the two profiles, can provide an indication of the relative

contributions of gravity rtraves and large-scale transport in the ozone perturbations.

These aspects of ozone structure will be examined in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6.

The results of Ehhalt et al. [1983] and Röth and Ehhalú [1987], as well as those

presented in Section 4.2, indicate the disagreement between EDH values of tempera-

ture and ozone. The small gradients of temperature along quasi-horizontal isentropic

surfaces, as compared with ozone gradients, such as measured by the ER-2 aircraft

[e.g. Danielsen et al.,I99L] suggest that an important contribution to the larger ozoîe

EDH is provided by large-scale quasi-horizontal advection.

The data set analyzed in this chapter has provided a novel framework for the

investigation of horizontal and vertical structure in wind velocities and tracers. It
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serves as a proof-of-concept study characterizing quasi-simultaneously both the large-

scale horizontal gradients of stratospheric tracers and their vertical gradients. The use

of aircraft data rather than satellite observations has the advantage of highlighting

mesoscale horizontal ozoÍe structure; however vertically resolved satellite observations

are able to provide estimated horizontal ozone gradients at a range of Ìreights.

The following chapter continues the investigation of the mesoscale variability of

stratospheric ozone through an analysis of DIAL ozone lidar measurements. The lidar

measurements of ozone have the advantage over the sonde mea,surements discussed sc¡

far in monitoring the time-varying structure of the ozone vertical profile. However,

the height resolution of the ozonesonde data remains superior to that of the DIAL

technique at present.



Chapter 5

Dual Stratospheric Lidar

Measurements

Montons, montons, jusqu'au sommet.

This chapter presents a case study of observations, analyses, and interpretation

of ozone and wind velocity measurements obtained using lidar techniques at the Ob-

servatoire de Haute Provence (OHP), France (44"N, 6'E). The observatory is located

in a region of hilly terrain at an altitude of -170 rn. This case study consists of

dual time-resolved lidar ozone and velocity measurements in the stratosphere which,

to the author's knowledge, are the first such measurements performed. The time-

resolved ozone and wind velocity measurements have allowed new perspectives on the

timescales and variability of mesoscale processes. Sections of this work have been

submitted as Gibson-Wilde et al. 11997] which is included as Appendix B.

5.L Lidar Systems

The data presented in this chapter were obtained at the lidar facility at OHP in

collaboration with the Lidar Group of the Service d'Aeronomie du CNRS, France. Si-

multaneous time- and height-resolved data sets were obtained in the lower stratosphere

(12-30 km) using two separate lidar systems; an ozone DIAL system and a Rayteigh-

Mie Doppler (RD) wind lidar'. An overview of the two lidar systems is presented in

97
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Ozone DIAL RD lidar
Beam direction vertical vertical, off zenith 40" N/E
Waveiengths À absorbed:308 nm

I reference:355 nm
À:532 nm

PRF 50 Hz 30 Hz

Height resolution 600 m 115 m
Time resoiution 30 min 30 min
Height range 12-30km 12-45km
Major error
sources

water vapour and
aerosol contamination

aerosol contamination

Table 5.1: DIAL ozone and RD lidar capabilities utilized at OHP in October 1995.

the next two sections.

5.1.1 Stratospheric ozone DIAL system

The stratospheric ozone DIAL system is operated as part of the international Network

for Detection of Stratospheric Change (NDSC) for long-term monitoring of total ozone

and mean ozone vertical structure. For this purpose, the DIAL system performs typi-

cally two hours of continuous ozone profile acquisition per night, which is the minimum

required bo obtain a statistically reliable aveÌage profile and hence a total ozone column

amount through integration. The rnonitoring of ozone trends provicles a, very valuable

resource in understanding long-term ozone depletion IWA/|O,L994; Lacoste,1994].

The DIAL technique for the measurement of vertical profiles of ozone concentration

consists of two independent lasers; one lasel tuned to a lvavelength which is absorbed

b¡r stratospheric ozone (308 nm) and the second laser tuned to a reference wavelensth

which is not absorbed by ozone (355 nm). The data acquisition steps between the

absorbed and reference signals. The DIAL system at OHP operated with 6 channels;

two channels optimized for upper stratospheric measurementsl not used here, two for

the lower stratosphere (12-30 km), and two Raman channels for atmospheric density

measurement (discussed in Section 5.2.2).

Ozone profiles were obtained from averages over 10,000 laser shots which were each

of 20 ms duration giving a sample each 200 s (3 min 20 s). Uncorrected noise levels

and mean ozone profiles were calculated as a\¡erages over each three samples (600 s).

lgo-bo km
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A statistically reliable average nightly ozoÍLe profile in the upper stratosphere required

420,000 shots or approximately two hours acquisition time. Lower stratospheric mea-

surements of a',¡erage.ozone profiles required only one hour of data acquisition due to

stronger signal returns at the lower observation levels.

The relatively fast and reliable data acquisition in the lower stratosphere indicated

the possibility of obtaining time-resolved ozone òoncentration measurements in that

region. The number of laser shots used in calculating an ozone profile is a compromise

between ozone variability and statistical error. For this case study, a statistical error

of I0% was accepted, based on calculation of ozone profiles from a shortened data

acquisition time, and hence a time-resolved sequence of ozorLe profiles from a full night

of lidar observations \¡/as obtained.

DIAL ozone profiles have been processed most commonly with non-equispaced data

Ievels due to the reduced signal-to-noise levels in the upper stratosphere lMcDermid

et a1.,19901. The received signal requires averaging over a larger height interval to

obtain a constant statistical significance ovel the full height range lMcDermid,I99S;

Lacoste,1994].

However, measurement of small-scale features in ozone profiles requilecl a uniform

and better height resolution than is generally attempted for the ozone tlend measure-

ments. Also, the tirne resolved behaviour of the ozone plofile was of interest, and so a

processing technique was developed to provide a data set suitable for the investigation

of time-varying ozone featules.

Sources of error for the DIAL technique include instrumental noise, receiver sat-

uration, sky background noise, temperature dependence of ozoîe absorption cross-

sections, aerosol contamination, and the estimated backscatter and extinction coeffi-

cients lGodin,L984; Lacoste,1994].

The algorithm for the extraction of ozone from photon counts consists offour steps:

desaturation, calculation of a background signal, differentiation to obtain the slopes

of the received signal from the two wavelengths, and the calculation of an error term

lGodin,IgS4]. The process of desaturation corrects the received signal according to an

assumed form of saturated response of the receiver fLacoste,Ig94]. The sky background

is calculated in a region of very low ozone content with few photon counts expected
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(60-75 km).

DIAL ozoîe lidar measurements with a time resolution of 30 min were obtained at

OHP using an adapted processing method. The technique consisted of first correcting

the data by desaturating the signal, as describedin Lacoste ll99al, and then removing

the background signal in the form of a parabolic fit. Thi.s form of background fit

was chosen as it gave consistently low error statistics for the short duration profiles

[discussed in Lacoste,lgg4 p. 39]. T'he calculation of the signal slopes is sensitive to

the form of the background signal rernovecl and the height range over which the slopes

are calculated. Due to shorter integration tirnes, the reliability of the fitted slopes was

investigated for each profile in turn. The parabolic fìt technique was found to give

consistent and compatible slope calculations between successive profiles for botli the

absorbed and unabsorbed wavelength signals.

5.L.2 Rayleigh-Mie Doppler Wind Lidar

The Rayleigh-Mie Doppler (RD) rvind lidar technique was used to obtain time-resolved

high resolution veltical profiles of rvincl velocity in 'uhe stratosphere (typically 15-50

k-). The technique monitors winds in a legion of the atniosphere which has been

investigated sporadically using radiosondes, falling spheres, and satellite observations

[see Chapter 1]. Lidar wind observations provide a unique time-r'esolved source of

information on stratospheric dynamics.

The technique is based on a conventional zenith-pointin.q Rayleigh lidar at a rvave-

length of 532 nm with the addiiional capability of two laser-pointing directions at

40o off-zenith in the north and east directions. Apart from this, the RD lidar system

was operated in its default operation mode as described elsewherelChanin et a\.,1989;

G arnier and Chanin,7992).

'I'he horizontal velocity cornponents were obtained under an assumption of zero

vertical wincls using a process analagous to the Doppler Beam Swinging (DBS) radar

technique Ie.g. Vincent and Rei,d,19S3]. The radial wind speed u¿ is calculated from

a Fabry-Perot interferometer measurement of the wavelength change (óÀ) in the laser

emission line (l) through lChanin et al.,Lg89l
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(5.1)

For a predetermined beam pointing angle d of 40" off zenith for the 1995 measure-

ments at OHP, the horizontal velocit)'components were given by,

UR
uH : ----.

srn Y
(5.2)

5.2 Observations

The observations presented in this case study wele obtained at OHP betrveen 2230

LT on 23 October and 0500 LT on 24 October, 1995. The DIAL ozone lidar and

RD wind lidar, located approximately 10 m apart within the same building, weÌe run

simultaneously during the observation period. N{easurements of lower stratospheric

ozone concentration and Raman chanrrel atmospheric density measurements from the

DIAL system and zonal and meridional wind velocit¡' from the RD lidar system are

discussed in this case study.

Lidar data processing may involve both ternporal and spatial avelaging of the

received signal. Profiles of wind velocities and ozone concentlation which were si-

multaneous in time and had the same temporal ¡esolution were required for this case

study. A common time resolution of 30 min was chosen as the minimum necessary to

obtain ozone concentration profiles with statìstically significant measurable mesoscale

variation. The height resolution of 115 m available from the wind lidar, with stronger

signal returns, was significantly better than the resolution of 600 m available from the

DIAL ozorre lidar for the same temporal resolution.

Figure 5.1 presents the sequence of ozone concentration profiles in two consecutive

piots. The ozone concentration measurements are displayed at a height resolution of

600 m and the estimated measurement error is 10% in the lowel stratosphere.

A correction was applied to the RD lidar zonal velocity measurements based on

radiosonde data from 2300 LT on 23 October 1995, from Nîmes, 100 km west of

OHP. It was noted that the RD lidar zonal veÌocities showed a height-indepenclent

eastward bias of 8.42 rn s-1 due to optical misalignment [Claude Souprayen, private
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Figure 5.1: Sequence of DIAL ozorre concentration profiles from 2230 LT on 23 October
to 0500 LT on 24 October, 1995. Successive profiles are labeled with the starting time
of the 30 min observation periods and are offset by 5 concentration units.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of corrected (a) zonal, and (b) meridional^wind velocities

measured with the RD lidar between 2230-0500 LT (solid line) nd Nimes radiosonde
at 2300 LT (dashed-dotted line).

communication]. The corrected iidar wind veiocity profiles and Nimes radiosonde

profiles are shown in Figure 5.2. Comparison between the zonal velocity profiles from

the two zonally separated sites indicates a stable wave-like velocity structure with a

vertical scale of -2 km which is further investigated in Section 5.4.

The corrected zonal and meridional wind velocity profiles in Figure 5.3 are displayed

at a height resolution of 150 m, spline-interpolated from the ra'w 115 m resolution for

consistency with the DIAL measurements. The RD liclal data are processed t¡'pically

with a time resolution of 5 min [Claude Souprayen, private communication]. The 30

min profiles presented here have an estimated associated error of less than 5%. The

accuracy of the wind data is higher than that of the ozone concentration data.

Figure 5.4 displays the average profile of ozone concentration calculated over the

6.5 hour observation period. The strong fluctuations evident in this average profile

must result from dynamical activity on timescales greater than approximately 7 hours.

The two local maxima in ozone concentration in Figure 5.4 al, approximately 14 km

-10 -5 0 5 10
u (m s-1)
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Figure 5.3: RD lidar profiies of (a) zonaL, and (b) meridional velocity measured between
2230 LT on 23 October and 0500 LT on 24 October, 1995. Successive profiles are
labeled with the starting time of the 30 min observation periods and are offset by
10 m s-l. The dashed line indicates the estimated downward phase progression from
which a vertical phase velocity was estimated (see text).
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Figure 5.4: Average vertical profile of ozone concentration fi'om DIAL lidar. A 5%

error estimate is inclicated by the dottecl line.

and 18 km are examples of ozone laminae and rvill be discussed fully in Section 5.3.

Figure 5.5 displays 6.5 hr average zonal and meridional rvind velocity profiles.

These long term averaged wind profiles have an associated elrol of. L%. Long-lived

wave-like features are evident in both of the velocity components. The wind field will

be analyzed in detail in Section 5.4.

5.2.t Ozonesonde and DIAL ozone lidar observations

An ECC ozonesonde was launched at 1200 LT on 24 October, 1995 from OHP. Figure

5.6 displays the vertical profiles of the conserved quantities of potential temperature

and ozone mixing ratio recorded by the sonde. It is important to note that the laminae

clearly defined in the ozone concentration profiles in Figures 5.4 and 5.7 are less evident

in the ozonesonde mixing ratio profile due to the density weighting, as discussed in
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Figure 5.5: Average vertical profiles of (a) zonal, and (b) meridional wind velocit¡'
from RD lidar.

the next section.

The final lidar profile in the night sequerc.e'23-24 October' 1995 was complete at

0500 LT. In Figure 5.7, the average lidar ozone concentration profile is overlaid with the

ozonesonde ozone concentration profrle to see if there is evidence of similar mesoscale

structures. The comparison between the ozonesonde and lidar measurernents of the

ozone concentration proflle can only be qualitative due to the 7 hour time difference be-

tween the measurements. Also, there is evidence that the ozonesonde pump may have

been faulty leading to underestimation of ozone concentration above approximately 20

km, as discussed by Johnson et al.lI99'21. This suspected underestimation by the sonde

is supported by the low peak ozone concentration of approximately 3.5 x 1012 cm-3 in

the ozonesonde measurement compared with average October values from lidar ozane

profiles at OHP of 4.0 -4.5x lgtz .--s lGodin,l984]. However, the height lange 12-20

km where the laminae occur shows agreement betrveen the lidar and sonde measured

ozone concentration profi les.

The ozone column content between the heights of 10 and 30 km calculated from
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Figure 5.6: Ozonesonde measured ozone volum.e mixing latio (lower panel) and calcu-

lated potential temperature profiles (upper panel).

the ozonesonde measurement was 169 DU, whereas 203 DU was calculated from the

Iidar average profile. The climatological average total ozone content, determined from

long-term averages, was approximately 295 DU.

The DIAL lidar-measured RMS relative atmospheric density fluctuations of 0.46%

compare well with the ozonesonde-measured RMS relative temperature fluctuations

of 0.39To, both calculated over the height range 10-30 km. This comparison is lim-

ited by the temporal separation of the measurements and the drift of the sonde with
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of ozonesonde measured ozone concentration (solid line) and
lidar measured ozone concentration (dashed line) profiles.

mean winds. Beatty and Gardner [1990] calculated average R.N4S ternperature pertur-

bations of I.2% in the stratopause region (iy SO km) at Arecibo Obselvatory (1E"N,

67"W) using a Rayleigh/Na lidar. Values of RMS temperature perturbations of -0.5-
1.5% have been measured in the upper troposphere and stratosphere from radiosonde

observations lTsud.a et a\.,L989; Allen and Vincenl,1995; Eckermann,1995].

5.2.2 Conversion to relative mixing ratio

It has already been emphasized that mixing ratio is a conserved quantity under La-

grangian transport and is hence a more useful measure of tracer abundance than con-

centration [Chapter 2]. The DIAL technique clirectJy measures ozorre concentration.

However, two Raman channels of the DIAL ozone lidar system provide measuLements

of atmospheric density. These measurements provide a method for the calculation of

relative mixing ratio perturbations ro from the relative concentration perturbations r,,

through the relation

_l
-'r

-ã>

L
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(5 4)

q',n: i -- (r, - r)l0 r rp). (b.3)

Absolute mixing ratio q can then be calculated by assuming a model densit5' pro-

file, as is typically the case for Rayleigh density/temperature lidar observations', by

rearranging (2.25).

nM
Pt\ t'

The calculation of absolute g was not performed for the case study due to the primary

interest in mesoscale perturbations.

The accuracy in an estimation of relative mixing ratio is significantly poorer than

that of direct concentration measurements. The r-elative error associated with the

calculation of relative mixing ratio can be estimated as

Eq:En+28p, (5.5)

where Eq,En, and E, are relative errors in the relative mixing ratio, concentration,

anrl clensity measulernents, r'espectively. The estimated error fol the time-resolved

relative mixing ratio profiles is approximately 15% for this case study.

Figure 5.8 presents relative mixing ratio perturbations, calculated using (5.3), for

four consecutive DIAL profiles. Note that the perturbation at 14 km is strongly

defined in the relative mixing ratio profiles, but that the 18 km feature has been de-

emphasized through the dependence of relative mixing ratio on the clifference between

relative concentration and relative density fluctuations. This observation indicates that

lamination events identified in concentration profiles at higher levels, in the vicinity of

20 km, are enhanced by the increase in magnitude of relative density variations with

height.

This calculation is presented here as an indication of a useful approach for calcu-

Iating ozone mixing ratios from lidar measurements. The case study data were not

optimized for the calculation of mixing ratio. It is suggested that the use of a reliable,

low error density measurement in association with a DIAL ozone system provides an

optimal method of observation of tracer variability.
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Figure 5.8: Relative ozone mixing ratio perturbations calculated for 30 min average
ozoîe profrles commencing at 0300, 0330, 0400, and 0430 LT, respectively.
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5.3 Ozone Laminae Observed at OHP

The concept of lamination in ozone profiles was introduced in Section 1.5.2. Ozone

iaminae v¡ere identified using the definition of Reid and \,'aughan [1991] which requires

positive or negative ozone fluctuations of 2 mPa limitecl to la5'sr'5 less than 2'5 km

in vertical extent. In concentration terms, suitable for cornparison with lidar mea-

surements, this limit corresponds to approximately 7x1011rnolecules cm-3 at a lower

stratospheric temperature of 210 K as measured by ozonesonde (Figure 5.6).

Two ozone laminae which exceed the estima,ted error margin are illustrated in

Figure 5.4. A major lamina occurs at approximately i4 km ¿nd a minor lamina also

occurs at 18 km. Reid and Vaughan [1991] found that a majority of laminae in their

mid-iatitude ozonesonde data were within +"he height range 12-18 km. In fact ozone

iaminae were found to be most prevalent at 14-15 km [e.g. Rei,d and Vaugltan,Lggl].

The two laminae obselved in this case study are also evident in Figure 5.1 and

the 14 km feature remains well-defined throughout the observation period. This study

plovides the first observation of tirne evolution of stratospheric laminar e.,rents, to

the author's knowledge. The examination of successive ozone profiles indicates that

shorter period variations are superimposed on the persistent lanlirrar events.

These compiex structures in ozone profiles may be attributecl to several different

physical mechanisms. The approximate stationarit5, sl the laminae observed in the 6.5

hr average profile suggests longer-timescale generation processes, such as an inertia-

gravity wave, differential large-scale advection at the 14 km and 18 km heights, or a

synoptic-scale tropospheric event. In the next section, RD lidar velocity measurements

and the results of a contour advection with surgery (CAS) determination of large-scale

structure will be drawn upon to investigate the dynamical situation at OHP during

the case study to try to determine the physical processes res¡ronsible for the observecl

mesoscale ozone structure.

Figure 5.7 presents a comparison of the 6.5 hr mean ozone lidar concentration pro-

file with an ozone concentration profile from an ozonesonde launched at i200 LT on 24

October 1995 (i.e. 7 hr after the final liclar profile). The ozonesonde profile confirms
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the lidar observation of the laminae. From the lidar observations the estimated mini-

mum lifetime for the two laminae is 6.5 hr. A maximurn lifetime of approximately 14

hr is estimated for the 14 km laminar feature based on the occurÌence of the lamina

in the lidar and ozonesonde profiles. There is evidence that the 18 km lamina is much

less prominent in the ozonesonde profrle (Figure 5.7), indicating that it may have a

different forcing mechanism. Throughout the sequence of lidar profiles, the 18 krn

feature is heavily affected by superimposed wave-like fluctuations.

The ozone laminar structure presented here can be compared r,vith tlte southeln

hemisphere observations ana,lyzed in Chapter 4. In both sets of obselvations l¿minae

occur in the region 12-18 km and very cornmonly at 14-15 km.

5.4 Analysis of Mesoscale Dynamical Processes

Stratospheric mesoscale dynamical processes, particularly gravity waves, have been

observed and studied extensively in horizontal velocity and temperatule data. Below

-25 km, ozone is not photochemically active, in the absence of ozone depletìon concli-

tions, and can be considered as a conservative dynamical tracer ltlndreus et al.,Ig87;

Zhu and Holton,7986]. In this region, Teitelbaurn et al. [1994] showecl that ozone fluc-

tuations may be linked to gravity-wave-induced potential temperature fluctuations.

Ehhalt et al.179831 found that long-term average variances of ozone abundance were

significantly larger than those expected, based on potential tempet'atuLe variances,

which indicated that gravity waves do not explain all of these features. In addi-

tion, isentropic trajectory models indicate that quasi-horizontal flow in a,nd out of

the vortex can explain many laminar structures in ozone profiles Ie.g. Newntan and

Schoeberl,I9gS; Orsolini et al.,lgg5].

Moustaoui [1995] extended the work of Teitelbaum et al. ll}9al to exanrine sup-

posed gravity wave fluctuations observed in ozonesonde profiles of ozone and temper-

ature from the EASOE 1994 campaign. A strong emphasis was placed on identifyilg

simultaneous quasi-monochromatic wave features in ozone and ternperature and in-

vestigating the phase relationship between fluctuations in ozone and temperature. In

Chapter 4, Macquarie Island ozonesonde data were examined f'or evidence of such
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correlation between temperature and ozone mesoscale structure. This approach was

founci to be limited by the absence of temporal information and statistical stationarity

of the observed fluctuations. The time-resolved lidar measulements in this case stucly

allow a more thorough analysis to be developed in this section.

By making use of the CAS technique, Moustaoui [1995] found agreement between

the occurrence of higher ozone amounts from ozonesonde profiles at Arctic stations

and the presence of polar vortex air over the observation station. However, the irnpact

of vortex air in changing the observed vertical structure of ozone and the possibie

interplay between the presence of large tongues of vortex ail enhancing ozone tesponse

to atmospheric waves present was not exanrined. A CAS study provided by Dr Roger

Atkinson was used, in conjunction with the temporal and veltical ozone structure

observed with the DIAL system, to investigate specifically the occurrence of lalge-

scale lamination which may have driven mesoscale ozone structures present in ihe

lidar vertical profiles.

Danielsen et al. 11991] analyzed ER-2 ailcraft ternperature ancl tlacer measure-

ments to investigate the different scales of variability and the possible mechanisms

responsible for the observed tracer distributions. The role of an inertia-gravity wave

in driving tracer transport was suggested by a hodograph analysis of wind measure-

ments from a vertical segment of the aircraft flight pat"h fChan et al.,lggL; Danielsen

et al.,I99Ll. This interpretation has since been refuted on the glounds that a large-

scale analysis reproduces the major features of the ozone distribution without recourse

to a wave-based explanation and also because Danielsen et al. [1991] overestimated

the wave-induced displacements [l/etrrnan and Schoeberl,Igg1]. However, the hodo-

graph displayed by Chan et al.lI99Il certainly indicates an elliptically polarized wave

feature.

The following sections present a full analysis of dynamical activity during the case

study. The mesoscale dynamical structure in the vertical is well described by the RD

Iidar profiles, which are analyzed using a hodograph analysis and Stokes parameters.
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5.4.1 Long-period fluctuations

Successive zonal and meridiona,l velocity profiles from RD lidar (Figule 5.3) indicate

a wave-like feature most strongiy definecl below 20 km. A consistent downward phase

(upward energy) progression is discernible throughout the 6.5 h¡ observation per-iod.

The vertical waveiength of this wave is estimated as 2.3 km from the vertical separation

of peaks in the wind lidar profiles.

From F-igure 5.3 it is possible to estimate a vertical phase propagation speed from

the distance of -1.5 km moved in 6.5 hr by successive pealis in the wind profiles.

Thus,

displacement -1.5 km
= -0.06 m s-t (5.6)Czobs :

time 6.5 x 3600 s

From this calculation of vertical phase speed, the observed wave frequency øobs was

ihen calculated by rearranging (2.49) as

@obs: mczobs:2{"roa"- 0.00016 rad s-1. (5.7)

^.
This value of observed frequency corresponds to an observed wave period of 10.6 hr.

In Figure 5.9 the long-term averages of zonal and melidional wind velocities, as

displayed in Figure 5.5, were detrended by fitting a cubic polvnomial to extract fluc-

tuations on timescales greater- than the 6.5 hour observation period. A bandpass filter

was then applied to extract variation on vertical scales between 1-10 km. The sensi-

tivity of gravity wave variances to the exact form of detrending appliecl was examined

lry Vincent et al. [1996] where a cubic polynomial was applied uniformly.

Figure 5.10 displays a hodograph analysis of the detrended zonal and meridional

velocity perturbations, as discussed in Appendix C. The hodograph indicates mostly

clockwise rotation of the velocity lluctuations with height ancl a well-defined 'gravity-

wave' eliipse, which suggests that this feature is a long-period inertia-gravity wave.

The individual hodographs for four consecutive 30 min average wind measurements

are displayed in Figure 5.11 and confirm the persistence of the wave event, as was

suggested by the phase progression evident in Figule 5.3.
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Figure 5.9: Detrended 6.5 hr average zonal and meridional wind velocities
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Figure 5.12: Averaged spectral Stokes parameters calculated from RD lidar zonal and
meridional velocity fluctuations [see Appendix C].
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Wave Parameter Estimated Value Information Source

Vertical wavelength
Observed vertical phase speed

Observed frequency
Intrinsic frequency
Zonal wavelength
Total horizontal wavelength

2.3 km
-0.06 m s-t
i.6/ -9.99016 'ad 

s-1

2.2t -9.99022 rad s-1

-360 km

-230 km

profiles and Stokes
profiles
profiles
Stokes
dispersion relation
dispersion relation

Table 5.2: Inertia-gravity wave parameters for the OFIP case study

A spectral Stokes parameter analysis was perforrned by calculating the Stokes pa-

rameters [see Appendix C; Eclcermann and Vincenú,1989; Eckermann,1996] as func-

tìons of vertical wavenumber for eacl profile. An example of a time-r-esolved sequence

of the Stokes parameter /(nz) is shown in Figure 5.13. From the averageci Stokes

parameters (Figure 5.12) the degree of polarization of the average hodograph was cal-

culated to be approximately 66%, the axial iatio was 2.2, and the axial rotation angle

was 50o. This indicates that the intrinsic rvave frequency was x2.2f or 0.00022 rad s-l

at the latitude of 44"N.

T'hrough the dispersion relation (2.a3) the value of the total horizontal wavenumber

of the observed long period wave was calculated as

Kror : l- 1- l2
w

:0.027 rad km-1. (5.8)

The zonal wavenumber fr was then calculated as a projection of Ii7e7 onto the

zonal axis direction through,

lc: Iiror cos5Oo : 0.017 rad km-1. (5.9)

Hence, the estimated zonal wavelength of the inertia-gravity wave was 360 km. The

inertia-gravity wave parameters that were derived from these data are summarized in

Table 5.2.

The long-period vt'ave feature evident in the nightly-averaged profiles of horizontal

velocities can be thought of as a quasi-time-invariant background structure which acts

as a local background for shorter-period fluctuations. In general, the concept of a quasi-

time-invariant background ozone structure is supported b5, 62otr" trend measurements

le.g. Lacoste,L}94l.
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How might the presence of the inertia-gravity wave affect the measured ozone?

The 6.5 hr mean winds and gravity wave parameters are used to calculate the ozone

response. Theoretical results in terms of mixing ratio are here applied to ozone con-

centrations as they are directly measured by the DIAL ozone lidar. Relative mixing

ratio values have also been calculated using a Raman chattnel of the ozone lidal but

are subject to errors in both ozone and density measurements and are not presented

here. The relative density profiles indicate maximurn fluctuations of.I-2To rvhich justi-

fies the approximation that relative mixing ratio is equal to rclative concentration fol

this case study.

From the continuity equation, the relative ozoÍre concentration pelturbation ff is

9!+! = (-!r:,tt) lQúf * o'(')) 
(5 10)-õ"Ø -\øi¿/\ dz '-'tn)'

where ('(r,t) is the vertical displacement perturbation ([ u'(2,ú)dú) and O"(t) is the

mean ozorte concentration, as justified above.

For an inertia-gravity wave the vertical displacement is related to the total hori-

zoníal wind velocity perturbation through

(5.11)

Figure 5.14 shows the measured ancl calculatecl Ìesponse of ozone to the inertia-

gravit5' wave with parameters determined fi'om the horizonta,i wind measul'ements. A

major concern is the estimation of the Ot(r) that is 'seen' by this long-period wave.

Here, a low-pass filtered ozone profile (10 km) has been used. The lamina at 18 km

is associated with ozone featules estimated from the wind profile (Figure 5.14). The

relative magnitudes of the measured and calculated ozone perturbations in Þ-igure 5.14

suggest that inertia-gravity waves may drive a smalL but important component of the

observed mesoscale ozone fluctuations.

5.4.2 Spectral analysis of short-period fluctuations

The ozone concentration and horizontal wind velocity data sets were analyzed in the

previous section to identify longer-period features. The nightly-averaged ozone profiles
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Figure 5.14: Measured relative perturbation of ozone concentration as determined by

subtracting a cubic polynomial mean profile is shown with a dotted-dashed curve in
panel (u). A calculated response from the IGW using (5.10) and (5.11) is shorvn with
the solid curve in panels (a) and (b), respectively.

(Figure 5.4) indicated persistent features with vertical scales of -2-3 km which may

bias a gravity wave spectral analysis. In this section the shorter'-per-iod fluctuations

preseni in iracer profile perturbations wili be irrvestiga'uecl ilii'ougii 'uhe c¿lculation of

mesoscale vertical wavenumber power spectla.

Mesoscale fluctuations with timescales shorter than the observation period are to

be separated from longer period variations using the mean-peltulbation apploach

described in Chapter 2. The mean profile in this study was determinecl using two

common processes applied in atmospheric data analysis - a polynomial fit, and a time-

based average. The average background profile of ozone concentration ( Ot(",1) > and

zonal velgcity 1u(2,ú) > were subtracted from each of the individual time-resolved

profiles to obtain the perturbation quantities

I1E
5
l-I
g
tu
I

1e
5
t-I
g
IU
I

OLQ,t): O"(r,ú)- < Os(z,t) >, (5.r2)
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u'(z,t): u(2,ú)- < u(z,t) > (5.13)

In contrast, it is very common in gravity wave spectral studies, particularly those

using sonde data, to calculate the perturbation quantities by extracting a polyno-

mial fit or bandpass filtered mean profrle O"(") lTeitelbattm et a1.,1994; Allen and,

Vincent,I995; Chapter 4].

OLQ,I) = O"(r,t) - Os(z), (5.14)

and similarly for wind components and/or temperature.

The OHP data set provides an opportunity to investigate the impiications of apply-

ing a time-averagecl backgrounC as opposed to a statistical fit. Figure 5.15(a) compares

power spectra of relative ozone concentration calculated by extracting the 6.5 hr av-

erage ozone profile 1 O3(z,f) > (dashed-dotted line) and by extracting a low-pass

filtered background profile O"(") (solid line).

Gage and Nastrom [1986] obtained a predicted spectral shape for conservative

tracer perturbations which depends on the spectra of wind fluctuations and the back-

ground ozorre vertical gradient. This spectral prediction is overplotted as the dashed

line in Figure 5.15(a). Gage and Nastrom [19E6] suggested a lelation between the ob-

served spectra of vertical displacements and those of conselvative atmospheric tracers.

Their analysis was based on a quasi-horizontal two-dimensional turbulence interpreta-

tion of atmospheric motions, where vertical transport results from gradual rnovement

of parcels aiong sloping quasi-horizontal isentropic surfaces [e.g. Gage,7979]. This

interpretation has been largely superceded by a gravity wave-based approach.

However, the predicted relationships between spectra of tracers and of potential

temperature, for example, are a product of the polarization relations fChapter 2] for

monochromatic wave motions and are hence independent of the exact physical mecha-

nism assumed responsible for the observed spectra. The relationship between spectra

of mixing ratio perturbations Fn(*) and vertical displacement perturbations Fç(*)
is lGage,I979],

Fn@): (f)
u

Fe'(*) (5.15)
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As an extension of the expressions presentedin Gage and Nastrom [1986], their

results will here be adapted in a manner analagous to Fritts and VanZandt 11993)

whereby F(^) is obtained from the two-dimensional spectrum H(nr,r) by integration

over an assumed frequency spectrum proportional to c,,,-p [Chapter 2]. Using this

process the predicted relationship between q' and u' is

1 q, ): L (!r\ < u, >. (b.16)'/f\dz)--'

Figure 5.15(b) displays the power spectrum of zonal wind fluctuations (solid line)

and the preclicted * # slope calculated with t/ = 0.02 rad s-1 (dashed line). The

magnitude and slope of I'igure 5.15(b) are consistent with previous stratospheric anal-

yses Ie.g. Tsuda et a\,,1989].

5.4.3 Discussion of the separability of gravity wave spectra

As mentioned in Chapter 2, Lhe question of the separability of the spatial and tem-

poral gravity wave spectra remains an important area of investigation. Lidar mea-

surements, with their high temporal and spatial resolution, ale able to provide key

insights into both vertical wavenumber F(m) ancl frequency G(ar) spectra as well as

the two-dimensional gravity wave fI(rn,ø) spectrum.

Gardner [1996ø] nrade use of meàsurenìents from the Starfire Optical Range to

argue that the gravity wave spectrum is nonseparable. In contrast, Hech,t et al.ll996a]

interpreted 2D spectra from airglow imaging observations as supporting evidence for

separability of the gravity wave spectrum.

In a qualitative sense, the results presented in this ca,se study of DIAL ozone and

RD lidar data from OHP are consistent with separability ol H(m,c.,'). The presence of

an inertia-gravity wave, with period -10 hr and vertical wavelength 2.3 km, sinulta-

neously with shorter period variations with similar vertical scales, as suggested by the

profiles (Figure 5.3), is an indication of the presence of a two-dimensional spectrum

where a specific m component does not correspond to a narrow band of preferred ø

values.
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It is clear that at locations where both internal and inertia-gravity waves are preva-

lent, either forced by meteorological or orographic effects, there rnay exist strong wave

components with similar vertical scales but widely differing temporal scales. Hence

this case study provides supporting evidence toward the findings of Hecht el ø/. [1996a].

Further case studies, particularly using lidal techniques, which examine the form of

the two-dimensional gravity wave spectrum could clarify this important issue.

5.5 Chapter Summary

DIAL ozone lidar and RD lidar measurem,ents from OHP have pi-ovidecl a new and im-

proved framework for observing and interpreting mesoscale fluctuations in the strato-

sphere. The information on tirne-evolution of the ozone vertical plofile available from

DIAL measurements was used to infer a minimum continuous lifètime of two ozorre

laminae of 6.5 hr. It was possible to estimate a minimum lifetirne of 14 hr for a, major'

lamina event by using the sequence of lidar measurenìents in conjunction with mea-

surements of ozone concentration from an ozonesonde t'eleased 7 hl after the final lidar

measurement. Reliable information on the timescales and evolution of stratospheric

ozone laminae has previously not been available throirgh dilect measur-ernents.

The high resolution wind measurements obtained using the RD lidar provided a

detailed picture of the mesoscale dynamic structure during the case study. A 6.5

hr sequence of veltical profiles of horizontal velocity structure lerrealed a downward

propagating long-period inertia-gravity wave feature with vertical wavelength 2.3 km

and observed vertical phase speed -0.06 r s-1, which was most obviously present

below -20 km. Values of intrinsic wave frequency of 0.00022 rad s-l and zonal

wavelength of 360 km were estimated from the rvind velocity fluctuations using a

Stokes parameter analysis and the gravity wave dispersion relation.

The response of the ozone field to this inertia-gravity wave was estimated. The

inertia-gravity wave alone, acting on the smooth background ozone profile, was found

to produce fluctuations in phase agreement with those observed, palticularly above

-16 km. However, the magnitudes of these fluctuations were a factor of at least 2-5

times smaller than those observed at lamina heights.
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The role of large-scale isentropic transport in driving observed fluctuations was

suggested from a preliminary CAS calculation t'or the lidar observation period which

indicated the presence of a large-scale intrusion of polar air over OHP at approxiinately

14 km, in agreement with the height at which an important larninar feature was

identified in the DIAL ozoîe lidar profiles [Roger Atkinson, private communication].

It is suggested that the presence of such a pre-existing large-scale filamentarv feature

may affect the local ozole response to gravity waves. This aspect will be approached

from a modeling perspective in Chapter 6.

The quasi-time-invariant structure of zonal velocity and ozone concentration was

removed in order to calculate the vertical wavenumber power spectra of relative ozone

perturbations and zonal velocity perturbations for veltical scales of 1-10 km. The

vertical wavenumber power spectra of zonal wind perturbations a,greed in slope and

magnitude with previous spectra determined from observations of stratospheric winds.

The power spectra of ozone concentration fluctuations were compaied with the predic-

tions of Gage and Nastrom [1986] and found to be in agleement for vertical wavelengths

in the range studied.

'Ihe dependence of porver spectra of relative ozone fluctuatiorrs on the plocess of

removal of a background layer shape ryr/as investigated. A vettical wavenumber power

spectrum of relative ozoîe fluctuations calculated by fitting a smooth polynomial back-

ground profile was compared with a spectrum obtainecl by removing a time-averaged

background profile. It was noted that the total ozone valiance was much reduced in

the latter case, and that the form of the powel spectrum was significantly altered for

smaller wavenumbers, It is suggested that the time-resolved DIAL ozone concentration

measurements provide an excellent framewolk fol the calculation of tracer power spec-

tra which aliows the separation of processes with simila,r vertical scales but different

temporal scales.

This work has drawn extensively on both lidar processing considerations and anal-

ysis procedures similar to those used in the identification of monochromatic wave

parameters and also determination of spectral properties from Na lidar data, [Chapter

3; Appendix A; GV87; SG91]. The issue of the sensitivity of the gravity wave spectral
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magnitudes and spectral slopes to the definition of a mean profile has been further ad-

dressed here with the motivation of trying to understand the anomalous tracer spectra

slopes and forms determinedby Bacrneister et al. [1996).

In conclusion, the case study presented in this chapter has provided a wealth of

detailed new information relating to the mesoscaie structure of stratospheric ozone.

A many-layered picture of ozone structure was suggested by the observations. Large-

scale quasi-horizontal transport of ozone on isentropic surfaces tvas responsible fol

an initial larninated ozone structure. In addition, a long-period inertia-gravity wave

was identified in horizontal velocity observations resuiting in a fulthel steepening of

the vertical gradients of ozone. Hence, increased local background ozone gradierits

were experienced by short-period gravity rvaves leading to a convincing possible expia-

nation for the larger variability observed in ozone than is suggested by temperature

measurements alone lÛhhalt et a\.,L983; Bacmeister et al.,Igg6; Chapter 4].



Chapter 6

Mesoscale Transport Modeling

We know little, but tltat we must hold to what is d,fficult ... that something is difficult

must be a reûson the rnore for us to do it.

Rainer Maria Rilke

6.1- Introduction

Mesoscale transport modeling aims to both reproduce obselvations and predict sub-

sequent motions of trace quantities in the atmosphere on vertical scales of -0.1-10

km, horizontal scales of 1-1000 km, and timescales of -10 min to -1 day. Mesoscale

modeling studies provide a usefui tool with which to examine the complex processes ob-

served in high resolution observations of stratospheric tracer structure. A Lagrangian

transport model, where individual parcels are initialized and followed as they undergo

velocity-induced displacements, is a very convenient theoretical concept whereby tracer

mixing ratios, potential temperature, and potential vorticity, which are conserved dur-

ing Lagrangian transport, can be used to label parcels directly.

This chapter introduces a two-dimensional Lagrangian mesoscale parcel advection

model. This modeling study was carried out in collaboration with Dr S. D. Eckermann

from Computational Physics Inc., Fairfax, Virginia, and Dr J. T. Bacmeister from

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C., and forms part of a continuing project

729
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lficleermann, Gibson-Wilde, and Bacmeister, manuscript in preparation]. Segments of

Section 6.7 were presented at the First SPARC General Assembly, Melbourne, Aus-

tralia, December 1996 as the poster "Parcel Advection Model of Stratospheric Tracer

Fluctuations Due to Gravity 'Waves" by D. E. Gibson-Wilde, S. D. Ecl<ermann. and

J. T. Bacmeister.

Section 6.2 presents an overview of key observational eviclence of rnesoscale tracer

structure, particularly stratospheric c¡zone and potential temperature, which will be

the primary focus of the chapter. Measurements from sonde, lidar. and stratosphelic

aircraft techniques are summarized. In Section 6.3, previous approaches to mesoscale

modeling which are relevant to the interpretation of vertical profile observations are

reviewed, bringing together concepts from Chapters 3-5. The discussion commences

with three related models: a number density transport model, a linear-ized anal)'tical

model, and an extended analytical model including non-linear terms. These modeling

approaches have been used previously to explore gravity-wave phenomena in the ozone

layer and in ionospheric layers lDud,is an.d Reber,1976; Chi'u and Ching,I978l, and in

the mesospheric sodiurn layer [GS85; Cirapter 3].

In order to investigate the complex mesoscale ozone variability suggested by stlato-

spheric measurements, Section 6.4 overviews a model which sìmulates the advection of

air parcels by gravity \ryaves lÛclcermann, Gibson-Wilde, and Bacmeister, manuscript

in preparation]. The model is based on the conservation of potential temperature and

the ozone rnixing ratio in air parcels advected by glavity wave motions fChapter 2]. In

Section 6.5, the predictions of the Lagrangian parcel advection scheme are compared

with those of the existing analytical models. The different physical assumptions in-

voked in the analytical models lead to differing results in regions where strong tracer

gradients are present; such as ozone lamination events. The parcel advection model

then forms the basis of a simulation in Section 6.6 of gravity-wave-induced fluctuations

of ozone abundances withil representative stratospheric environments.

A model-based investigation in Section 6.7 addresses the effects of tracer struc-

tures produced by large-scale quasi-horizontal transport, specificallv ozone laminae,

on the mesoscale ozone response. The form of vertical wavenumber power spectra

of stratospheric tracer quantitiet 4(-) under different large-scale conditions is then
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examined.

Section 6.8 examines a modeled inertia-gravity wave (IGW) which was based on

the observational case study from OHP presented in Chapter 5 lsee also Apperrdix B].

From a numerical modeling perspective on the case study data, the ozorte response

calculation of Section 5.4.1 r¡¡ill be extended ancl the modeled modulation of the laminar

structure by long-period fluctuations will be compared with observations.

6.2 Stratospheric Tracer Variability

Specific results relating to stratospheric tracer variability gatherecl from the ozone ob-

servational studies of Chapters 4 and 5, as well as previous observational campaigns,

are surveyed here. Based on these observational sources, a modeled atmospheric frame-

work is developed in Section 6.6 from which gravity wave parcel advection is explored

in Sections 6.7 and 6.8.

Analysis of ozonesonde vertical profiles of ozone mixing ratio and potential temper-

ature from a southern hemisphere mid-latitude location were presented in Chapter 4.

These data indicated mesoscaie ozone variability in the stratospherc of 5-2070 superim-

posed on quasi-stationary mean ozole vertical profiles. The corresponding potential

temperature variations maximized at -2% ovet the same height range. Studies of

tracer variance and the related EDH calculatecL from long-term averages of northern

lremisphere observations [Ehltalt et ai.,1983], suggested a similar result of very large

mesoscale ozone variances with important seasonal variation.

A recent preliminary stud¡' by Ogino et al.1799't] investigated the latitudinal vari-

ation (60"S-43"N) of the correlation between potential temperature and ozone fìuc-

tuations using data from a sequence of ship-launched ozonesondes from November-

December 1987-1990. Strong correlations \¡r'ere calculated in the stratosphere at equa-

torial latitudes (15"S-15"N), whereas tveak corlelations were obtained from the mid-

latitude sonde flights. This result suggests the importance of strong mean meridional

ozoîe mixing ratio gradients at mid-latitudes in producing ozone variability which is

not correlated with temperature variabilit¡, (see Figure 1.2(b)).

Time-resolved vertical profiles of ozone concentration obtained using the DIAL
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technique, as presented in Chapter 5, permitted the calculation of veltical wavenumber

power spectra of ozone and horizontal velocity fluctuations. The vertical wavenumber

power spectrum calculated from relative ozone concentration perturbations was found

to have a spectral shape which was consistent with that calculated from the horizontal

velocity spectrum through a relationship suggested by Gage and Nash'ont [1986].

Aircraft measurements, such as the Global Atmospheric Sampling Program (GASP)

lGage and Nastrom,L986] and nunrerous campaigns using the NASA ER-2 aircraft

le.g. Bacmeister et a\.,t9961, have provided a statistically reliable mearìs of calculat-

ing mesoscale spectra of stratospheric tracers. These meastlrements are lirrrited by

the sporadic nature of the aircraft-based experiments and can provide only horizon-

tal wavenumber spectra. The variation in large-scale tracer structure from flight to

flight, as well as that along flight paths, must be considered as an important soulce of

variation in the calculated tracer spectra. The effect of differing large-scale holizontal

structure as traversed by an aircraft can be anticipated based on the model results in

Section 6.7.

Recent analysis by Bacmeister et ø/, [1996] showed that stratosphelic wind velocity

and potential temperature variability were consistent with an interprebation in terrns

of a spectrum of gravity waves. However, tracer spectra such a,s those of ozone and

nitrous oxide number densities were inconsistent with the predictions of a simple linear

gravity wave theory. Bacmeister et ø/. [1996] suggested that the perturbations may still

be influenced by gravity \ryaves, but that a more general theory was needed to explole

the effects of large-scale structure and horizontal inhomogeneity of tracer plofiles on

the wave-induced response.

Large-scale Lagrangian transpolt calculations, such as the contour advection with

surgery (CAS) technique lWøugh and Plumb,1994], provide a useful framework within

which to examine the dynamical transport of tracers. The CAS technique has been

used extensively, in association with assimilated meteorological data, to deduce the

evolution of tracer structures, particularly in the region of the polar vortex. These

modeis can reproduce many features in the tracer measurements made with the BR-

2 aircraft during polar stratospheric missions le.g. Tuck,Ig89; Newman and Schoe-

berl,I995), as well as satellite observations of large-scale ozone strucbure le.g. Manney
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et aI.,L995b].

Large-scale quasi-horizontal advection is implicated in ozone variations since ozone

has been observed to vary strongly across isentropic surfaces compared with poten-

tial temperature le.g. Danielsen et al.,l99I; Figure 4.9]. An estimation of large-scale

mean meridional ozone gradients was obtained in Chapter 4 from quasi-meridional

flight paths of the ER-2 aircraft combined with vertically resolved mesoscale pertur-

bations calculated from quasi-simultaneous sonde measurements. This process yielded

estimated mean meridional ozone mixing ratio gradients of <0.005 ppmv km-l (Fig-

ure 4.11) calculated over mid-latitude-polar meridional trajectories of length 100-800

km. These calculated gradients were found to be less than required to explain the

observed fluctuations in ozonesonde vertical profiles in terms of glavity wave motions

in a majority of cases. However, the limitations inherent in such an approach were

highlighted, and further it is clear that no present observations are suitable for a full

observational characterization of the vertical and horizontal mesoscale variability of

ozone or other stratospheric tracers. Several ma,jor issues lemain unresolved or- incorn-

pletely determined with the data sources presently available; for instance, the relative

importance of large-scale and mesoscale dynamical pr-ocesses in the production of ob-

served tracer variability remains a controversial issue. The parcel advection modeling

approach developed in this chapter provides a useful framervork for the exploration of

these issues.

6.3 Analytical Models

The analytical models of gravity wave effects on tLacer vertical profiles, as presented by

Chiu and Ching [1978] and Gardner and Sh,elton [1985]], relate perturbations in mix-

ing ratio of a conservative or quasi-conservative tracer present in a well-defined layer

directly to relative atmospheric density perturbations througlÌ (2.26). Chiu and Ching

[1978] discussed the problem of calculating the linear gravity wave response of a hori-

zontally stratified constituent. They applied their analysis to the examination of the

observed variability of the stratospheric ozone layer and ionospheric layers. Gardner

and Shelton [1985] extended the approach o1 Chiu an,d Ching [1978] by investigating
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Gaussian vertical profiles and obtaining expressions for second-order non-linear tracer

response terms [Chapter 3; Appendix A]. An inverse procedure derived from this ap-

proach has been used extensively to obtain relative density fluctuations from sodium

number density fluctuations measured using the Na lidar technique fAppendix A; Senft

and Gardner,1991].

The major advantage of such an analytical approach is the capability of relating

tracer fluctuations to atmospheric density fluctuations dependent only on the tracer's

vertical distribution. Hence its frequent use in the interpretation of gr-ound-based

vertical profile observations, such as lidar and sonde data, where no information on

horizontal distribution is available [discussed in Chapters 3-5; Appendix A]. The as-

sumptions applied uniformly in the three models discussed in this section are: hori-

zontal homogeneity of the mean constituent structure, and backgtound layer temporal

stationarity.

The following sections draw heavily upon the work of Chiu and Ch,ing [1978] as

well as Dudi.s and Reber [1976] and Gardn,er and Sh,elton [1985]. A major difference

between the theoretical development presented here and that of these original authors

is the prirnarily Lagrangian view-point which is followed initially, ancl from rvhich the

parcel advection approach is developed in Section 6.4.

6.3.1 Number density transport

Mixing ratio, a conserved quantity, is not measured directly by all measurement

techniques.l Hence it is necessary to examine the transport of the measured quantity,

number density or concentration n [see Table 2.1]. Numbel density is not a conserved

quantity under Lagrangian transport since it is dependent on compressional effects

experienced by the parcel as it is transported. The transport of number density must

therefore be evaluated subject to the constraint of conservation of mixing '"atio (2.2I)

fe.g. Lindzen and Goody,I965l,

lOzonesondes provide mixing ratio measurements. DIAL ozone lidars rneasure number densities
from which mixing ratios can be calculated indirectly (see Section 5.2.2). The Na lidar technique
measures directly Na number density [GS85; Chapter 3].
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d,o d
'-fì---\-

d,t dt,
(6.1)

Evaluating the derivative in (6.1) using the quotient rule, and assuming an initial

parcel located at (A,2,ú) which is transported from the mean (ñ(A,",t), p(y,z,t))

distribution over a time ú' yields,

n(a + \',2 * e' ,t) : lo
'' ñ(y , z,t)'dp(y , z,t)

p(a, ",t) dt
(lt 1z+zret' 

a-aln' (6.2)

Herc (r¡'(y,z,t),e'(y,r,f)) are the meridional and vertical displacements induced by a

gravity vvave although (6.2) is not derived f'or a specific form of the displacements.

From (6.2), which satisfies the physical constraint of conservation of mixing ratio

in Lagrangian transport, it is possible to calculate a \/ave-perturbed number density

profile as a function of latitude, height, and time. However (6.2) is a non-local expres-

sion in the sense that rz(y I T' , z + (', ¿) caunot be calculated directly in closed form

from a known initial ñ(y,",ú) distribution. For this reason, it is appropriate first to

search for a local closed-form expression, and hence linearization is suggested.

In the approach of Gardner and Shelton [1985], which was developed specifically

for the analysis of ground.-based tracer num'ber density vertical profiles, the variation

of density perturbations with height was neglected implicitly. It was assumed that

a parcel undergoes transport between the heights z --+ (z + (') without meridional

motion (?' : 0), and with its number density corrected subject to the relative density

variations at the height z only. Equation (6.2) then simplifies to,

(6.3)

Equation (6.3) is equivalent to (a0) in Gardner and Shelton []985] and does not satisfy

the constraint of conservation of mixing ratio for generalized atmospheric density vari-

ations. A correct theoretical development of number density transport which satisfies

the constraints inherent in Lagrangian transport is provided by the Lagrangian parcel

advection model in Section 6.4.

n(z + e',t) : nlr¡P(t- JJ:t)
p(")
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6.3.2 Linear analytical model

The evaluation of the Lagrangian-based expression (6.3) from a data set consisting of

vertically sampled profrles is not straightforward. tlsing a Mclaurin series expansion

of (6.3) Gardner and Shelton [i985] derivecl

n' -l- lr + J!o"\ 4, (6.4)ã=1r-t, .. n / p

which is a linearized analytical local2 relationship (see also Section 3.Íl) derived b1,

retaining the full compressible gravity \4/ave eqLlations.

The linearized analytical model (6.4) has severai major disadvantages. The first

disadvantage is that a vertical derivative of the mean tlacer numbel density profile

is required. The values of derivatives calculated from discletely samplecl data ¿rre

sensitive to the measuring instrument's sampling frequency, as well as to any smoothing

applied to the data. An example of this limitation was discussed in Chapter 5 where

a vertical profile was fitted for a profile from the OHP data set.

The second disadvantage is that (6.a) is linked directly to number density fluc-

tuations and the ,,(") profile, which has a vertical variation different fi'on that of

the equivalent quantity expressed in rnixing latio ter-ms. This means that the tlacer

fluctuations calculated from lhe ft "(z) profile will have a diffelent form fr-om those

which include the conservation of mixing ratio in the presence of atmospheric density

variation. The different properties of number density ancl mìxing latio representations

are developed further in Section 6.5. This difficulty is particularly important in terms

of the inverse procedure of calculating atmospheric density perttubations, and hence

power spectra, from Na lidar measurements [Chapter 3; Senft and Gardner,1991].

6.3.3 Non-linear tracer response

The previous segment presented the first-order or linear response of number density

variations to the atmospheric density perturbations which were obtained as an approx-

imation to (6.1). This linearization is valid for atmospheric density perturbations less

than -10% lGardner and Shelton,1985] and regions of the atmosphere with smoothly

2Number density of aparcel at(2,t2) is calculated dependent only on data availabie at (2,ú1)
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varying mean tracer vertical gradients. In order to develop a more generally valid

approach, although still limited to vertical variations, higher orcler terms in 
-a.1 

in the

Mclaurin expansion were derived by Gardner and Shelton [19E5],

n' 1

ñNt (r-1)'

Equation (6.5) represents an addìtional term to the linear analytical model which

results from retaining the second order, non-linear terms in the Mclaulin expansion.

It was noted in Appendix A (Figure 12) that the magnitudes of tire second-order

non-linear terrns given by (6.5) maximized at -0.\Tct.

(,.##.#) (#)' (6.5)

6.4 Lagrangian Parcel Advection Model

In this section a fully Lagrangian transport approach is described, followed by the de-

velopment of a localized parcel advection model. A Lagrangian approach to transpolt

modeling is not dependent on the calculation of vertical (and/or horizontal) derivatives

from discretely sampled da,ta, as was attempted in Chapter' 4. The number density

per:turbations calculated at a given time depend only on the integrated change in den-

sity experienced by parcels over the elapsed time. It is this integrated density change

which gives an exact measure of parcel advection, independent of the backgrouncl layer

gradient.

The fundamental concept of the conservation of tracel mixing ratio during La-

grangian parcel advection is illustrated in Figure 6.1. In order to explore the variation

of tracer number density during such transport, a densit5'-þ¿sed constructed quantity

is introduced, analagous to potential temperature, known as potenti,al densi,ty, which

is conserved under Lagrangian transport. Potential density is defined as fEckerm,ann,

Gibson-Wilde, and Bacmeister, manuscript in preparation]

').

1

D(z) : p(z) Po

p(z)
(6.6)

The exact Lagrangian expressions for the conservation of g and D are simply
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L^q

z q(z,t)

L,q

MIXING RATIO

Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of Lagrangian parcel advection plocess illustrating
parcel displacements in the vertical direction only. Parcels A, B, and C are defined on
the initial q(z,t) profile and are transported while conserving their tracer mixingratio
q.

q(y + T', z * (',t') : q(y, z,t), (6 7)

and

D(a + T', z * (',t') : D(y, z,t). (6.8)

(6.7) and (6.8) are the basis for an exact Lagrangian transport calculation which

must be re-gridded to determine the distribution of atmospheric variables at (y,z,tt)

from the known initial conditions at the position (A,z,t).

Figure 6.2 illustrates the process of transporting parcels from the initial regular,

gridded distribution through the defined vertical and meridional gravity-wave-induced

displacements.

The evaluation of the above approach is a process in which thele is no direct rela-

tionship between e(u,2,ú) and Q(u,2,ú'), which parallels the non-local, non-analytical

+(
F
o
rIl

-Ç
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n'0,t)

South 

-

LATITUDE (y) + Norrh Ç'(z,t)

Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of two-dimensional parcel advection.

problem with (6.2). Hence it is useful to search for a closed-form expression, analagous

to the analytical models which were discussed previously, which letains the exact con-

serva,tion relations inherent in the purely Lagrangian apploach, but is suitable for

application to gridded number density data sets. Such a model was suggested by

the clesire to avoid the approximations implicit in Gardner and Shelton [1985] whiie

retaining the ease of calculation of the analytical models.

In the parcel advection theory approach, it is first noted that the atmospheric

density variation for a parcel transported between heights z --+ z * (' is

N

F

t¡l
¡r

from which the the number density variation can be expressed as

p(z + (',t) : p(z)exp( ,!),

n(z + (,,t,) : ñ(z,t),+? : n(2,¿) ".p(#)

(6.e)

(6.10)

( )

b
r

\ (
(

b
P

)
)

bf o

(6.10) is a closed-form parcel advection expression which forms the basis for the
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parcel advection modeling carried out in the remainder of this chapter. The two-

dimensional parcel advection model was initialized with a mean atmospheric tem-

perature, pressure, density, zonal and melidionai velocity, and tracel number den-

sity gridded distribution. Air parcels were then transported bv gravity-rva,r'e-induced

meridional and vertical vector displacements ('(z,l) to new locations (r',t') according

to (6.10). In the parcel advection modei ã two-dimensional spline interpolation was

applied to perforrn the regridding to obtain n(z,t'\.

6.5 Model Comparison and Summary

The previous sections have introduced four specific model equations used to relate

atmospheric density variations and tracer number densit¡' variations. These equations

are listed here:

o Number density transport (6.3)

o Linear analytical model (6.4)

o Second-order non-linear model (6.a) and (6.5)

o Lagrangian parcel advection (6.10)

Number <iensity fluctua,tions in the iinear modei (6.4) are in phase rvith the atmo-

spheric density variations far ñ"(z) ) 0 (see also Section 4.3). Chapter 3 discussed

the implications of this phase reversai on the calculateci vertical wavenumber spectra

of Na lidar observations.

For a Gaussian mean number density layer defined as

ñ(z) : ns exp

the mean verticai gradient is given by

(tÇü) (6,11)

and (6.a) becomes lGardner and Shelton,1985]

(6.12)
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of parcel advection model (solid line) and linear analytical
model (dashed-dotted line) for a mea,n Gaussian ozone number clensity profile. Note
that the two curves overlap in most cases as is expected for this simple test case.

n' -1
-È-ñ (r-1)

The relative number density fluctuations at the layer peak are then

!=, \'= (6.14)n {Úy-I)P
In contrast, for the parcel advection model (6.10) there is not necessarily an ap-

proximately symmetric or anti-symmetric peak structure or an anti-nocle at the peak.

It is the height struqture of the vertical displacements which controls the vertical struc-

ture of the number density perturbations. The relative number density variations are

related to the relative mixing ratio variations through

Tn:TqlI'p,

p'

p
(6.13)

(6.15)

Figure 6.3 displays number density profiles and relative number density pertur-

bations calculated using the parcel advection model (6.10) and the linear analytical

model (6.a) for a model Gaussian mean vertical ozone number density profile. These

are included to illustrate the agreement of these two modeling approaches for this
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straightforward case.

It is also important to note that a monochromatic sinusoidal fluctuation in the

tracer models examined here will result in reversible transport, since the mean pro-

files are assumed stationary. Transport produced by a spectrum of interacting waves

will not satisfy reversibility in the most general cases as a consequence of Stokes drift

1".g. Walterscheid and Hocking,L99l] and/or wave saturation. The taglangian mod-

eling approach discussed here lends itself to a detailed transport study including non-

stationarity and complex vertical structure since the integratecl parcel displacements

are exact measures of transport.

The response of tracers to gravitl' wave rnotions in the presence of lamination,

and hence potentially steep vertical gradients, will be the subject of detailed rnodeling

investigations in Sections 6.7 and 6.8.

6.6 Stratospheric Modeling Studies

6.6.1- Modeled mean stratospheric distributions

Mean distributions of stratospheric tracers and thermodynamical variables were ini-

tialized over a height range of 0-30 km and a latitude range of 35'N-55'N. This height

region was chosen as it comprises the dynamically controlled region of the strato-

spheric ozone layer. The latitude region investigated hele reflects the mid-latitude

analyses presented in Chapters 4 and 5; most particularly the northern hemispheric

observations in Chapter 5 which are to be drawn upon specifically in Section 6.8.

A mesoscale grid resolution of 200 m in height and of 0.5o (-56 km) in latitude was

chosen as a standard for the model results presented in this thesis. The chosen height

resolution highlights mesoscale features resolvecl typically by sonde 'r,ertical profiles

and lidars [e.g. Chapters 4 and 5], rvhile remaining computationally inexpensive.

Similarly the model meridional resolution retains wave motions with melidional scales

larger than -100 km. Meridional transport will not be investigated within the scope

of this thesis, however it is anticipated that an irnploved meridional resolution will be

included at a later stage to address specific meridional transport issues.
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ZonaI mean motions rryere assumed (Section 2.1.3.2) since this work initiates a

meridionally and vertically resolved mesoscale modeling study. This limitation to a

two-dimensional study is partiaily justified by the very important meridional variations

of dynamical and tracer structure observed in mid-latitude regions (e.g. Figure 4.9)

and the approximately zonally symmetric state of the atmosphere at many times of

the year Ie,g. And,rews et a\.,1987]. Throughout modeling studies presented in this

chapter, zero mean vertical winds are also assumed.

6.6.1.1 Simple models of stratospheric ozone, horizontal velocity, and tem-

perature structure

A simplified background atmosphere rnodel was used primarily for model evaluations

and comparisons in Section 6.7. The model comprised zero mean zonal and meridional

velocities, a constant temperature gradient of -1 I( km-l, and constant ozone mixing

ratio gradient of 0.3 ppmv km-l.

In light of the calculated mid-latitude mean vertical ozor.e profiles from Chapters

4 and 5, it was determined that a Gaussian layer provided a suitable modeled forrn for

a generalized background ozone profile (see Figures 4.3 and 5.4). A Gaussian mean

vertical ozone profile with a centroid height of 25 km, a layer half-width of 5 km,

and a maximum ozone mixing ratio of 4 ppmv was deflned as a simple, physically

realistic, model representation of the.mean ozone vertical distribution (Figure 6.4).

Since the analytical models are dependent on mean vertical ozone gradients, specifically

of number density, Figure 6.5 displays the mean ozoÍte number density and mass mixing

ratio and their vertical gradients (see also discussion in Section 6.5).

The southern hemisphere mean seasonal ozone profiles plesented in Chapter 4

(Figure 4.3), indicate that such a stationary long-term mean profile is observed most

commonly in autumn and spring. The variability of ozone profiles in southern hemi-

sphere winter suggests non-stationarity of the mean profile over timescales of days and

hence significant variations in total column abundances.
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Figure 6.4: Mean linear model temperature profile (left panel) and Gaussian moclel
mean ozone profiie (right panel) with an ozone lamina present (bold line) and without
a lamina present (dashed-dotted line).

6.6.1.2 Large-scale mean atmospheric model

The Committee for Space Research (COSPAR) International Reference Atmosphere

[COSPAR,1986] large-scale model, was usecl here a,s a basis for middle atmosphere

measurements of temperature, and zonal and meridional velocities. The COSPAR

[1986] data are available at a latitude resolution of 10o and a height resolution of 3.5

km, with latitude coverage 80"S-80"N and height coverage 0-122.5 km. These large-

scale gridded data were interpolated onto the higher-resolution model grid described

above in order to initialize the mesoscale two-dimensional grid of vertical and merid-

ional velocities and temperature. A zonal mean ozone mixing ratio distribution was

inferred fuom Andrews et ø/. [1987]. Figure 6.6 displays the latitude-height contours of

zonal mean zonal wind, mean zonal temperature, and ozole mixing ratio for January

(northern hemisphere winter).
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Figure 6.5: Modeled vertical profiles of (a) Tnean ozone numbel density, (b) mean
ozone volume mixing ratio, (c) mean vertical gradient of ozone number density, and
(d) mean vertical gradient of ozone volume mixing ratio.
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Wave parameter Symboi Inertia-gravity
Intrinsic frequency a 0.00022 rad s-'
Vertical wavelength

^"
-1-3 km

Horizontal wavelength )¿ 1-1000 km

Relative t at 20 Aro 0.1-1.0%

Atmospheric density scale height Ho 7km
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Table 6.1: Wave parameters of IGWs simuiated in this study

6.6.2 Monochromatic gravity 'wave model

A monochromatic gravity \4/ave was chosen as a straightforward starting point in this

modeling study of mesoscale ozone variations. Typical vertical wavelengths cf gravit¡'-

wave motions in the stratosphere, determined primalily from racliosonde velocity rnea-

surements, are -2 km [e.g. Tsuda eú a/.,1989]. Gravity lvave fluctuations are to be

simulated in this chapter specifically to represent wave motions in the stratosphere in

a similar vein to the mesospheric monochromatic wave study discussed in Chapter 3

[see also Appendix A]. The form of monochromatic wave used in the modeling study

was (2.31). Wave parameters input to the wa,ve model are summarized in Table 6.1,

along with ranges of values which were explored for the stratosphere.

The initial fluctuations in tempelature and constituent abundances \.vere set to

zero, representing the idea that parcels are positioned initiall¡' on the mean profile.

A tanh(f /100) dependence was included to simulate the 'ramping' up of the moc{eied

gravit¡' wave amplitudes from the initial condition.

The model was tested for non-critical amplitudes, representing the restriction tha,t

no convective instabilities were generated. This lestriction implies that the vertical

wave displacements must be constrained by

-, 
^"\ <ç' (6.16)

6.6.3 Ozone lamina model

Observational evidence of the horizontai structure of ozone filaments or laminae has

been provided at low resolution by satellite data, such as the Upper Atmosphere Re-

search Satellite Microwave Limb Sounder [e.g. Manney et al.,Lg95b] and sporadically
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at higlr resolution by ER-2 aircraft d.ata le.g. Danielsen et al.,l99l1 Newntan and

Schoeberl,!995]. Estimations of the horizontal extent of filaments from these observa-

tions, as well as large-scale modeling methods are -100-1000 km[Orsolini et a/'.1995]:

however the typical horizontal resolution of satellites is 0(100 km). Some indication

of the transport processes responsible for the formation of ozone laminae has l¡eerr

provided by large-scale modeling techniques [e.g' Orsolini et a\.,1995].

High resolution observations of the vertical structure of laminae have been obtained

primarily from ozonesonde measurements of vertical ozone profiles lDobson,L973; Reid

and Vaughan,L997l, and more recently from ozone lidar observations [Chapter 5;

Gibson-Wilde et a\.,19971. Study of a database of ozonesonde profiles has suggestecl

that laminae occur predominantly at altitudes of 12-18 km and that the most com-

monly occurring heights of laminae are 14-15 km, typically 0 =400 K iReid et a\.,1993).

Tlrese authors found magnitudes of laminae were 40-70 nbars and the most commonly

occurring vertical extent of laminae was 1.5-2 km.

Some examples of ozone laminae, observed in the southern hemìsphere at Mac-

quarie Island (54.5"5, 159.0"E), and in the northern hemisphere at OHP (44"N, 6'E),

lvere presented in Chapters 4 and 5. respectivelv (Figures 4.6 and 5.'1). The profïsion

of available northern hemisphere mid- and polar latitude ozonesonde observations, as

opposed to tropical and southern hemisphere observations, led to the modeling effort

presented here emphasizing these regions.

In light of these observational studies, a simple mean ozone vertical profile was used

here wh jch consists of a Gaussian layer of half-width 5 km, centroid at 25 km. and peak

ozone concentration 6x1012 moiecules cm-3. A typical ozone lamina was modeled as

a Ga,ussian layel of half-width ø¿:0.3 km, veltical extent -2 km, centloid magnitude

twice the background concentration, and positionecl at a height of -15 km (Figure

6.7(a)). The transition between the modeled background profile and the lamina was

smoothed using a running mean to ensure a smooth vertical ozone gradient. The

horizontal variations in laminar structure have not been explored fully in the initial

modeling study. It should be noted that the simple lamina model developed here

is not applicable in the polar vortex edge region, where airborne ozone lidal data

presented by Reid et al. ll993l have indicated very significant meridional gradients in
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Figure 6.7: (a) Simple model of iaminated mean ozone profrle, and (b) relative ozole
number density perturbations with (solid line) and without (dashed-dotted line) lam-
ina present as simulated by parcel advection model using the IGW in Table 6.1.

the laminae.

6.7 Gravity Wave Response in Laminated Ozone

Environments

The Lagrangian parcel advection model lÛckermann, Gibson-Wilde, and Bacmeis-

úer, manuscript in preparation], including a modeled background ozone structure, a

modeled monochromatic gravity wave fluctuation, and the ozone lamina model as de-

scribed in previous sections, is here applied to the investigation of the response òf

gravity waves in a layered ozone environment with lamination present. Figure 6.8

summarizes the major elements of the parcel advection model. This chapter specifi-

cally concerns stratospheric ozone applications, and hence ozone lamination, however

the ideas are clearly suited to other investigations, such as the mesospheric SSL events

[Chapter 3].
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Figure 6.8: Schematic diagram of a model implementation of the Lagrangian parcel

advection concept.

In this section,, an internal gravity wave is simulated, replesentive of a sholt-period

wave motion in the stratosphere. The vertical (and horizontal) scales of laminal struc-

tures present will have an important impact on the grar.ity wave response. Two effects

were observed in the modeling studies ancl are described here as modulation and s'u-

perposition These were explored by making use of the same lamina structure, as

described in Section 6.6.3, responding to diffelent vertical lvavelengths. The modula-

tion effect is described below in preparation f'or the re-examination of the OHP case

study carried out in Section 6.8.

6.7.L Modulation of laminar structure by gravity waves

The term modulation in the present context refers to the response of ozone number

density perturbations to gravity wave motions of a similar vertical scale to the modeled

laminar feature, i.e. À, x o7. This process results in an interaction betlveen two

fluctuations of similar vertical scale - analagous to the constructive or destructive
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interference between two wave motions.

This study was chosen specifically to investigate the interaction between a back-

ground laminated structure and an IGW. Figure 6.7(b) displays the relative ozone

number density perturbations ros(z) calculated in the presence and the absence of an

ozone lamina. It is clear that the laminated structure is responsible for an increase in

maximum ror(z) fuom -4To to -L\To.

6.7.2 Effect of lamination on tracer spectra

This section investigates the effect of the plesence of a laminated tracer structure

on the spectral characteristics of the calculated vertical wavenumber powel spectra.

The parcel advection model was directed specificall¡' to evaluate the suggestion of

Bacmeister et al. [1996] that the vertical gradients in tracer distributions induced by

Iarge-scale quasi-isentropic advection processes may enhance the tracer response to

smaller-scale wave motions, particularly gravity waves.

This exploration of tracer spectra is restricted to the highly simplifred case of

monochromatic wave variations. A vertical wavenumber power spectrum of relative

ozone number density perturbations was calculate*úrom the model-generated plofiles

(Figure 6.7(b)) in the presence of and in the absence of ozone iarnination. Figure 6.9

indicates that the magnitu<ie of the power spectrurr is largel b1' approximately a factor

of 10 over a range of vertical wavenumber values of approximately 0.1-1.0 cyc km-l.

This result has clear implications for the associated ozone variance, and hence pro-

vides supporting evidence for the role of large-scale structures in the enhancement of

mesoscale tracer spectra as proposedby Bacmeister el ø/. [1996].

6.8 A Re-examination of the OHP Case Study

The DIAL ozone concentration measurements and RD lidar velocitv measurements

analyzed in Chapter 5 provide a very suitable observational basis from which to con-

struct a model simulation. The case study flom OI{P is re-examined by initializing the

parcel advection model with the average background ozone and temperature profiles,

and a simpiified horizontal velocity structure based on those observed at OHP. This
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Figure 6.9: Vertical wavenumber spectra of relative ozoîe number density calculated

with (solid line) and without (dashed-dottecl line) the presence of the modeled lamìnar
feature for OHP-like conditions.

situation extends the simple model study of Section 6.7 with the airn of exploling some

of the features observed in the OHP case stud;r through a model-based simulation.

Tlre specific form of lamination observed during the night of 23-24 October 1995,

consisting of two laminae at approximately 14 km and 18 km, and the ozonesonde me¿-

sured mean temperature profrle were used to describe a mean atmospheric structure

(Figure 6.10) into which a gravity wave perturbation was introduced. This approach

contains the underlying assumption that the 6.5 hr average DIAL ozone profile pro-

vides an accurate picture of the mean ozone concentration, assumed to be due to

large-scale quasi-horizontal isentropic advection processes, and experienced as a sta-

tionary background structure b)'*orrc motions. This assumption is ccrtainly valid for

wave motions with timescales significantly less than 6.5 hr, where the discussion in

Section 6.7 is applicable for the OHP data set (see also Section5.4.2).

The IGW detected in the RD lidar data, with an observed period close to the

inertial period, is certainly of a timescale longer than 6.5 hr', and hence it must be

I
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Figure 6.10: Mean model temperature profile (left panel) and mean ozorre profile (right
panel) based on the OHP case study presented in Chapter 5.

assumed that the average profile from the lidal obselvations may still contain some

elements of bias due to incomplete removal of long-period wave motions. However,

Figure 5.7 indicates that the laminar formation at 14 km exhibits stlong stationarity

over the 14 hr between the first lidar observation (2230 LT on 23 October 1995) and

the ozonesonde flight (1200 LT on 24 October 1995), suggesting that the time-averaged

background profile reproduces the vertical profile due to the large-scale long timescale

processes.

The aim of such an investigation was to explore further the wave-induced ozone

structure from the case study by drawing on the dynamical information available

from the RD lidar measurements. In particular, as was noted in Chapter 5, the

height structure of features in the ozone concentration measurements was not observed

to propagate vertically as would have been expected if the IGW detected in wind

measurements alone was responsible for driving the observed fluctuations (see Figures

5.1 and 5.3). In fact, the laminated structure at 14 km was observed to evolve in shape

during the 6.5 hr while remaining centred at approximately the same height (Figure
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Figure 6.13: Model generated (a) relative temperature perturbations, (b) vertical ve-

locìty perturbations) and (c) vertical displacements calculated for tlie OHP case study
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perature structure.

6.11). This laminar evolution is consistent rvith the modulation effect desclibed in

Section 6.7.1 where the simple pre-existing model lamina was perturbed by a gravitS'

wave of similar vertical scale.

The IGW was initially examìned from the standpoint of a single monochromatic

wave component present in a complex vertical ozone structure consisting of the dual

lamination events at 14 km and 18 km, in addition to the mean temperature profile

(Figure 6.10). Figure 6.13 illustrates gravity-wave-induced perturbations of the relative

temperature, vertical velocity, and vertical displacements,

The results of the modeling study can be visualized succinctlS'in Figure 6.12. It

is clear from the comparison of Figures 6.11 and 6.12 that there is modulation of

the lamina induced by the interaction between the IGW and the initial laminatecl

structure.
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6.9 Chapter Summary

This chapter has modeled an exact picture of the mesoscale transport. of tracer parcels

which is applicable in any predefined mean stratospheric tracer configuration and

dynamical conditions. For this preliminary study, mesoscale fluctuations driven by a

monochromatic gravity wave were incident on a simplified background tracer field.

A recently developed parcel advection model was used to investigate monochro-

matic gravity wave effects in several highly simplified model stratospheric environ-

ments. The parcel advection model was used to invesiigate the impact of ozone lam-

inae, produced by large-scale quasi-horizontal advection, on the vertical wa,venumber

spectra of relative ozone fluctuations. Observational studies had sr.rggested that the

interpretation of the variability of stratospheric tracel spectt'a required knowledge of

both the large-scale structure of the tracer and the mesoscale fluctuations present.

Such information was able to be incorporatecl into the parcel advection model. It was

clear from this initial modeling study that the presence of a modeied laminar event,

representative of those produced by large-scale quasi-horizontal advection, resulted in

significant enhancement of the calculated mesoscale spectral magnitudes.

The parcel advection model has been used in this chapter to investigate specific

situations and problems. The complexity of valiations in rnean wincis, temperature,

and mixing ratio structures was not able to be investigated fully within the scope

of this thesis. However the vertical variation of tracer mixing ratio was investigated

in some depth. Section 7.5 discusses extensions and futule applications lvhich ale

envisaged as a result of the initial study presented here.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

There are Always ... Possibilities

This work has explored atmospheric gravity wave effects on layered atmospheric

constituents. The specific area of atmospheric gravitS' wave study was initiated since

previous studies had provided controversial results relating to the d)'namical interpre-

tation of mesoscale tracer rneasurements, even in regions where tracels were anticipated

to be quasi-conservative.

A primary theme was to explore observational evidence of atmospheric constituents,

along with the corresponding dynamical variables, and set ottt to interpret the interac-

tions taking place. This interpretation was undertaken using modeling and simulation

approaches. In this way the response of constituents to gravity waves was investigated.

This chapter overviews the main themes of the thesis. The reader is referred to the

individual chapter summaries for further discussion of specific chapters.

Two important atmospheric trace constituents were emphasized: neutral sodium

in the mesopause region, and ozone in the stratosphere. Both of these constituents

were examined from a primarily dynamical stand-point with a view to the interpre-

tation of mesoscaie observations; either pre-existing, as was the case for mesospheric

sodium, or as presented in this thesis, as was the case for stratospheric ozone. From

Spock
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observational and modeling perspectives on the mesoscale dynamical processes affect-

ing stratospheric ozone) it has been possible to obtain an improved understanding of

gravity- wave-incluced ozoîe vari ability in the st ratosphere.

The thesis was structured as a progressive. chronological study, following the devel-

opment of the ideas and processes required in the modeling and analysis of atmosphelic

tracers. The major themes of the thesis are listed below; then the corresponding results

and related future work are discussed in the following sections'

o Gravity wave modeling

o Lidar processing techniques

o Stratospheric ozone observations

o Ozone laminatiori

7.L Gravity \Mave Modeling

The topic of mesoscale gravity rvave modeling pelmeated the thesis with a t'ange of

modeling apploaches having been explored. Gravity wave modeling of mesospheric

sodium was undertaken first as a 'test case' due to its primalily veltical variation

and slow chemical timescales which wele ideal for a dynamical study. Chapter' 3

represented a preparatory study in two important respects: an intloduction to the

processing technioues used to extract gtavity wave information from hish-resolution

lidar data, and a study of a more straightforward tracel than ozone from a dynamical

viewpoint. From this preparatory simulation study it was possible to test important

aspects of lidar data processing techniques, and to evaluate their reliability in detecting

and characterizing gravity wave motions.

The effect of atmospheric gravity waves <¡n constituents was approached in a very

simple sense in Chapters 3-5 by focussing on the investigation of gravity-wave-induced

vertical advection, as predicted by an analytical model. Such a simplified model had

formed the basis of the majority of prel'ious mesoscale modeling studies, which were

further examined from a theoretical view-point in Chapter 6. The development of
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a ne\ ¡ technique for the modeling of mesoscaie constituent variations was motivated

by the limitations inherent in the analytical models. The irnplementation of a fully

non-local Lagrangian calculation of mixing ratio iransport was discussed first; before a

closed-form Lagrangian parcel advection model was introduc.ed. The parcel advection

model has the advantage of being conceptually simple and computationally efÊcient,

and is suited to the investigation of gravity rvave effec,ts in a range of atmospher:ic

conditions and constituents.

The parcel advection model was applied to the investigation of monochromatic

gravity wave effects in the stratospheric ozone distribution. In palticular the presence

of ozone laminae was simulated, based on a iangè of previous observations, as well as

those presented here in Chapters 4 and 5. A major result of this modeling study was

the important enhancement of gravity-wave-induced fluctuations of ozoîe,r and hence

tracer variance, produced by the response of a gravity wave to the strong vertical gra-

dients associated with the ozone lamina. This effect was pronounced in the mesoscale

vertical wavenumber power spectrum calculated from the modeled fluctuations of lel-

ative ozone perturbations.

The presence of inertia-gravity wave features in the stratosphere was also a strong

theme. A weli-defined inertia-gravity wave signature was iclentified in RD lidar veloc-

ity profiles analyzed in Chapter 5. This time-resolved observation of ozone laminae,

observed simultaneously with a well-defined inertia-gravity lvave feature in horizontal

velocity measurements, enabled a model-based estimation of the role of the inertia-

gravity wave in the production of the observed ozone variability. From this study

it was determined that the IGW alone contributed to relative ozone fluctuations of

-I0% IGW features were further investigated using the parcel advection simulation

in Chapter 6.
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7.2 Lidar Processing Techniques

In light of the lidar-based discussions in Chapters 3 and 5, the data processing tech-

niques applied in the analysis of lidar data u'ere also ¿r,n underlying theme. A funda-

mental requirement in such processing was the removal of a rnean constituent distribu-

tion in order to extract gravity wave variability - the mean-pelturbabion approach.

It was found in Chapter 3, from a simulation of time- and height-resolved Na lidar

profiles, that a background layer calculated from a time average of a -2 hr seqttence of

sodium number density profiles did not extract the modeled mean vertical distribution

correctly.

This incorrect extraction was found to influence the spectlal slope of the calculated

vertical wavenumber power spectra towards flatter lalge-wavenumber slopes. Long-

period wave components were identified through this simulation as being responsible

for the residual variations in the extracted mean profile [Appendix A]. A similar ef-

fect was examined for the experimental study in Chapter 5, where stlatospheric DIAL

ozorre lidar measurements were subjected to two forms of rernoval of a backgrorr-nd layer

profile; a time-averaged profile (6.5 hr) and a cubic polynornial fit. The simulation

and observational studies both indicatecl the advantages of time-resolved, continuous

constituent observations over a longer period, such as those available from liclar tech-

niques, in determination of a mean tracer distribution, and hence the extraction of

mesoscale variations.

7 "3 Stratospheric Ozone Observations

The observations presented here provided a more complete picture of mesoscale ozone

variability in several respects. The scarcity of stratospheric observational techniques

providing high resolution measurements suitable for mesoscale studies of tracers and

dynamics necessitated the bringing together of data from measurement techniques

with different capabilities. The novel approach of combining information from different

instruments in both cases examined in this thesis proved insightful in the interpretation

of ozone observations; quasi-simultaneous ozonesonde, radiosonde, and ER-2 aircraft
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data in Chapter 4, and simultaneous DIAL ozoîe and RD lidar data in Chapter 5.

The relative importance of horizontal and vertical motions in the mesoscale trans-

port of ozone lryas examined in Chapter 4. Previous studies had eimphasized either

the large-scale transport on quasi-horizontal isentropic surfaces lNewman and Sch,oe-

berl,I991l, or the vertical advection of air parcels by mesoscale motions, specifically

internal gravity \ryaves lTeitelbaum et a1.,19941, as the predominant neans of driving

the important mesoscale variability observed in ozone measurements. Through the use

of estimated large-scale mean meridional ozone mixing ratio gradients calculated from

ER-2 aircraft data, it was possible to identify situations where predominantly gravity

wave effects were responsible for the observed variability, as well as situations where

predominantly large-scale motions were occurring.

The dual DIAL ozoîe and RD lidar measurements discussed in Chapter 5 provided

a most valuable means of evaluating the relative contributions of motions of different

scales, and transporting air parcels in different directions, in the transport of strato-

spheric ozone. The major advantage of the lidar techniques for such an investiga,tion

over the sonde-based study undertaken in Chapter 4, was the time-resolved vertical

profiles of both ozone and horizontal velocities. These profiles allowed both the iden-

tification of long-lived dynamical and constituent features, and the chalacterization of

the mesoscale variability.

7.4 Ozone Lamination

The lamination of stratospheric ozone was a strong theme in Chapters 4-6. The vast

majority of previous studies of ozone laminae have focussed on observations f¡om north-

ern hemisphere locations due to the sparseness of southern hemispheric data sources.

To address this imbalance, examples of ozone laminae observed at the southern hemi-

sphere mid-latitude location of Macquarie Island, Australia, during ihe 1994 ASHOE

campaign were presented in Chapter 4. The Macquarie Island study indicated the

occurrence of laminar features in many of the ozonesonde profiles measured between

April and November. It was noted that many features of the observed ozote variabil-

ity agreed with those observed at the northern hemisphere mid-latitude location of
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Hohenpeissenberg, Germany, as presentedby Ehhalt et al' [1983].

The case study from the northern hemisphere mid-latitude location of OHP, France,

presented in Chapter 5, brought to light the first time-resolved measurement of ozone

lamination. In fact, the observation period exhibited two ozone laminae u'ith esti-

mated lifetimes of 14 hr. This'newly available constituent information, combined with

simultaneously measured dynamical variables, provided a case study of the time evolu-

tion of ozone laminae. Following these observational studies, Chapter 6 made use of a

modeling approach to simulate the efects of atmospheric gravit)' waves in a laminated

tracer environment

7.5 F\rrther Work

It was clear in both Chapters 4 and 5 that knowledge of the large-scale horizontal

structure of ozone is vital in the determination of the contributions of mean and

gravity-wave-induced motions to the observed mesoscale ozorre va,riabilit¡'. The es-

timation of vertically resolved mean horizontal tracer gradients from acljunct CAS

calculations is envisaged as a collaborative project to l¡e undeltaken in 1997 fRoger

Atkinson, private communication].

Further international collaborations are planned with the aim of coordinating high

resolution vertical measurements of stratospheric tracers from lidar and sondes, and

high resolution horizontal inforrrration from the ER-2 aircraft fStephen Ecltermann,

private communicationl. A further campaign of ozonesonde observations at Macquarie

Isiand, Australia, is scheduled for 1997.

Substantial further studies are envisaged as extensions of the Lagrangian modeling

concepts pursued in Chapter 6. Extra applications and ideas arise naturally from the

work presented. The generalized parcel advection model, which was applied to strato-

spheric ozone, is highly relevant in the study of a range oî atmospheric constituents

such as chemically stable ozone-destroying chemicals, water vapour, aerosols, pollu-

tants, mesospheric metals, and ionospheric phenomena. The inclusion of chemistry

and radiation terms, and parameterization of cliffusive as well as aclvective effects are

worthwhile extensions of the modeling approach. The monochromatic wave studies
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performed can be extended to investigate the effects of a superposition of gravity

waves, analagous to the spectral gravity wave studies undertaken for mesospheric neu-

tral sodium in Chapter 3.

The modeled interaction between inertia-gravity wave motions ancl laminar struc-

tures investigatecl the role of gravity-wave-inciuced vertical displacements in modulat-

ing pre-existing ozone laminae. This was investigated as a possible explanation for

the time-varying structure of a lamina observed in vertical profile measurements at

OHP. However a more realistic investigation of the interaction between large-scale and

mesoscale constituent structure will require an extension to the full meridional (and

potentially zonal) capability of the model.

The future modeling of constituent fluxes is anticipated as a fascinating extension

of the present parcel advection model capabilitS'. It is envisaged that aspects of tracer

transport such as irreversible mixing and the interaction between features due to large-

scale transport and gravity waves) as commenced in Sections 6.7 and 6.8, may be

studied within a variety of atmospheric regions and environments. The full breadth

of these topics proved beyond the scope of this thesis, but leads into exciting future

research possibilities.



The great thing is to last and get your work done

and see and hear and learn and understand;

and write when there is something that you know;

and not before; and not too damned much after.

Let those who want to save the world if you can get to see it clear and as a rn'hole.

Then any part you make will represent the whole if it's made truly.

Ihe thing to do is work and learn to make it.

No. It is not enough of a book, but, sti[ there were a few things to be said.

There were a few practical things to be said.

From the Epilogue to Death in the Afternoon by Ernest Hemingway.
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Appendix A

Simulation of Lidar Measurements

of Gravity Waves in the

Mesosphere

This is a reproduction of a paper by D. E. Gibson-Wilde, L M. Reid, S. D. Eckermann,

and R. A. Vincent published in the Journal of Geophysical Research,YoL 101, 9509-

9525, 1996.
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simulation of lidar measurements of gravity waves
in the mesosphere

D. E. Gibson-Wilde, L M. Reid, S. D. Bckermann,l and R. A. Vincent
Department of Physics and Mathematical Physics,
University of Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia

Abstract. Lidar measurements of mesospheric gravity wave characteristics are
simulated using a simple numerical model. Simple theory is used to superimpose
gravity wave fluctuations upon typical background densities and sodium ibundãnces
in_the-height range 80-100 km, which we then assume are perfectly observed by
a Rayleigh and Na lidar, respectively. These lidar "data" ãre then analyzed for
their gravity wave content using the standard reduction and analysis methods
which are routinely applied to these data sets. Our goal is to assess whether
this analysis of lidar data faithfully recovers the undeilying wave field. In both
quasi-monochromatic and spectral wave studies, the heighf range over which Na
uumber density can be measured and the shape of the backgrounã Na profiIe impose
a limit on the gravitv wave information which can be extraited from Ña lidar data.
The Limitations due to background laver shape do not exist for Rayleigh ìidar
measuremeltts' The simulations reveal that quasi-monochromatic graviãv waves
with vertical wavelengths larger than approximatery 10 km -uy nõt be reliably
retrieved from Na lidar data. It is also shown that there a¡e limitations on the
accurate extraction of spectral parameters from Na lidar data due to the limited
vertical extent of the mesospheric Na layer.

Introduction

The nreasurelnent and inlerpretation of atr-rrospheric
internal gravity wave (gw) characteristics in the mid-
dle atmosphere is a challenging problem. Early work
concentrated on the identification and characterization
of quasi-monochromatic waves [e.g., Cot and. Baral,
1986; Reid, Ig86; Yamamolo et al., Ig87; Gard-
ner and Voelz, 1987, hereinafter referred to as GV8Z].
Most recent work has concentrated on both temporaì
and spatial spectral studies of gw activity, with the ob-
servational record consisting of data from rockets [e.g.,
Wu and Widdel, l99I; Thrane et al., 1g94], balloons
le.g., .Allen and Vin.cenl., 1995] , airoaft le.g., ,Bacmers-
Ier e|. al., 1995], radars [e.g., Murayam.a el nl., lgg2;
Salo and Yamada, 1994] , airglow imagers le.g., Hechl
el al., 1994) and lidars le.g., Shibata et al., tgï6; Wil-
son el ø/., 199lb; Whileway and Carswell, lgg4l.

The temporal and spatial resolution of Iidar mea¡iure-
ments makes them especially useful for studies of atmo-
spheric gw activity. Here we concentrate on the analysis

lNow at Comput,ational Physics, Inc., Fairfax, Virginia, and
E. O. Hu-lburt Center for Space Research, Naval Research Labe
raLorv, Washington, D. C.

Copyright 1996 by the American Geophvsical Union.

Paper number 95JD03578.
07 48-0227 / 96 /95 JD-03578$05.0O

and interpretation of lidar observations, with occasional
reference to other techniques, most particularly radar
wind measurements.

Rayleigh lidar measurements of atmospheric density
and temperature are typically possible in the 25- to 80-
km height region. Sodium (Na) lidar measurements of
neutral sodium density are possible in the 80- to 100-
km height region. The atmospheric density variations
measured using a Rayleigh lidar are superimposed on
the exponentially decreasing background atmospheric
density profile. In contrast, the Na layer is essentially
Gaussian in shape with a typical maximumnumber den-
sity of about 5000 cm-3 at 90 km. Chemical modeling
and observational studies indicate that the layer takes
the form of a skewed Gaussian with a steeper number
density gradient on the lower edge of the layer than on
the upper edge [e.g., Thomas el al., 1983; Senft and
Gardner, 199I, hereinafter referred to as SGgl; Coø
el al.,1993 Helmer and, Plane,IggSl.

The Gaussian shape of the Na layer has important
consequences when attempting to describe the structure
in Na lidar profiles in terms of gw dynamics. Equations
for the linear response of a constituent to a single gw
were developedby Chiu and Ching [1978]. Shelton el al.

[f980] considered the Na layer linear response to a gw
and Gard.ner and Shelton [1985] developed imporlant
nonlinear terms in the Na layer response.

Recent improvements in lidar technology have led
to high-resolution Na layer measurements and observa-
tional testing of the aforementioned models. The most
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active group in this area has been researchers at the

University of Illinois, Urbana (40oN, 88"W) [e.g', GV87;

I(won el ol., 1990; SG91; Beøtty et aI., 1992; Gard-

ner el ø/., 1993a; Senfl et al., 1993]' Their work in-

cludes studies both of quasi-monochromatic gw Param-
eters and of tenrporal and spatial atmospheric density

spectra derived from Na layer number densities as mea-

sured witìr a Na lidar. Their lidar determinations of gw

wavelengths and periods showed distinctive groupings

[e.g., GV87]. SG91 reported agreement among spec-

[.u1 purr*"ters determined from Na lidar data and the

predictions of spectral models le.g., Weinsloc,t, 19901.

Accumulated lidar data led to the development of a

"diffusive filtering" theory of gw spectra which could

better account for their observations lGardner, 1994;

Linlelmann and Ganlner, 1994].

Rayleigh lidar studies from 30 to 80 km were used by

Chanin and Hauchecorne [1981] to obtain density and

tenrperature profiles over southern France, while I'lil-
son el o/. [199la,b] used Rayleigh lidar measurements
to characterize gw perturbations of atmospheric den-

síly. Merzuelher el ol. [199a] made use of a high-power
Rayleigh lidar located at Dayton, Ohio (40"N, 84oW), a

similar latitude to the Urbana, Illinois, Na lidar site. A
number of purely stratospheric studies have been per-

formed n'ith lower-power Rayleigh lidar systems.

Iu tìris paper we consicler computer simulations of
lirlar lenrote sensing of the upper middle atrtrosphere.
The simulations provide a means of cotnparitrg [he sen-

sitivity and selectivity of different gw measurements and
analysis techniques.

Lidar investigations of gw are characterized by two
limiting cases. These are the identification and invest!
gation of quasi-monochromatic waves and, at the other
limit, the investigation of gw spectra. Both approaches

have been used extensively and here we will consider
both cases for both Na and Rayleigh lidar.

In this paper the theory of gw perturbations of at-
mospheric density for both quasi-monochromatic waves

and a spectrum of waves is developed. This theory is

applieci to obtain simulated Rayleigh li<iariike observa-
tions. The response of the Na layer to gw in atmo-
spheric density is derived and Na lidar measurements
are simulated. The GV87 and SG91 techniques are used
to extract gw monochromatic and spectral parameters,
respectively.

Atmospheric Gravity'Wave Model

Synthesis of Superposition of Gravity 'Waves

We simulate density perturbations produced by a lin-
ear superposition of gw, each with intrinsic frequency
(ø¿) and vertical wavenumber (-r), 

"" 
follows:
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ro(z,t) = /:(í:!) - "{6I r, cos(ø¡ú - rniz -r p;),
Pa\z ¡ , 

(r)
where ro(2, t) is the relative atmospheric density pertur-

bation, pLþ,t) is the atmospheric density perturbation,

Þ"(z) is the background atmospheric density profile, A¡
is the peak relative-density amplitude of the ith gw at
z=0, z is the height above the Earth's surface, I/, is the
density scale height (assumed constant), ú is the time of
the observation, and p¡ is the random phase associated

with the ith grv. In our simulations the phases g¡ have

been set to zero.
This expression (1) assumes an exponential decrease

in density with height of the form

P'(r) - Þ0"É, (2)

where þs is the surface atmospheric density value.
The effect of wave dissipation can be simulated by

including a variable wave-amplitude growth factor (the

B term in GV87 and Beatly and, Gardner [1990, here-
inafter referred to as BG90]). Significant wave dissipa-
tion is expected to occur at mesospheric heights. How-
ever, for simplicity, dissipation has not been considered
in this study.

Equation (1) is valid only when there is no varia-
tion in the background wind or temperature with height
and assumes that the waves do not mutually inter-
act, so that ø¡ and m; remain constant for each wave
i. The "quasi-monochromatic" profiles generated us-

ing (1) provide lhe sirnplest test case for the method.
IVIore realistic profiles were generated using a spectral
approacli. described below.

Spectral Studies of Gravity \Maves

Both atmospheric density vertical wavenumber spec-

tra (,F"(rn)) and frequency spectra (G"(r)) have been

derived from lidar data. The major feature common to
all estimates of F'(m) fron these and other data sources

is the large wavenumber power law decay of the form

F"(rn) a. nt-Q, (3)

for rn significantly greater than the cbaracteristic ver-

tical wavenumber m, and with q N 3; rn* is believed
to be less than 0.067 cycle km-l (verbical wavelength
l" > 15 km) in the mesosphere [e.g., Muragama el al.,
r^^õ1 .1L :-- ----^--:-- ¿L^ ^-,-^-l-^^LVY¿1. ll I¡UIìrDer Ol tl¡eoÍrcS uurrLÚtr¡ll16 Ùr¡c E^yçr¡¡¡ru¡¡-

tally observed powerlaw decay have been developed for
F"(^) le.g., Dewan and Good, 1986; .9n¿ill¿ el al.,1987;
Weinstoch, !990; Hines, I99I; Gardner, 1994; Zhu,

1ee4l.
The simulations used in [his wo¡k are based on the

modified Desaubies spectrum in which F"(*) is given

by [".g., Frills and VanZønd|, 1993]

F"(*) - B^-E-. (4)t-uur+p('+t)'

where ,Ð9 is a normalization factor, ¡.r - mf m., and
the spectral indices s and q are equal to 1 and 3, re-

spectively, in the model.
SG91 obtained measured values of the large-rn power

spectraì index q of between 2.2 and 3.6 from Na lidar
observations at Urbana, Illinois. Using Na Ìidar data
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from Antarctica, Collins et al. llgg4l obtained an aver_
age value for q of 2.4, somewhat smaller than the aver-
age midlatitude value of near J. Meriwether et ø1.llgg4l
obtained q values between l.b and 2.b from Rayteigú
lidar observations at a similar location to SGg1. Spec-
tral slopes can be strongly influenced by the signal pro-
cessing techniques. Meriuelher et al. [Igg4] comment
that their values of q may be smaller than expected
lor this reason. Mitchell el ol. [lgg0] have illustrated
the variation in Rayleigh lidar power spectra caused
by using different processing techniques on the same
data set. Lefrère and Sidi [1gg0] and Garilner et ø1.

[1993b] showed that a high-lrequlncy cutoff can also
redu_ce measured q values. Eckermann [lggb] has ar_
gued that some observed spectral variations frám q - B
are real and arise from the refractive effects of larger_
scafe wind systems, whlle Zhu [1gg4] attributes q ( 3
to the influence of radiative damping.

The value of the small wavenumber spectral index s
can only be determined from measurements obtained
over a large vertical range. Since Na lidar data are

liTiteq to the height range of rhe Na layer (abour 20_
25 km), the minimum resoìvable vertical wavenumber
is 0.04-0.05 cycle km-1. This is very close to rn* an-
ticipated at mesospheric heights, and so s cannot be
rneasured.

The height range of Rayleigh lidar observations is
controlled only by the power of the lidar (i.e., the up_
permost height, as determined by the signal-to-noise ra_
tio) and the vertical density profile of ihe atmosphere.
Hence the small wavenumber segment of f'"(rn) may
be measured with sufficiently powerful Rayleigh'lidars
w'hich cover a larger height range than Na lidar. The
measurements performed by Meriuelher el o/. [1gga]
over a height range of 50 km effectively halve the mini-
mum resolvable vertical wavenumber from Na lidar ob-
servations.

The magnitudes of F"(^) obtained from the radar
and Na lidar techniques have been compared with spec-
tral models. Murayama et al. [Igg2] found good agree-
rnent among the magnitudes of spectra obtained from
MU radar, rocketsonde, and radiosonde observations
in the height range 5-90 km and the predicted mag-
nitudes from Dewan and, Good [1986]. SGgl compared
results from the Na lidar technique with the model of
Weinslock [1990] and obtained close agreement. How-
ever, the magnitudes of the Deuan and Good llgg6)
rnodel are approximately one third those ol th¿ We-
in.slock [1990] model. Hence the spectral magnitudes
resulting from Na ìidar are approximately a factor of B
larger than those obtained using radar techniques.

Recently Zhu [I99a] found that the Wein,stoc,t [lgg0]
result, was overestimated by a factor of 4. This Èri"g,
the predictions of Dewan and Good [1g86] and l,fzein-
slocß [1990] into much closer agreement.- Hence the
spectra obtained from Na lidar data are significantly
larger in large-m spectraì density than any of th. .rg-
gested models of the vertical wavenumber spectrum.
Spectral densities typical of lidar measurements have
been assumed in this study to obtain Na profiles simi-
lar to experimental measurements.

Experimental studies of the frequency spectrum of
atmospheric density variations (G"(r)) suggest that it
also follows a power law decay of the form le.g., Fritts
and VanZond¿, 1993].

G.(r) x. u-P. (5)

Values for the spectral parameter p obtained by SGgl
were between 1.28 and 2.45. A value of p - 2 has been
used in our simulations.

In generating height-time density perturbations gov_
erned by,representative spectra such as these, we-fol_
low -Frifls and VanZandú [1gg3] and assume a separable
twedimensional spectral model of the form

Ho(^,u) x F"(m)G^(r). (6)

Relative density perturbations were synthesizecl from
applying

g individ-
nd in dif-
d to each

quency component. Exponential
itude with height was imposed by
zed Na profiles by an exponential
(2).

(z 
- ar\2nNu(z) - ao exp()1--!JJ-) + o, + a4z j aszz . (T)

Background Na Layer Model
for Na Lidar Measurements

Chemical studies suggest that the background atmo-
spheric Na layer can be modeled as a skewed Gaussian
fThoma.s et al., Ig83; Ilelmer and plane,lgg3]. Since
the periods of gw at mesospheric heights are shórt com-

Since the spectra calculated from Na lidar measure_
ments are sensitive to the extraction of the background
Na layer, the function used to fit the mean profile is im-
portant. In this work both smooth and skewed Gaus_
sian background Na layers were used, in order to de_
termine whether a standard Gaussian fitting procedure
eflectively removes the background layer and isolates
the gw signal.

The form of the skewed Gaussian chosen for this
work is the sum of a smooth Gaussian layer and a
quadratic term. The background Na number density
profile (¿rv"(r)) is given by
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of the layer, in agreement with chemical models [e.g.,
Thomas et al., L983; Helmer ønd Plane, 1993]. This
profile agrees closely with the Gaussian fit to long-term
average Na profiles obtained by SG91.

Gard,ner and Shellon [1985] and SG91 fit a smooth
Gaussian to define their background Na layer. The
figures included in this paper were obtained using a
smooth Gaussian background Na layer to permit a con-
sistent comparison with SGg1. The smooth background
Na layer that we used is shown in Figure 1. A skewed
background Na layer lvas also investigated. It was found
thaù the background layer shape did not greatly influ-
ence the results.

Model of the Na Layer Response
to Gravity 'Waves

Relative Na density perturbations (r¡.(2, f )) are cal-
culated from ro(2,1) using the expression [".g., Gan]ner
and Shellon,1985),

rN.(Z,, = 1+(t * t",ffi), (8)

where ñ¡."(z) is bhe vertical derivative of the back-
ground Na profile and 7 is the ratio of specific heats (a;
1.4). A brief summaryof the way in which (8)relates to
formulae derived in other studies of wave-induced tracer
fluctuations is given in the Appendix. For a smooth

tm
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Figure 1. Background Na layer in form of Gaussian
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Gaussian layer, Gønlner and Shelton [1985] obtained an
expression for the layer response at the peak which is
due to nonlinear effects (that is, linear solutions predict
no response at the layer peak). Gardner and Shelton

[1985] argue that the nonlinearities become important
at heights where the ratio of the second vertical deriva-
tive of nN.(z) to the background value ñ¡.(z) is large,
which occurs in the vicinity of the layer peak.

SG91 apply linear gw theory to interpret the small-
scale variability in their Na lidar data, since relative
Na density perturbations come directly from the exper-
imental data and the nonlinear terms make a negligible
contribution to the relative Na density. For simplic-
ity, the nonlinear terms have been neglected for the
quasi-monochromatic simulations but are retained in
the spectral simulations described in section 3.

The absolute Na density profiles (rrN"(r,t)) were cal-
culated from r¡"(2, ú) using

nx.(z,f) = ñ¡.(z)-|- n!.¡"(:,1), (g)

rvhere

t'N.(r,l) = tNu(r,l).ñ¡.(z). (10)

For physically real Na numbe¡ densities, n¡r(z,l)
must obviously be greater than or equal to zero. At
the upper and lower edges of the Na layer the simula-
tion may yield unphysical Na densities since the vertical
gradient of the layer is large at these heights, and so our
linear method of simulating perturbations can become
inaccurate. When this occurs, the value of the pertur-
bation rl.r.(r,l) may become ìarger than and of opposite
sign to the background Na numbe¡ density, which then
yields a negative total number density. Synthesized pro-
files which yielded such unphysical values were rejected
from the analysis.

Relative and absolute Na density perturbations were
calculated from the relative atmospheric density pertur-
bations using (8) and (9) in both quasi-monochromatic
and spectral simulations of the wave field. Typical val-
ues of root-mean-square (RMS) density perlurbations
obtained by Beally anil Garilner [1990] from Na lidar
observations a¡e 2-8To. Collins et al. [I9g4] obtained
average RMS density perturbations from Antarctic ob-
servations of - 6Vo. SG91 obtained RMS density per-
turbations at tlrbana between 3 and 11% with an aver-
age of 5.6Vo. ln this study we have chosen values within
this range.

Results of simulation

Quasi-Monochromatic Gravity'Waves

Gravity wave perturbations of the Na layer were sim-
ulated using (1), (8), and (9) for a gw with ),= 2 km,
t¿=0.0008 cycle km-r, and RMS relative density am-
plitude of 3%. The height resolution of the simulated
data was 37.5 m and profiles are displayed in Figure
2 at l-min intervals to simulate high-resolution Na li-
dar data: Figure 2a shows relative atmospheric density
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Figure 2. Time varialion.o{ (r) relative atmospheric
density perturbations (%), (b) ñ; number à"n.ity,ã"J
(c) power spectra of su.ce.sií" perturbed Na layers at
1-min inte¡vals.

Na number density pro-
obtained using the above
al Na lidar profiles [e.g.,
alysis technique was used

to extract the vertical wavelength ), and observed ver_
tical phase speed c.o6" from these lidar ,,data.',

In the
vertical
tify any
be prese
position of the cha¡acteristic ,,notch,, that bisects two
equal peaks, as shown in Pigure 2c. The value of cro6"
is determined by inspection of the motion of successive
peaks in the filtered Na lidar profiles in Figure 2b. The
observed period is calculated using ?}5" - -l- [GVgZl.A GV87 analysis can be applied to tËå"iimulateã

of the Na layer peak, is clearìy seen in the vertical
wavenumber spectrum in 2c [e.g., GVSZ] .

T!ç minimum c,o6. detectable from iO 1ZO¡ min of
Na lidar observations is 0.06 (0.03) m s-1 (correspond_
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Figure 3. Power spectra of Na lidarlike observations of
single waves wilh vertical wavenumbers 0.1 cycle km-1
(dianiond), 0.083 cycle km-1 (triangle), and 0.067
cycle km-1 (square).

to be too noisy to give any gw information (see BG90,
Figure 1). The lower limit on À" depends on the cutoff
wavelength imposed in the filtering of the lidar profiles

[8G90] . Values between I and 2 km were used as cutoff
values by GV87 depending on the photon noise floor and
the amplitude of the gw perturbations. SG91 applied a

cutoff vertical wavelength of 1.5 km to Na lidar data.
Apart from the physical limit imposed by the Brunt-

Väisälä frequency, it is important to consider the lim-
:+^+:^-^:- 

-^^^,,-:^- 
f-^^,,^-^:^- f-^- i--^^^+i^- ^f ^luoulvrlù lrr l¡rs@ur¡¡16 ¡Àc\{uç¡¡urçÐ rtv¡¡r ¡¡¡ÞyLLUru¡r vr o

sequence of 10-20 Na profiles. The lower limit on the
observed period is imposed by GV87. Given a sampling
time of 10 min, as used by GV87 and 8G90, a pertur-
bation must be observable for more than 20 min before
it can be identified as a gw fVoelz and Ganlner, 1986;
GV87l.

The above restrictions indicate that the GV87 pro-
cess would not be capable of detecting gravity waves
with ), outside the above limits. This means that the
comparison of radar and lidar results in the work of Reid

[1988] is less surprising since the radar results for which
À, ¿ 10 km would not have been identified using the
Na lidar technique or may even be falsely interpreted
as a ), - 10 km wave (see Figure 3).

To detect large À, waves, the background profile
could be removed. However, as has been explored in
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0 the case of a spectrum of waves in Na lidar data, the
extracted gw perturbations are sensitive to the process

of removing a background.

Gravity 'Wave Interference in Na Lidar Data

Simuìations were conducted to quantify the smallest
separation between the vertical wavenumbers of two gw
which stilì enabled the parameters of both waves to be

correctly identified from lidar profiles using the GV87
technique. To determine the minimum separation, it
was assumed that the notch depth in the gw signature
wa.s deep enough to be visible (> 2 dB less than the

^-.L. ^f +L'- .ir-o+".o\
yvúôv vÀ

In Figure 4 a gw with vertical wavenumber of 0.2 cycle-
km-r (À,=5 km), frequency 0.0008 cycle s-1, and
RMS relative density amplitude 3% was used as a ref-
erence in the power spectrum. An additional gw of
equal amplitude and frequency but different vertical
wavenumber was included with the reference wave in
a two-wave simulation. Vertical wavenumbers of 0.25
and 0.3 cycle km-1 were used for the extra wave i¡r
separate simulations.

Initially, both gw could not be identified in the ver-
tical wavenumber spectrum since their notched spec-

.80

o.m 0.f o o.2g 
tr. *9).* 0..r0 o.5(

Figure 4. Power spectra of Na lidarlike observations of
gw combinations: single wave with vertical wavenumber
0.2 cycle km-t (diamond), two waves of wavenumber
0.2 and 0.25 cycle km-r (triangle), and two waves of
rvavenumber 0.2 and 0.3 cycle km-1 (square).
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tral signatures overlapped and mutually interfered. The
wavenumber separation was gradually increased until
two separate notched peaks could be identified in the
power spectrum. The identification of two separate
gw is dependent on the vertical wavenumber resolution
(0.05 cycle km-l in this case). The minimum require-
ment for the waves to be resolved is for the vertical
wavenumber difference to be ) 0.1 cycle km-l. For
values between 0.05 and 0.1 cycle km-1 the waves will
interfe¡e to produce a single wide notch in the verti-
cal wavenumber spectrum which simplifies to a quasi-
monochromatic-like notch for a wavenumber difference
of less than 0.05 cycle km-1.

By zero padding the simulated Na profiles, it is pos-
sible to increase the resolution in the vertical wavenum-
ber spectrum. Horvever, unless the data are windowed
rather than box filtered, extra variations are introduced
in the spectrum due only to the response of the box fil-
ter. The GV87 technique also provides a method of
obtaining the gw amplitude (,4¡) and amplitude growth
factor with height (B) from the vertical wavenumber
spectrum. These values are calculated from the notch
depth and notch width, respectively [GV87]. Zero
padding was also found to interfere with the notch depth
in the vertical wavenumber spectrum and hence affected
the GV87 determination of the gw amplitude.

This simulation emphasizes that the extraction of
quasi-monochromatic parameters from Na lidar data
must be approached carefully. A spurious quasi-mono-
chromatic-like notched gw signature can be produced
through the interaction of two or more gravity waves.
The effect of a spectrum of gravity waves is considered
in t,he next section.

Sirnulation of a Spectrurn of Gravity Waves

A moclel spectrum Hnþn,u,') wit,h spectral indices
s=1, q=3, and p=) and m--0.067 cycle knr-l (À,.- lb
km) was adopted, and randomly phased density fluctu-
ations were generated from it.

The value of the turbulent diffusion coeflìcient 4 used
in the calculation of the maximum allowed wavenum-
ber [e.g., Hin.es, 1960, Pitteuag and [Iin,es, 1963; Fukao
el al., 1985; Marks and Eckermann, lggS] has a signifi-
cant effect on the vertical scales of perturbations visible
in the relative atmospheric density profiles. Turbulent
diffr¡sion coefficients up to 150 m2 s-i with an average
of 28 nrz s-r were estimated at Arecibo [BG90]. At
Urbana the average was 37 m2 s-1 [GV87] .

A typical value of 4 of 30 m2 s-1 was used to deter-
mine the maximum allowed wavenumber for each fre-
quency component in the simulated data. Values of 3
and 300 m2 s-l were also used and resulted in den-
sity profiles with more and less small-scale variability,
respectively, as expected.

An inverse FFT was performed to obtain time-height
profiles of relative atmospheric density perturbations.
An example of a set of atn.rospheric density profiles is
shown in Figure 5.

In this study, the synthesized fluctuations were then
scaled in amplitude vertically so that the relative atmo-
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Figure 5. Simulated atmospheric relative density per-
turbations at 1-min intervals assuming a spectrum of
waves in the atmosphere.

spheric density perturbations (ro) were approximately
4To aT,80 km and 8% at 100 km, compalible wrth the
BG90 and SG91 results. The atmospheric density vari-
ance, although variable due to the random phases cho-
sen, varied approximately from 10 to 40 (%)2 between
different simulated data sets, in agreement with exper-
imental values [e.g., SG91].

Extraction of Spectral Parameters
from Sirnulated Lidar Data

Given a set of simulated Rayleigh or Na lidar profiles,
is it possible to extract the generating spectral param-
eters? Do the extracted values agree with the input
values?

Simulated data were filtered as described by SG91
for CEDAR Na lidar measurements and relative atmo-
spheric density perturbations were calculated. A cutoff
wavenumber (rn") of 0.67 cycle km-1 (À,=1.5 km) was
applied in the calculation of G"(ø) and a cutoff fre-
quency (ø") of 0.0017 cycìe s-1 (Tou"=10 min) in the
calculation of F'"(rn) ISG91]. This filtering technique
approxima,tely matches the limits imposed by turbulent
diffusivity ? = 30 m2 s-r.

Comparison of the density variance of the unfiltered
and filtered profiles showed that negligibìe variance is
removed from the spectrum by the fiìtering, as argued
by Senfl ef ol. [1993]. For smaller diffusion coeffi-
cients the SG91 filtering may remove a more significant
amount of variance from the spectrum.

Simulated observation periods of 2 hours, consisting
of 120 profiles at l-min intervals, were then used to
obtain F"(^) and G,(ø) directly from the Na lidarlike
data.

Figure 6 compares the input and extracted back-
ground (bg) Na layers. In general, it was found that
the input and extracted bg layers differed due to the
process of obtaining the extracted bg Na layer from an
average of Na profiles. Unresolved long-period waves in
the spectrum were included in the average Na bg laver
which tended to bias the estimated bg layer.

Figure 7 shows the diflerence between the input and
extracted Na layers as a function of height. This differ-
ence is particularly important at the upper edge of the
layer, above about g5 km, where it causes maximum er-
rors of approximately 500 cm-3 in the extracted relative
Na density perturbations.
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Figure 6. Input Gaussian (dashed-dotted) and average
background Na number density profile (solid line) over
a 2-hour observation period.

Figure 8 compares the input and extracted relative
Na density perturbations. Because of the difference be-
trveen the input and the extracted bg Na layers the ex-
tracted relative Na density perturbations are increased
at the edges of the layer. This effect leads to incorrect
values of spectral magnitudes when F.(rn) is computed.

The effect of the nonlinear terms on the extracted
bg Na layers and spectral parameters was investigated.
It was noted that when nonli¡rear terms were included

-10m -5(þ 0 5{þ l(xn
Dllterenc. in Na rumbcr dedty (cm'l

Figure 7. Difference between input and extracted av-
erage background Na number density profiles over a 2-
hour observation period.
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Figure 8. Input (dashed-dotted) and extracted (solid
line) relative Na perturbations.

in the simulation, the disparity between input and ex-

tracted bg layers and spectra did not improve.
'Ihe use of random phases in the synthesis of the wave

field means that significant variations occur from pro-
file to profile. By examiuing multiple plots produced
with diflerent random phases, it is possible to investi-
gate the sensitivity of the extracted parameters to slight
variations in the phases of the wavenumber-frequency
spectrum.

Figure 9 shows the input and extracted spectra of
F"þn). The input spectra differ from the smooth curve
due to incompletely resolved low-frequency waves in the
spectrum. In Figure 9 the extracted spectral index g ap-
pears to be smaller than the input value and values of
the characteristic verbical wavenumber are not reliably
extracted by the method. The power law slope of G" (r)
shows less variation among simulations and agrees rea-

sonably well with the input value, as shown in Figure
10.

The results presented in Figures 9 and 10 sltow a case

where the input and ext¡acted spectra are in reasonable
agreement. As discussed in the next section, the agree-
ment was frequently less pronounced.

l'he extracted value of rn* is obtained using the ex-
pression from SG91

ÍI-Q F (n\ I
q-lfæ

s

g
¡9)It
-e

Ínr = ( )
(11)

211 a

where ( il > is the total variance and II is a propor-
tionality factor which depends on g and s.

To obtain a value of rn. from the Na lidar data, SG91
assume that s = 2, although s cannot be deternrined
from Na lidar data for reasons discussed above. With
this assumption the variance a,ssociated with the small
rvavenumber region of F"(m) becomes small relative to
the total wave variance. SG91 then assume that the
wave variance calculated from the Na lidar observations
in the saturated wave specürum is equal to the total
variance.

Using the expression for II given by SG91, we obtain

s=1: II=0.785; ( 12)



I = 2: II = 0.661. (18)

For .F"(ræ) with rn--0.067 cycle km-l, the small
wavenumber variance as a proportion of the total vari-
ance is 0.35. Hence the value of rn* expected due to
setting s = 2 and assuming that the large wavenumber
variance is equal to the total variance is approximately
10% larger than the value with s = 1.

Since the simulated density spectrum assumed s = 1

and a known value of m,, it can be used to test the de-
termination of m.. The values of rn* calculated directly
from the input (Rayleigh lidarlike) spectrum using (11)
are displayed in Figure 11 along with the values cal-
culated from the extracted (Na lidarlike) spectra. The
comparison is complicated by variation in the spectral
index q extracted from the Na profiles which leads to
uncertainty in the exponent of (11).

Comparison of R^ayleigh Lidarlike
and Na Lidarlike Techniques

The main difference between the Rayleigh and the Na
lidar observations of gw is that for the latter technique
the response to gw is complicated by the dependence
on the background vertical (and possibly horizontal) Na
number density gradient. The filtering applied to data
acquired by each lidar technique may also be different;
however, in this study the same filtering is applied to
both types of lidar data.
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Practical difficulties exist in obtaining Rayleigh li-
dar measurements in the region covered by Na lidar.
By simulating idealized Rayleigh lidar observations at
mesopause heights, it is possible to compare the spec-
tra that would be observed by a Rayleigh lida¡ directly
measuring density variations in the atmosphere and a
Na lidar obtaining density spectra indirectly using the
SG91 processing technique. The histograms in Figure
11 represent such comparisons.

A simulation consisting of 150 2-hour observation pe-
riods, each with superposed, randomly phased waves,
was carried out. The input parameters were calculated
from a spectrum of waves perturbing the background
density profile, which represents a Rayleigh lidarlike ob-
served spectrum le.g., Wilson et ø1.,l99lal. Na lidarlike
profiles were synthesized from the density variations as

before, and these profiles were used to generate the ex-
tracted spectral slopes and characteristic wavenumbers.

Figures l1a and llb show the value of q calculated
from the input Rayleigh lidarlike F.(^) and that ex-
tracted from Na lidarlike data, respectively. The
Rayleigh lidarlike q varies between approximately 1.9
and 2.8 with an average of 2.6, whereas the average Na
lidarlike q )s 2.2.

The characteristic wavenumber extracted from Na li-
darlike data is less than 0.05 cycle km-1 for all data
sets with an average of 0.02 cycle km-l. This repre-
sents a characteristic wavelength of more than 20 km.
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Figure 11. Histograms of input and extracted spectral
parameters from 150 simulations of 2-hour observations
of Na lidarlike data sets. (a) Input q. (b) Extracted g.
(c) Input rn. (d) Extracted rn.. (e) Input p. (f) Ex-
tracted p. Generated with 8=3, m,=0.067 cycle km-I
and p-2.

The underestimation of ræ. is displayed in Figures 1lc
and 11d.

The Rayleigh lidarlike rnr are distributed around the
generating value of 0.067 cycle km-1. The spectral
parameters from the Rayleigh lidarlike data show con-
siderable variation. Hence the Rayleigh lidarlike data
also overesbimates m.* in the mesosphere in some c¿mes.

Frgrrres 11e and 1lf cornpare the input and extracted
values of pol approximately 2.0 and 2.3, respectively. In
general, G"(r) was found to be extracted more reìiably
than -F.(rn) in the simulations.

The accurate extraction of G"(t.') is understandable
since the background profile ñNa(z) is explicitly a func-
tion of height and not time. Hence an average over a
set of successive profiles with associated random phases

is expected to provide a reasonable mean and perturba-
tion signal for the time variation at a given height. The
background profile for the simulated variations is ex-
actly stationary in time. Stationarity of both time and
height variations of experimental profiles is an assump-
tion required for the validity of the SG91 analysis tech-
nique. EcÈern1.ønn [1990] ha^s shown that nonstationar-
ity ofmesoscale variations affects the calculated spectral
shapes and indices of vertical wavenumber spectra.

Both monochromatic and spectral gw perturbations
in atmospheric density and Na density have been mod-
eled numerically. Simulated lidar profiles were gener-
ated which are representative of experimental measure-
ments using Na and Rayleigh lidars in the height range
80-100 km.

The determination of quasi-monochromatic wave pa-
rameters from Na lidar measurements using the GV87
technique has been investigated. The technique has
been applied to simulated Na lidar data with known
wave parameters and energy distribution. It has been
shown that only waves with wavelengths between about
1 and 10 km and observed periods frorn 20 min to less

than 720 min can be reliably resolved using the GV87
technique.

Wavenumber and frequency spectral forms typically
found at mesospheric heights were used to simulate the
effect of a spectrum of gravity waves on Na density,
as measured by a Na lidar. The SG91 analysis tech-
nique was then applied to the simulated data. The
retrieved spectral parameters were coìnpared with the
generating parameters as a measure of the performance
of the analysis technique. It was shown in this sirn-
ulation that (1) the extracted background profile typ-
ically included longer-period gravity waves and hence
the vertical wavenumber spectrum was incorrectly ex-
tracted; (2) the characteristic wavelength in the meso-
sphere was generally overestimated in the simulations
investigated; (3) spectral parameters and magnitudes
of the extracted frequency spectrum agreed reasonably
well with generating values.

The SG91 processing method assumes a smooth Gaus-
sian backgrouncì Na layer shape, whereas chenrical stud-
ies have suggested a skewed Gaussian shape. SG91 fit-
ted a Gaussian to the tinre-averaged layer shape from
successive Na profiles. It was shown in this simulabion,
however, that an averaged Na profile did not reproduce
the true background structure over the 2-hour observa-
tionai intervals used by SG91. To ext¡act a more accu-
rate background profile, Ionger-period waves and tidal
components should be identified and filtered from the
time-averaged layer shape.

. Bven with a powerful Na lidar it is not possible to
resolve À, larger than the limit imposed by the verti-
cal extent of the Na layer. This leads to unavoidable
difficulties in determining m* in the mesopause region
using Na lidar data.

Background wind and temperature variations as well
as photochemical effects have been ignored in the sim-
ulation. The simulated data therefore contains signif-
icantly simpler wave variations than in the real atmo'
sphere. The techniques used to extract gw information
from Na lidar data ¿¡ssume a constant temperature gra-
dient, zero mean wind, and linear response of gravity
waves in the Na layer. Hence the simuìation is a sim-
plified test of the experimental processing techniques.

No tidal effects were included in the model. Tides
rnay be important for observations over several hours
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since the tide effectively lifts and drops the Na layer
le.g., Batista el al., 1985]. This may increase the rate
of photochemical destruction of Na, since at lower lev-
els, Na oxidation is more likely to occur. Unless this
increased loss rate was balanced by increased meteoric
input or Na transport into the region by background
winds, a net loss of Na would result. Averaging over
longer timescales would then result in misleading spec-
tra due to photochemical effects causing nonstationarity
of the background Na layer.

Helmer and Plane [1993] showed that photochemical
effects may cause variations in Na number density at
the lower edge of the Na layer within timescales of lidar
observations. They also obtained a large seasonal vari-
ation in background Na layer shape between June and
January.

Appendix

Many researchers have investigated the response of
atmospheric constituents to rvave perturbations. This
appendix compares the approaches used in modeling
waves in ozone [e.g., Zhu and Hollon, 1986] and sodium
concentrations [e.g., Gardner and Shelton, 1985]. The
different physical assumptions applied in the two ap-
proaches are discussed and their implications are pre-
sented.

Several papers have modeled wave perturbations in
ozone concentrations. Lindzen and Good.y [1965] used
a linear model, which included basic ozone photochem-
istry and radiative effects, to investigate rvave perturba-
tions in ozone ancl temperature. Zhu and Holton 11986)
used the equations developed by Lindzen. and Goody
[1965] to investigate the influence of photochemistry
and solar radiation on the properties ofgravity waves in
the stratosphere. Ran,del [1990] and Ziernke and. Stan-
ford,l99al modeled Kelvin wave perturbations in total
ozone and extracted KeÌvin wave signatures from satel-
lite total ozone da,ta.

The starting poìnt for all models of waves in con-
stituent distributions is the continuity equation,

ôr¡
A, *V.(r;u)- P¡. (41)

Here r¿ is the density ofthe constituent, o is the back-
ground wind speed and R is the net production rate of
the constituent.

For stratospheric ozone, P¡ is controlled by photo-
chemical and radiative effects. For gravity waves in the
Na layer the continuity equation can be simpìified due
to the assumption that photochemical terms are domi-
nated by dynamical terms on gw timescales. Hence the
continuity equation becomes

#*r,,'u*vr;.u-o, (A3)

# *,,o
or

(A4)

where S is the Lagrangian derivative.
At this point it is possible to make the assumption

that the atmosphere is approximately an incompressible
fluid, in which case the continuity equation simplifies to

dr'
oi + ''"" - g' (45)

A.ssrrming a wave solution of the form

r; q. eû exp(i(ôf - kx - mz)), (46)

the polarization relation between the perturbations in
constituent concentration and vertical wind speed is

r; = ita,f ,lu. (47)

Converting to a polarization relation bet,ween the
constituent density and atmospheric density perturba-
tions and writing in a similar form to (8) results in

l,,l=-3þP(rr,,#) (A8)

Equations (45), (,4'6), and (48) are equivalent to
the ozone model equations used by Lindzen and Goody

[1965], Zhu and Holton [1986], Randel [1990], and Ziemke
ønd Slanford [1994] without the photochemistry terms
included. How do these equations relate to the Na
model used by Gardner and Shellon [1985]?

For a compressible atmosphere the approxìmation
used bo obtain (A.5) is not valid. Gøxlner and Shel-
lon [1985] and SG91 obtain a solution to (Aa) by using
a rvave solution of the form

PN^(z't) = e-x PoQ - e)' (Ag)

where X represents variation in wave amplitude due to
wiud divergence and ( represents transport by the ver-
tical wind perturbation.

It is possible to determine the relative size of the wind
divergence terms in comparison with the terms due to
transport by the vertical wind. It is clea¡ that the rel-
ative importance of the different terms is dependent on
the choice of background Na layer shape. However, if a
Gaussian background layer, with standard deviation øo

and centroid zo, is assumed, then the three terms are

-l / tz-2.\ \
rNa(z,r) = oi l, -,r"rff + NL,) ro(z,t)

(A10)
Figure 12 shows a typical plot of the value of the

three terms in (A.10). The first term on the right-hand
side of (410) depends only on the height variation of
atmospheric density perturbations and only appears in
models which do not assume an incompressible atmo-
sphere. The second term is a linear relation between

lt+w'r¡"-0

ôr;
ã *v.(r¡u) = 0. (,A'2)

Expanding the second term on the left-hand side of
(,{2) gives
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Na and atmospheric density perturbations and has its
mæiimum value in regions away from the peak of the Na
Iayer. The nonlinear term NL, as discussed by Gardner
and Shelton [1985], is most significant in the vicinity of
the peak of the layer.

Hence the difference between the Lindzen and Goody

[1965] approach and that used by Gard,ner and Shelton
[1985] is not related to specifically considering Na in
the modeling. It originates in the assumed form of the
rvave perturbation in background elensity. Thrs in turn
results from the assumption that the amplitude of the
wave perturbatiou does not vary due to the divergence
of the wind field.
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Abstract.

A case study is presented of 6.5 h of simultaneous colocated stratospheric

Dlfferential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) measurements of ozone concentration and

Rayleigh-Mie Doppler (RD) lidar measurements of horizontal wind velocity from the

Observatoire de Haute Provence (OHP), France (44"N,6"E). The lidar observations

provide both temporal and vertical information on mesoscale dynamics and ozoîe

variability. This data set permits a more detailed study of mesoscale ozone fluctuations

than has been possible previously using other measurement techniques.
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Introduction

Stratospheric ozone abundances exhibit appreciable mesoscale variability. Perturba-

tions with vertical scales -1-5 km are observed routinely in ozonesonde data lÛhhalt

et al., 1983; Hofrnann et al., ).989; Reid and Vaughan, I99L; Teitelbaum et a1.,1994],

while in situ measurements from stratospheric aircraft show variability over a broad

range of horizontal scales lGage and Nastrorn, 1986; Danielsen et al., L99L; Bacmeister

et a\.,1996]. Since ozorre in the lower stratosphere (below -25 km) is photochemically

inactive on timescales up to 5 days (in the absence of heterogeneous processing), then

such variability must in general have a dynamical origin. Observed ozone fluctuations

have been attributed primarily either to gravity-wave advection or to larger-scale

transport effects.

Gravity-wave-induced vertical advection was first suggested as a possible cause

of ozone perturbations by Chiu and Ching [1978]. Aircraft observations during the

Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange Project (STEP) revealed inertia gravity waves

(IGWs) lChan et a\.,1991] and seemingly related perturbations of ozone and other

constituents lWilson et a\.,1991]. Danielsen et al. 179911 argued that the vertical and

horizontal displacements of these IGWs produced the observed ozone perturbations,

and that irreversible constituent transport resulted as these waves dissipated. Similar

arguments were advanced by Teitelbaum et al. 179941 to explain fluctuations in selected

ozonesonde profiles.

Conversely, Ehhalt et al.179831 found that long-term variances of ozone perturbations

inferred from ozonesonde releases at Hohenpeissenberg (47"N, 11"8) were significantly

larger than those expected on the basis of wave-induced potential temperature

fluctuations alone, indicating that gravity wave vertical advection cannot explain

all of the structure. Later analysis of variability in a large base of ozonesonde data

from middle to high northern latitudes by Reid et al. 17993] identified the largest

perturbations (so-called "laminae") with differential transport across the polar vortex
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edge. High-resolution parcel advection models of this transport have succeeded in

simulating laminated vertical ozoîe profiles which are similar to those observed [e.g.,

Orsolini et a\.,1995]. Indeed, Newman and Schoeberl [1995] recently used such a model

to argue that quasi-horizontal flow in and out of the polar vortex could explain those

Iaminar ozoîe structures observed in STEP data which Danielsen et al. [1991] had

previously attributed to IGW motions. Recent analysis of a large amount of airborne

stratospheric ozone data by Bacmeister et al. [1996] concluded that neither IGWs nor

large-scale advection alone could explain the mean mesoscale variability evident in

these data, and that both effects may combine and interact to produce the observed

variability.

Clearly, then, both processes can and do produce mesoscale ozorre variability.

In practice, however, it can be difficult to differentiate between the effects of either

process in a given data set, since the data often lack the horizontal, vertical, and

temporal resolution required to characterize fully both the dynamical fields and the

ozoîe distribution. Thus, improved observations are needed which avoid some of these

shortcomings.

To this end, Reid et al. [1994] recently combined MST radar observations of

stratospheric velocities with nearby ozonesonde measurements to deduce that the

IGW observed in the velocity data could not explain the observed lamination in the

ozonesonde profile. Langford et al.11996l combined radiosonde data (used to characterize

IGWs in the troposphere) with DIAL measurements of tropospheric ozone to conclude

that gravity waves made important contributions to their observed tropospheric ozone

concentrations. In both of these studies, only one data set had high time-height

resolution, while the other had good height resolution but poor time resolution. Here,

we report on an experiment in which two colocated lidar instruments were used to

acquire simultaneous stratospheric velocity and ozone data which both had high vertical

and temporal resolution. We use these velocity data to identify and chara cterize an
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IGW in the stratosphere and to predict its effect on ozone profrles, then compare these

predictions with the contemporaneous ozorLe data to infer the processes responsible for

the structure in the ozone data.

Observations

The observations used in this case study were obtained at OHP between 2230 LT

on 23 October and 0500 LT on 24 October, 1995. The DIAL ozone lidar and RD lidar,

located approximately 10 m apart within the same building, were run simultaneously

during the observation period. Table 1 summarizes the operational specifics of both

lidar systems. The OHP RD lidar and DIAL ozone systems have been described by

Garnier and Chanin ll992l and Lacoste et al. [1992], respectively. Measurements of

lower stratospheric (12-30 km) ozone concentration are provided by the DIAL system

and zonal and meridional wind velocities are provided by the RD lidar.

Lidar data processing may involve both temporal and spatial averaging of the

received signal. For this study, emphasis was placed on obtaining simultaneous profiles

of wind velocities and ozone concentration which had the same time resolution. A

common time resolution of 30 min was chosen as a compromise between the statistical

reliability of the DIAL ozone measurement and the need to obtain profiles with

signifi cant mesoscale variability.

Figure 1 presents the sequence of DIAL ozone concentration profiles in two

consecutive plots. The estimated error in measurement is 10% in the height range

12-20 km. The RD zonal and meridional velocity profiles in Figure 2 are displayed at a

height resolution of 150 m, obtained from regridding using spline interpolation from the

initial 115 m resolution, for compatibility with the DIAL profiles. A height-independent

bias in RD lidar zonal wind measurements was corrected by comparing with velocity

measurements from a radiosonde released from Nimes, 100 km west of OHP, at 2300 LT

on 23 October, 1995. The RD velocity data are acquired typically with a time resolution
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of 5 min so that the 30 min profiles presented here have an estimated error of less than

5% between 12-20 km.

Figure 3 displays the average profile of ozone concentration calculated over the 6.5

hour observation period. The error associated with this average profile is -2 % in the

height range 12-20 km. The small-scale features evident in this average proflle must

result from dynamical activity on timescales greater than approximately 7 hours.

Ozone Laminae

The two local maxima in ozone concentration in Figure 3 at approximately 14 km

and 18 km are examples of ozone laminae. They were identified as such using the

definition of. Reid and Vaughøn [1991] which requires large positive or negative ozorre

concentrations which are limited to a layer less than 2.5 km in vertical extent. A

major lamina occurs at -L4 km and a minor lamina also occurs at -18 km. Reid and

Vaughan [1991] found that a majority of laminae in mid-latitude, northern hemispheric

ozonesonde data were within the height range 12-18 km.

The two laminae remain well-defined throughout the observation period, as is

evident in the sequence of ozone concentration profiles (Figure 1). The 6.5 h mean lidar

ozone concentration profile was compared with an ozone concentration profile from an

ozonesonde launched from OHP at 1200 LT on 24 October 1995, 7 hours after the final

lidar profile (not shown here). The ozonesonde profile confirmed the lidal observation of

the lamina at 14 km. The secondary lamina at 18 km was reduced in magnitucle b;r the

time of the ozonesonde flight, suggesting a shorter time or horizontal scale mechanism

was responsible for this feature.

From the lidar observations alone, the estimated minimum lifetime for the two

laminae was 6.5 h. A minimum lifetime of 14 h was estimated for the lamina at 14

km based on the occuÌrence in both the lidar and ozonesonde ozorre concentration

profiles. The duration of the 14 km lamina suggests that it was generated by large-scale
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processes. Initial indications from synoptic-scale isentropic parcel advection calculations

suggest that a filamentary structure rffas present at approximately 14 km over OHP

[Rog er Atleinson, private communication].

Long-period Fluctuations

Successive vertical profiles of zonal and meridional velocities from the RD lidar

(Figure 2) indicate a wave-like feature below 20 km with downward phase (upward

energy) propagation which persists throughout the 6.5 h observation period. A

hodograph analysis (Figure 4) shows mostly clockwise rotation of the velocity

fluctuations with height and a well-defined velocity ellipse, which suggests that

this feature is a long-period upward-propagating inertia gravity wave (IGW). IGW

parameters were derived from these data using a Stokes par-ameter analysis [e.g.

Eckermann and Vincent, 1989] and are presented in Table 2. The values of observed

and intrinsic wave frequency were used to determine that the horizontal propagation

direction of the IGW was towards the south-west.

The 6.5 h mean winds and IGW parameters were used to calculate the ozone

response using the aþproach of Chi,u and Ching [1978]. Theoretical results in terms of

relative mixing ratio are here applied to the relative ozone concentration as measured

directly by the DIAL technique. From the continuity equation, the relative ozone

perturbatio" # driven by gravity-wave vertical advection alone is [after Chiu and,

Chi,ng, 1978],

where

w=(#;) (**.w), (1)

iUt(z,t)
¡ú (ry) (2)
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is the vertical displacement of a parcel by the IGW, U'(z,t) is the total horizontal wind

velocity perturbation,, Os(z) is the mean ozone concentration, assumed time-invariant,

fI is the density scale height, 7 is the ratio of specific heats (- 1.4), and' Ap is the

mean vertical concentration gradient. Based on ozonesonde temperature data, the value

of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, /ú, was 0.02 rad/s in the lower stratosphere. 03(z) was

estimated by a low-pass filtered cubic polynomial fit which neglects the probable vertical

ozone structure due to large-scale processes

Horizontal IGW displacements have been neglected in (1) because the lidar data

do not provide any information on mean horizontal gradients in Os(z). Thus, in (1)

we have implicitly assumed that they are negligible. Other synoptic-scale data and/or

analyses may be able to provide this information, whereupon (1) can be generalized to

consider both horizontal and vertical gradient and displacement terms le.g., Danielsen

et a1.,799I; Teitelbaum et a1.,1994].

Figure 5a shows the measur.ð, ffi about the cubic polynomial-fitted profile, as

well as the expected perturbation produced by the IGW in Figule 4, calculated by first

converting U'(z,t) to a ('(2,ú) oscillation using (2) (see Figure 5b), then using this to

calculate ffi using (1). The relative magnitudes of the measurecl and calculated

ozone perturbations in Figure 5a suggest that the IGW alone may drive a maximum

contribution of - 5 % relative ozone fluctuations, except in the height region below -
14.5 km where the inverse dependence on O3(z) in Equation (1) leads to calculated

relative ozone fluctuations of up to 10 %. The estimation of. Os(z) used in calculation

of the ozoîe response to the IGW is a vital factor. The smooth Os(z) profile probably

underestimates the vertical gradients on which the IGW parcel displacements act.

Hence, the calculation presented in Figure 5a was based on a minim" 49;P estimate

which is only relevant in the absence of large-scale processes.

The lamina at 74 km is not strongly associated with ozone features estimated

from the horizontal wind perturbation profile, however there is some indication of
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phase agreement in the region of 18 km (Figure 5). It must be concluded that IGW

alone, without some filamentation present due to large-scale horizontal ozone structure,

cannot be responsible for the magnitude of lamination observed in this case study. In

the presence of lamination, background ozone gradients of 2-5 times mean values may

be observed. Thus the data seem to indicate that the laminae observed here result

from synoptic-scale advection processes, and that lGW-induced displacements induce

secondary distortions of these preexisting laminae.

Conclusions

DIAL ozorre measurements and RD lidar wind velocity measurements from OHP

were used to examine mesoscale structure in the stratosphere. The time evolution

of the ozone profile available from lidar measurements was used to infer a minimum

continuous lifetime of two ozone laminae of 6.5 h. One of the ozone laminae persisted in

measurements carried out over 14 h apart.

The dual lidar measurement technique described here permits a more thorough study

of mesoscale dynamics and tracer variability than has been previously possible using

data from infrequent aircraft or sonde flights. The RD lidar data showecl conclusively

that an upward-propagating IGW was present below 20 km, with a ver-tical wavelength

of 2.3 km and an observed vertical phase speed - 0.06 ms-l. The response of ozor,e

to this long-period wave feature was estimated. The magnitudes of ozone fluctuations

driven by the long-period wave feature are not sufficient to explain fully the observed

ozone laminae.

It is suggested that the observed ozone structure during this case study is a

result of large-scale lamination due to horizontal advection in coexistence with a

long-period IGW. These two processes contribute to long-lived vertical gradients in

ozone concentration which drive an enhanced ozone response to short-period wave

motions. Analysis and modeling continue to try to understand these features further.
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Table 1. DIAL ozone and RD lidar capabilities at OHP

Table 2. IGW parameters derived from successive RD

lidar profiles and Stokes parameter analysis.

Ozone DIAL RD lidar

Beam direction vertical vertical + 40 N/E

Waveiengths À absorbed:3O8 nm

I reference:355 nm

À:532 nm

PRF 50 Hz 30 Hz

Height resolution 600 m 115 m

Time resolution 30 min 30 min

Height range

Major error

SOUICCS

12-30km

water vapour

aerosol contamination

12-45km

aerosol contamination

Wave Parameter Estimated Value

Vertical wavelength

Observed vertical phase speed

Observed frequency

Intrinsic frequency

Horizontal wavelength

2.3 km

-0.06 m/s

1.6f - 0.00016 rad/s

2.2f - 0.00022 rad/s

360 km
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Figure 1. Sequence of DIAL ozone concentration profiles from 2230 LT on 23 October,

1995 to 0500 LT on 24 October, 1995. The zero point of each profile is labeled with the

starting time of its 30 min observational integration. Successive profiles are separated by

5x 1012cm-3.
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Figure 2. Rayleigh Doppler wind lidar profiles from 2230 LT on 23 October, 1995 to

0500 LT on 24 October, 1995. The zero point of each profile is labeled with the starting

time of its 30 min observational integration. Successive profiles are offset by 10 m/s.
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Figure 3. Average vertical profile of ozone concentration. A, 5% error estimate is

indicated by the dotted line.
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panel (u). A calculated response from the IGW in Figure 4 using (1) and (2) is shown

with the solid curve in panels (a) and (b), respectively.





Appendix C

Hodograph analysis and Stokes

parameters

A hodograph analysis of atmospheric wind velocities consists of plotting the detrended

zonal velocities u'(z) agatnst the detrended meridional velocities u'(r).The hodograph

traces out the tip of the vector (u'(z),u'(z)) and hence represents a plan view of the

horizontal velocity variation. An idealized hodograph, due to a single monochromatic

gravity wave component, takes the form of a conic section. The most common form is

an elliptically polarized hodograph as illustrated in Figure C.1. Chapter 5 presented

examples of an average hodograph (Figure 5.10), as well as a time-resolved sequence

of hodographs (Figure 5.11).

From a hodograph it is possible to calculate the so-called Stokes parameters. The

Stokes parameter method is one of several techniques developed to estimate properties

of gravity wave perturbations in wind velocity lEclcermann,1996]. These parameters

derive from optical theory fe.g. Jenkins and White,l966l and were originally used in

the analysis of the direction of polarization of light.

The parameters are defined as lEckermann and Vincent,I989; Eckermann,Iggîl:

I(m):au^(^)' > + < ut(^)' > + < v^(*)' > + < v,(*)'> (c.1)
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Figure C.1: Schematic diagram of an idealized hodograph signature.

P(*) :2(< Up(m)vp(m) > * < u¡(nt)W(*) > (c.3)

Q(^) :2(< Up(m)I\(m) > - < U¡(m)Ir¡¿ (nz) > (C.4)

where Un(*) * iUt(.m) and Vn(,m) + iW(.m) are the FFTs of. u'(z) and u'(z), respec-

tively, and the angle brackets denote a time average.

The gravity wave properties calculated from the Stokes parameters are as follows:

Phase difference ó: arctan lq!4\
\P("Ð/'

Ellipse major axis orientation r : arctan (m) ,

(c.5)

(c.6)

Degree of polarization d -
D(^), * p(m)2 +e@),

L72

I(*) (c.7)
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Appendix D

Rrrther ER-2f sonde Comparrsons

This appendix is included as an extension to Section 4.4. For each flight date, plots

are displayed of potential temperature-ozone surfaces (upper panel) and of estimated

meridional ozone mixing ratio gradients (lower panel).

For the plots of potential temperature-ozone surfaces, the dashed line indicates the

ozonesonde measurement and the dotted region indicates the ER-2 values measured

in the vicinity of Macquarie Island. The crosses indicate the values of (0,Os) at the

estimated positions of the ER-2 aircraft's closest approach to Macquarie Island.

For the plots of estimated meridional ozone mixing ratio gladients, the bold line

indicates the value of meridional ozone mixing ratio gradient calculated from sonde

data. Symbols represent gradients calculated over different ER-2 aircraft horizontal

flight path lengths: cross - 800 km, square - 400 km, triangle - 200 km, diamond - 100

km.
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